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Abstract
The need to establish factors that influence the occurrence of a reduced rate
of patient satisfaction and loyalty has attracted the attention of many healthcare and
marketing scholars in recent years. Most of the hospitals managed by Abu Dhabi
Health Services Company (SEHA) in Abu Dhabi have registered a decrease in the
number of patients holding Thiqa insurance card seeking outpatient care services,
despite the fact that the Thiqa insurance plan is considered the preeminent insurance
plan in the Emirate of Abu Dhabi for nationals of the United Arab Emirates.
Therefore, this study is dedicated to evaluating issues that have inhibited the growth
of satisfaction and loyalty among Thiqa patients and identifying factors that could
enhance the retention of current customers. Correcting these factors would not only
help hospital managements to enhance the excellence of care services they deliver to
patients, but also provide financial benefits to these care facilities.
The data in this study was collected via the use of structured questionnaires
from 413 participants. The demographic characteristics of the respondents – such as
marital status, age, gender, occupation, educational level and frequency of visits –
were taken into account as control variables during the data analysis process. The
reliability of the questions to be included in the questionnaires was determined
through the application of Cronbach’s alpha coefficient and confirmatory factor
analysis testing. Additionally, the SmartPLS 3.0 technique was applied to enhance
the examination of data collected from participants, because it can provide graphical
presentations of data through the application of strategies such as partial least
squares-prediction-oriented

segmentation,

importance–performance

map

analysis (IPMA) and complex bootstrapping routines. The results of this research can
be used to confirm the existence of a positive relationship between patient
satisfaction and loyalty. To that end, facilitating the development of patient
satisfaction will eventually lead to the promotion of patient loyalty.
The results show that Thiqa patients are considered satisfied and loyal;
however, they did not indicate that they were “very” satisfied (which equates to a
score of five for all constructs) except for with regard to the cleanliness of the
waiting areas. This indicates a potential risk that patients will be lost to competitors.
The highest construct that scored high in satisfaction was tangibility, followed by
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patient–physician relationship, while satisfaction with the waiting time which is the
time that patient entered the waiting area until leaving the hospital was last, with
moderate satisfaction.
The results revealed that most of the patients from Abu Dhabi are employed
and married, and hence SEHA hospitals should consider these groups as the main
consumers of their care services. Regarding the frequency of visits, 42.4% of the
patients had visited SEHA hospitals more than five times, while only 10.7% had
visited the hospitals once. The IPMA for patient satisfaction and loyalty indicated
that the patient–physician relationship recorded the highest performance score, while
the service quality, followed by hospital image, produced the highest score for
importance. Thus, increasing the satisfaction rate of married patients will enable
these hospitals to strengthen their image, and hence contribute to increasing patient
loyalty.
This study determined through hypothesis testing that service quality, word of
mouth and patient–physician relationship have a positive impact on patient
satisfaction and an indirect effect on patient loyalty. In addition, hospital image has a
positive direct impact on both patient satisfaction and loyalty and the partial
mediation effect on loyalty. The results also showed that waiting time satisfaction
had no impact on patient satisfaction and had no moderation effect on the
relationship between patient satisfaction and patient loyalty. On the other hand,
switching cost had a positive effect on patient loyalty but had no moderation effect
on the relationship between patient satisfaction and patient loyalty. Another finding
of this research is that there was a direct positive impact of patient satisfaction on
patient loyalty. Recommendations to SEHA management for improving the results
were discussed in depth. Although the objectives of the research were met, several
limitations remain; these were elaborated upon and provided recommendations for
further research.

Keywords: SEHA, Thiqa patients, patient satisfaction and loyalty, service quality,
European Customer Satisfaction Index, SmartPLS 3.0.
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)Title and Abstract (in Arabic

قياس العوامل التي تؤثر على والء المريض في الخدمات الطبية الخارجية :دراسة
تجريبية في إمارة أبو ظبي
الملخص
استدعت الحاجة إلى تحديد العوامل التي تؤثر على حدوث انخفاض في معدل رضا المريض ووالئه و
أستقطب انتباه العديد من الباثين في مجال الرعاية الصحية والتسويق في السنوات األخيرة .سجلت معظم
المستشفيات التي تديرها شركة أبوظبي للخدمات الصحية (صحة) في أبوظبي انخفاضًا في عدد المرضى الذين
يحملون بطاقة تأمين ثقة للحصول على خدمات رعاية المرضى في العيادات الخارجية ،على الرغم من أن خطة
تأمين ثقة تعتبر خطة التأمين البارزة في إمارة أبوظبي لمواطني دولة اإلمارات العربية المتحدة .لذلك ،تتركز
هذه الدراسة لتقييم العوامل التي حالت دون نمو الرضا والوالء بين المرضى حاملي التأمين الصحي (ثقة)
وتحديد العوامل التي يمكن أن تعزز بقاء العمالء الحاليين.
إن تصحيح هذه العوامل ال يساعد فحسب إدارات المستشفيات على تعزيز التميز في خدمات الرعاية
التي تقدم للمرضى ،ولكن يساعد على توفير المزايا المالية لهذه المنشئات أيضًا .وتم جمع البيانات في هذه
الدراسة من خالل استخدام استبيانات منظمة من  413مشارك ،تمت مراعاة الخصائص الديموغرافية
للمشاركين  -مثل الحالة االجتماعية والعمر والجنس والمهنة والمستوى التعليمي و عدد الزيارات  -كعوامل
تح ّكم أثناء عملية تحليل البيانات .وتم تحديد مدى موثوقية األسئلة التي يتضمنها االستبيان من خالل تطبيق
اختبار ألفا لمعامل كرونباخ التحليل العاملي التوكيدي لالستبيان ،باإلضافة إلى ذلك ،تم تطبيق تقنية
 SmartPLS 3.0لتعزيز فحص البيانات التي تم جمعها من المشاركين ،ألنها يمكن أن توفر عروض رسومية
للبيانات من خالل تطبيقات استراتيجية الغرض مثل المربعات االقل جزئية )،(Patrial least squares
التوقعات ،تجزئة المنحنى ) ،(oriented segmentationوتحليل خريطة أهمية األداء importance
) performance map analysis (IPMAو إجراءات المتهيد المعقدة complex bootstrapping
 . routinesيمكن استخدام نتائج هذا البحث لتأكيد وجود صلة إيجابية بين رضا المريض و والءه .تحقيقًا لهذه
الغاية ،سيؤدي التنسيق لتطوير رضا المريض في النهاية إلى تعزيز والء المريض.
أظهرت النتائج أن مرضى ثقة يعتبرون راضين ومخلصين؛ ومع ذلك ،لم يشيروا إلى أنهم "راضون
للغاية" (أي ما يعادل درجة خمسة لجميع العوامل) باستثناء فيما يتعلق بنظافة مناطق االنتظار .و هذا يشير إلى
وجود مخاطر محتملة بشأن فقدان المرضى لمراكز صحية أخرى .حيث كانت أعلى بنية سجلت أعلى مستوى
من الرضا هي األشياء الملموسة ،تليها العالقة بين المريض والطبيب ،في حين كان الرضا عن وقت االنتظار
وهو الوقت الذي دخل فيه المريض إلى منطقة االنتظار و حتى مغادرة المستشفى األقل في مستوى الرضا،
برضا متوسط.
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كشفت النتائج أن معظم المرضى من إمارة أبوظبي و هم موظفون و متزوجون ،وبالتالي يجب على
مستشفيات صحة أن تعتبر هذه المجموعات المستهلك الرئيسي لخدمات الرعاية الخاصة بهم .فيما يتعلق بتكرار
الزيارات ،زار  42.4%من المرضى مستشفيات صحة أكثر من خمس مرات ،بينما زار  10.7%فقط
المستشفيات مرة واحدة .أشارت  IPMAلرضا المريض ووالئه إلى أن العالقة بين المريض والطبيب سجلت
أعلى درجات األداء ،في حين أن جودة الخدمة ،تليها نظرة المجتمع للمستشفى ،حققت أعلى درجة من األهمية.
وبالتالي ،فإن زيادة معدل رضا المرضى المتزوجين ستمكن هذه المستشفيات من تعزيز صورتهم ،وبالتالي
المساهمة في زيادة والء المريض.
حددت هذه الدراسة من خالل اختبار الفرضيات أن جودة الخدمة وكلمة الفم والعالقة بين المريض
والطبيب لها تأثير إيجابي على رضا المريض وتأثير غير مباشر على والء المريض .باإلضافة إلى ذلك ،فإن
نظرة المجتمع للمستشفى لها تأثير مباشر إيجابي على كل من رضا المريض ووالئه وهذا يعتبر تأثير جزئي
على عامل الوالء .أظهرت النتائج أيضًا أن رضا وقت االنتظار لم يكن له أي تأثير على رضا المريض وليس له
أي تأثير على العالقة بين رضا المريض ووالء المريض.
من ناحية أخرى ،كان لتكلفة تبديل المستشفى بآخر تأثير إيجابي على والء المريض ولكن لم يكن له
أي تأثير على العالقة بين رضا المريض ووالء المريض .استنتاج آخر من هذا البحث هو أنه كان هناك تأثير
إيجابي مباشر لرضا المريض على والء المريض .نوقشت التوصيات المقدمة إلدارة صحة لتحسين النتائج.
على الرغم من تحقيق أهداف البحث ،ال تزال هناك قيود عديدة ؛ تم تفصيلها و تقديم توصيات لمزيد من البحوث
في المستقبل.

مفاهيم البحث الرئيسية :صحة ،مرضى ثقة ،رضا المرضى و والءهم ،جودة الخدمة ،مؤشر رضا العمالء
األوروبي.SmartPLS 3 ،
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Chapter 1: Introduction
This research study was motivated by a decrease in the number of Thiqa
patients utilizing outpatient services. The research sought to determine the factors
that have led to such a decrease, and provide effective proposals for Abu Dhabi
Health Services Company (SEHA) management to improve their decision-making
process. Chapter one provides the background to the study, motivations for the
research, background to the research problem, and the research aims, objectives,
questions and hypotheses.
1.1 Background of the Study
1.1.1 Abu Dhabi 2030 Vision
The Department of Health in Abu Dhabi has aligned its strategies in
accordance with the provisions of the Abu Dhabi 2030 Economic Vision to provide
highly effective healthcare insurance services, as well as to offer an excellent
business model for healthcare services in the region. According to Abu Dhabi
Government (2008), the growth of the Abu Dhabi Quality and Conformity Council in
2009 was a vital step towards providing high-quality healthcare services to the city’s
residents. Al Nuaimi (2014) stated that development of the Abu Dhabi Vision 2030
on healthcare was necessary because it will help to ensure that economic success in
the region is achieved through the provision of more effective healthcare services to
residents. Abu Dhabi Economic Vision 2030 is focused on making the private sector
one of the main players in economic growth in the healthcare sector, as well as
facilitating the creation of employment opportunities for Emirati nationals (Council,
2011). Furthermore, there are plans for the healthcare sector of this region to adopt
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world-class quality care that is regularly monitored, and for which the quality of
outcomes is published.
1.1.2 SEHA
SEHA is a mutual stock company that possesses and controls all shares of the
community hospitals, as well as clinics, found within Abu Dhabi. SEHA is an Arabic
word that stands for healthcare and was developed into a corporate marketing
organization by the name of the Abu Dhabi Health Services Company. SEHA as a
healthcare organization was founded under Emiri Decree No. 10 of 2007, and is fully
controlled by the Government of Abu Dhabi (2008). SEHA was established due to a
need to come up with effective strategies that can be used in reforming the healthcare
sector in Abu Dhabi to deliver world-class care services to patients.
According to SEHA (2011), the organization was formed in order to take up
the responsibility of regulating the public community and private hospitals. As a
mechanism of increasing its service delivery to the general public, SEHA is currently
in charge of 12 hospitals, 46 ambulatory healthcare services, 10 infection prevention
and screening centers, 3 mobile clinics, 2 blood banks, a school health clinic, 4
dental centers, 2 employee healthcare centers and a vaccination center. A study
conducted by Hussain, Malik, and Al Neyadi (2016) determined that SEHA is the
greatest and most effective healthcare organization in the United Arab Emirates
(UAE).
1.1.3 Thiqa Patients
According to the Arabic language, Thiqa means trust. The Health Authority
of Abu Dhabi founded the Thiqa initiative in 2007 for the purpose of developing a
mechanism that can be utilized to offer health insurance for UAE nationals and those
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with similar status. As stated by Al Mazrouei, Moore, Ahmed, Mikula and Martin
(2013), it is important to note that this initiative is under the management of the
National Health Insurance Company, and hence that these care services are offered
on behalf of Abu Dhabi. Since this is a healthcare initiative, those people who will
directly benefit from the services it provides are referred to as Thiqa patients.
According to a study conducted by Arafat, Kabir, and Andalib (2017), one of
the major reasons many people in Abu Dhabi have considered registering for this
service is the benefits it offers. These include zero annual limits on hospital visits and
100% coverage for inpatient, outpatient and emergency services (Sharif, Blair, Taha,
& Tom, 2013). Furthermore, Sharif et al. (2013) stated that services such as medical
check-ups and maternity and dental clinics are also offered to members of this
scheme. The private network providers under Thiqa provisions often require preauthorization, and services such as dental entail a 50% copayment agreement.
According to Korea’s Ministry of Health and Welfare (Lee & Kim, 2017),
medical expenses for international UAE patients from South Korea increased to
reach 40.4 billion Korean won, which is around 130 billion dirham. This is an
alarming number given that South Korea is not the only target for Thiqa patients’
medical tourism. For that matter, the aim of this research was not only to increase
market share, but also to make Abu Dhabi healthcare services more competitive in
the current market. Sharif et al. (2013) stated that another key aim of SEHA is to
increase the amount of revenue collected during patient visits, with 50% of the
current revenue being collected from outpatient services. The research sample for
Sharif et al.’s study included outpatient services provided by SEHA hospitals for the
purpose of measuring the loyalty of patients to the hospitals.
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1.2 Motivation for the Research
According to recent reports from the Health Authority of Abu Dhabi, there
have been negative trends in SEHA patient volumes in regard to outpatients and
nationals who are Thiqa patients (DoH, 2016). Based on that report, and as presented
in Table 1 there were 7,782,733 non-emergency department visits from July 2015 to
June 2016, which represents 26% of total visits. The number dropped significantly,
to 7,292,812 visits, in the period from July 2016 to June 2017, representing 23% of
total outpatient visits – a reduction of 489,921 visits.
Table 1: DoH report of SEHA outpatient activities

Episodes

July 2016–June SEHA
2017
(%)

July 2015–June
SEHA (%)
2016

Outpatient

8,196,559

27

8,706,634

29

Non-Emergency
Room

7,292,812

23

7,782,733

26

National

2,235,287

49

2,381,558

51

The report indicates that the number of Emirati nationals who are considered
to be the main Thiqa patients equals 2,381,558, which is 51% of the total number of
visits. Surprisingly, there was a significant drop in the number of these patients in the
following year to 2,235,287, which is 49% – a reduction of 146,271 Thiqa patients
(DoH, 2016). The drop in the number of visits motivated the development of the
current research study. The results obtained from this study will aid in providing an
improved understanding of the factors that influence patient choice, as well as
establishing accurate instruments for improving patient loyalty in order to retain
current patients and persuade them to continue their membership.
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1.3 Background to the Problem
The ability of a company to promote its brand name to the market can lead to
its increased market dominance (Chang, Tseng, & Woodside, 2013). Nevertheless,
companies that provide healthcare-related services are expected not only to promote
their brand names, but also to make sure that the services they offer promote the
development of quality of life among patients and their family members. Astuti and
Nagase (2014) indicated that, as a result of the geographic location and cultural
diversity of the UAE, there are insufficient research studies focused on evaluating
and determining the factors that can influence residents not to access medical
services from accredited facilities.
Most of the research studies that have dealt with patient loyalty to healthcare
services have been based on cases obtained from the United States of America and
Europe. However, there have been insufficient studies in the UAE. According to
Hofstede (2003), the UAE scores low on individualism and is considered a
collectivistic society. The nature of a collectivistic society culture as identified by
Hofstede (2003) is that people belong to a group that takes care of its members in
exchange for loyalty. Therefore, loyalty is part of the UAE’s culture. In other words,
in the UAE loyalty is paramount and is above most other societal rules and
regulations; this could have significant impact in regard to hospital loyalty.
Nevertheless, the number of patients of SEHA hospitals has been decreasing over
time, which is a clear indication that a defect or breakdown in the service may have
occurred, such as lack of patient satisfaction, which has discouraged Thiqa patients
from using the same services if the need arises in future. Properly identifying and
addressing these factors can help to reduce cases of patients unsubscribing from
SEHA, and hence increase the number of hospital visits.
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1.4 Research Aims, Objectives, Questions and Hypotheses
1.4.1 Research Aims
The aim of this study is to inspect the factors that affect patient loyalty to
healthcare services in Abu Dhabi, UAE. This will be achieved by assessing the level
of patient satisfaction with healthcare services via application of the European
Consumer Satisfaction Index (ECSI) model developed by Fornell (1992) and the
service quality (SERVQUAL) model established by Parasuraman, Zeithaml and
Berry (1988). The study will take into account the different variables under patient
loyalty, such as healthcare services marketing, physician–patient relationship and
patient satisfaction, which have been previously discussed in research studies
conducted by Clever, Jin, Levinson and Meltzer (2008), Ong, De Haes, Hoos and
Lammes (1995), Quaschning, Körner, and Wirtz (2013), and Van Den Assem and
Dulewicz (2015). These variables will act as the dependent variables for the study. In
relation to the independent variables, waiting time satisfaction, as described by
Bielen and Demoulin (2007), will be utilized. Additionally, this study will evaluate
the direct and indirect impacts of switching costs on patient loyalty and satisfaction.
1.4.2 Research Objectives
Four research objectives will be used to examine and explain the aims of this
study. These are:
1. To measure Thiqa patients’ satisfaction and loyalty with the care services being
provided by the outpatient services units of SEHA hospitals.
2. To determine that factors that promote the satisfaction and loyalty of Thiqa
patients from Abu Dhabi through the usage of structural equation modeling
(SEM).
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3. To determine the strategic priority objectives for SEHA through the usage of an
importance–performance analysis map (IPAM)
4. To construct strategies and intellectual resources that can be utilized in
establishing a national customer satisfaction index for the Emirate of Abu Dhabi
or the UAE, since, although various researchers have established national
customer satisfaction indices for different regions, there has been no comparable
attempt for the UAE.
1.4.3 Research Questions
Realization of the research objectives requires the provision of detailed
answers to specific research questions such as:
1. To what degree are Thiqa patients satisfied with and loyal to the outpatient
services delivered by SEHA-accredited hospitals?
2. What are the most important variables that have been recognized by Thiqa
patients regarding outpatient services in relationship to patient loyalty and patient
satisfaction?
3. Is there a relationship between perceived quality and Thiqa patients’ loyalty and
satisfaction?
4. Is there a relationship between hospital image and Thiqa patients’ loyalty and
satisfaction?
5. Is there a relationship between word of mouth (WoM) and Thiqa patients’ loyalty
and satisfaction?
6. Is there a relationship between the physician–patient relationship and Thiqa
patients’ loyalty and satisfaction?
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7. Is there a relationship between waiting time satisfaction and Thiqa patient
satisfaction?
8. Does waiting time satisfaction influence the relationship between patient loyalty
and patient satisfaction?
9. Does switching cost influence the relationship between patient loyalty and patient
satisfaction?
10. Is there a relationship between switching cost and Thiqa patients’ loyalty?
11. Does patient satisfaction have a positive impact on patient loyalty?
1.4.4 Research Hypotheses
Testing of the research hypotheses is important for providing comprehensive
answers to the research questions, as well as giving satisfactorily meeting the aims of
the research. To this end, the following hypotheses were developed based on the
findings from existing literature, which is reflected in Figure 1:
Hypothesis 1a: Service quality positively impacts overall patient satisfaction.
Hypothesis 1b: Overall patient satisfaction positively mediates the relationship
between service quality and patient loyalty.
Hypothesis 2a: Hospital image has a positive impact on patient loyalty.
Hypothesis 2b: Hospital image has a positive impact on patient satisfaction.
Hypothesis 2c: Overall patient satisfaction positively mediates the relationship
between hospital image and patient loyalty.
Hypothesis 3a: WoM has a positive impact on overall patient satisfaction.
Hypothesis 3b: Patient satisfaction positively mediates the relationship between
WoM and patient loyalty.
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Hypothesis 4a: The patient–physician relationship has a positive impact on overall
patient satisfaction.
Hypothesis 4b: The patient–physician relationship has a positive impact on patient
loyalty.
Hypothesis 4c: Overall patient satisfaction positively mediates the relationship
between the patient–physician relationship and patient loyalty.
Hypothesis 5a: Waiting time satisfaction has a positive impact on overall patient
satisfaction.
Hypothesis 5b: Waiting time satisfaction positively moderates the relationship
between overall patient satisfaction and patient loyalty.
Hypothesis 6a: Switching cost has a positive impact on patient loyalty.
Hypothesis 6b: Switching cost positively moderates the relationship between overall
patient satisfaction and patient loyalty.
Hypothesis 7: Patient satisfaction positively impacts patient loyalty.
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Figure 1: Thiqa Patient Satisfaction Model
1.4.5 Research Applicability and Significance
DoH (2016) has reported a reduction in the number of outpatients at SEHA.
Thus, this research aims to provide essential information to policy makers at SEHA
regarding the factors that have influenced this situation, and to offer fundamental
strategies and options that can be employed to prevent the occurrence of such a
phenomenon in future. Using a modified version of the European Customer
Satisfaction Index, this study tests patient loyalty and satisfaction with healthcare
services in Abu Dhabi.
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This research will utilize information regarding the European Customer
Satisfaction Index as described by Fornell (1992) with the exclusion of complaint
handling, which is replaced by the patient–physician relationship. The study also
utilizes information regarding the applicability of SERVQUAL as presented by
Parasuraman et al. (1988). The findings from this study will aid in providing crucial
guidelines and intellectual resources that can be employed during the establishment
of a UAE regional customer satisfaction model. Moreover, this research will provide
extensive explanations for the apprehensions highlighted by Lee and Kim (2017)
regarding the nature of healthcare services whose costs are fully sponsored or
subsidized by domestic governments of the UAE.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
This study aims to determine the factors that negatively impact the retention
rate of Thiqa patients, and to develop schemes that can be employed by SEHA to
increase its market share and to achieve patient satisfaction and loyalty. Due to the
limited literature on patient satisfaction and loyalty in the healthcare sector, this work
will incorporate information from the marketing sector about customer satisfaction
and loyalty. This chapter will also include the provisions of the National Customer
Satisfaction Index, which can be easily incorporated into the health sector. The data
obtained is expected to provide explanations regarding patient satisfaction, patient
expectations, quality of care services and hospital image, among other antecedents,
to realize the aims of the research.
2.1 European Customer Satisfaction Index
Sun and Kim (2013) stated that the European Customer Satisfaction Index is
an economic indicator that is used to measure the satisfaction of customers in relation
to the quality of the products provided to them by producers. Shin (2015) indicated
that there are some sectors, companies and industries – such as the manufacturing
sector – that have consistently higher customer satisfaction than others. In particular,
service-sector industries that depend on human intervention and the consumption
process have been determined to have a below-average customer satisfaction rate.
Fornell (1992) stated that Sweden was the first country to develop a customer
satisfaction index, known as the Sweden Customer Satisfaction Barometer (SCSB).
Thereafter, other countries – such as the United States of America, Denmark, Hong
Kong, Norway, New Zealand, South Africa and many more – developed their own
customer satisfaction measurement criteria. With reference to the findings from
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studies conducted by Bayol et al. (2000); Martensen, Granholdt and Kristensen
(2000); Hu, Chiu, Cheng and Hsieh (2010), it is important to note that one of the
most recent and most effective customer satisfaction measurement criteria is the
EPSI, which is used by the European countries.
The major components of the SCSB are the offensive part and the defensive
part. According to Fornell (1992), the offensive strategy of the SCSB is employed as
a mechanism of targeting new customers by capturing an additional percentage of
market share. In the case of the defensive strategy, Fornell (1992) stated that it is
intended to retain current customers by addressing early any concerns they have
raised about products and services. Additionally, the cost of offensive strategies was
determined by Fornell (1992) to be higher than that of defensive strategies. As a vital
approach to measuring the satisfaction rates of consumers, EPSI is constructed using
seven different approaches – perceived value, customer expectation, service quality,
corporate image, customer loyalty, overall customer satisfaction and complaint
handling.
2.1.1 Perceived Value
According to Prebensen, Woo, Chen and Uysal (2013), perceived value is the
worth or merit that customers ascribe to different products and services. Even though
it has been proven that different strategies can be employed during the determination
of perceived values, studies performed by Teke et al. (2012), Terblanche (2006),
Tucker, Moradi, Wall and Nghiem (2014) and Wu et al. (2016) illustrated some of
the most effective common strategies. These include the social strategy, which
indicates how the prices of different products influence social status; the emotional
dimension, which shows the feelings generated after consuming the product; and the
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functional dimension, which indicates the relationship between the price of the
product and value for money.
According to Beneke, Flynn, Greig and Mukaiwa (2013), functional value is
another dimension of perceived value and has a great influence on the relationship
between product quality and its ability to perform the intended function. Teke et al.
(2012) added professionalism as another factor that should be considered, as it is
directly involved in determination of the quality of services being provided to
customers by service providers directly. SEHA provides a free market environment
where patients are provided with the opportunity to select the facilities from which
they would like to get healthcare services. Their choice of facility is influenced by
the perceived value of the care services that can be provided to them in a given
hospital and not in others. Therefore, the theoretical framework used in the current
study will not include perceived value.
2.1.2 Complaint Handling
The ability of any organization, including healthcare companies, to
effectively handle complaints raised by customers and the general public will help it
to increase its market share. This leads to customer retention and the attraction of
new potential consumers of the company’s products (Filip, 2013). Development of
an effective and reliable communication system between the customers and
producers of products is a great step in addressing the complaints raised by
customers about products (O'Loughlin & Coenders, 2002). Frequently, such a system
has been identified as a toll-free telephone line (Government, 2017). Based on the
fact that SEHA is a governmental organization, it can come up with directives that
should be followed by all of the hospitals under it during the handling of patients’
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and family members’ complaints regarding the quality of healthcare services being
provided by those hospitals. While this can help in improving the quality of services,
a significant percentage of hospitals will be forced to abide by these directions for
assessment purposes, but not as a professional requirement. Therefore, in this
research the complaint-handling construct is not be considered.
2.2 Patient Loyalty
2.2.1 Patient Loyalty Definition
The process of acquiring new patients is a continuing challenge for many
healthcare providers around the world. Furthermore, a greater challenge is the
ongoing effort to build trust and loyalty with existing patients. Customer loyalty can
be defined as the ability of an individual to stay firm in their support for the services
or products being provided by a given company (Wu, 2011). Thus, patient loyalty
can be defined as patients’ continuous use of the healthcare services being provided
by a given hospital, and it mainly arises from customer satisfaction. Lonial, Menezes,
Tarim, Tatoglu and Zaim (2010) described customers as the most important asset for
a company, not only because they consume its products but also because they act as
marketing agents for those products. (Oliver, 1999) explained that loyalty is gained
through four sequential stages: (1) cognitive loyalty, which is based on information
only, or a belief; (2) affective loyalty, which is the development of a pleasurable
feeling or liking towards the brand – this is considered a stage of satisfaction, though
there is a possibility of switching provider; (3) conative loyalty (behavioral
intention), which develops based on the repeated occurrence of positive affect
towards the brand; and (4) action loyalty (Kuhl & Beckmann, 1985), which follows
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the previous stages with an additional desire that will overcome any prevention of the
action.
2.2.2 Patient Loyalty Obstacles
Kesuma, Hadiwidjojo, Wiagustini and Rohman (2013) stated that patient
satisfaction and loyalty are key phenomena that have become influential in both
inpatient and outpatient settings following the successful introduction of the Hospital
Consumer Assessment of Healthcare Practitioners and System survey by the federal
government of the United States of America. Despite the fact that the development of
patient loyalty has been a key goal for healthcare providers, Sumaedi et al. (2014)
determined that there are still substantial challenges in the provision of quality
healthcare services to patients.
It is very difficult for healthcare providers to meet all of the preferences of
patients if there is no effective communication channel that both parties can use to
share their views. Chang et al. (2013) indicated that when healthcare providers are
not able to create a deep and empathic relationship with patients, they will not be
able to achieve patient loyalty to their products. A study conducted by Kesuma et al.
(2013) established that those healthcare service providers such as nurses and doctors
who sit down to talk with their patients tend to meet patient satisfaction and loyalty
measures more often compared to their counterparts who fail to observe this
provision. Astuti and Nagase (2014) and Juhana et al. (2015) established that the
inability of healthcare providers to incorporate the needs of patients’ family members
can make patients feel uncomfortable with the services being provided in such
facilities.
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Oliver (1999) discussed two different weaknesses effecting the loyalty study:
(1) consumer idiosyncrasies: variety seeking by the consumer reaches inertia in
action, as well as multi-brand loyalty which means being loyal to more than one
brand providing the same service or product; and (2) switching incentives:
competitors pursue and engage consumers through different methods in order to lure
them away, especially in the first two stages of the loyalty development. In most
cases, patients, regardless of their age, have some sort of family or caregiver support
system that joins them in the care encounter. Therefore, the care providers involved
should make sure that caregivers and family members are consulted regarding the
nature of the medical procedure that patients are intended to undergo. Although
Chang et al. (2013) supported the fact that failure to include family members in the
care plan can affect the overall quality of healthcare services being provided to
patients, they also determined that the inability of care providers to separate between
quality care and hospital amenities can also hinder the provision of high-quality care
services, hence preventing the development of patient loyalty. While most care
service providers believe that patient satisfaction and loyalty mean meeting the
superficial needs of patients, they should also take into account that the quality of
healthcare facilities, such as fluffy beds and gourmet food, is important in the
development of psychological trust among patients and their family members
towards the care services being provided in those facilities.
2.2.3 Patient Satisfaction as an Antecedent of Patient Loyalty
There is a close relationship between satisfaction and loyalty. In most cases
only those consumers who are satisfied with the quality of services or products
presented to them will remain loyal to the respective organizations (Sumaedi et al.,
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2014). A health organization cannot strive to promote patient loyalty if the services
that it provides are not up to the right standards to fully satisfy patients’ healthcare
needs. Oliver (1999) stated that fulfillment is an impartially progressive post-usage
state for erstwhile consumption, or a recurrently experienced state of continuing
consumption, which reveals how the product or service has played its specific role in
production. Patient loyalty will absolutely escalate if the satisfaction fulfills a certain
level of their demands.
Contrary to this scenario, patient loyalty will expressly drop if the satisfaction
level decreases to a certain point. According to Dick and Basu (1994), patients who
are extremely satisfied with the services presented to them by healthcare providers
tend to become more loyal than those who are only satisfied. Furthermore, a
considerable number of studies have confirmed the positive relationship between
consumer loyalty and consumer satisfaction (Oliver, 1999). If patients and their
family members are content with the healthcare services delivered in a given type of
healthcare facility, they will be more likely to continue seeking medical attention
from that hospital and more willing to spread positive word-of-mouth reviews for
that particular medical facility. Oliver (1999) argued that there are many possible
associations between loyalty and satisfaction, but he presented six alternatives: (1)
claim that loyalty and satisfaction are identical meaning that if you are satisfied you
are loyal or vice versa; (2) suggest that satisfaction is a core element of loyalty; (3)
suggest that satisfaction is a one component of loyalty; (4) introduce ultimate loyalty,
which contains satisfaction, and simple loyalty; (5) state that satisfaction is a fraction
of loyalty but not key to the essence of loyalty; and (6) suggest that satisfaction is the
first transitioning sequence to loyalty. Other scholars (Bielen & Demoulin, 2007;
Caruana & Fenech, 2005; Choi, Cho, Lee, Lee, & Kim, 2004; Terblanche, 2006)
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supported Oliver’s theory and showed that satisfaction is not the only antecedent
affecting loyalty.
2.3 Patient Satisfaction
2.3.1 Patient Satisfaction Definition
During the last few decades, patient opinion has become one of the vital
assessments of the effectiveness of medical care and services. For that reason, patient
satisfaction has become the focus of scholars aiming to enhance the quality of the
services provided in healthcare by identifying issues and resolving them (Batbaatar,
Dorjdagva, Luvsannyam, & Amenta, 2015; Chang et al., 2013; Fottler, Ford,
Roberts, & Ford, 2000; Ong et al., 1995; Özer, Başgöze, & Karahan, 2017;
Parasuraman, Zeithaml, & Berry, 1985; Raposo, Alves, & Duarte, 2009; Teke et al.,
2012; Xiao & Barber, 2008). Reilly, Nyberg, Maltarich and Weller (2014) described
patient satisfaction as a vital and commonly used indicator to examine the quality
level of the healthcare services being provided to patients. The inclusion of an
effective criterion for measuring patient satisfaction is important because it helps in
promoting clinical outcomes and patient retention, as well as the ability of healthcare
management to respond to medical malpractice claims. Provision of substandard
medical services to patients will not only make them feel dissatisfied, but also affect
their loyalty towards the care services and providers within that medical center (Um
& Lau, 2018). The expression that patients will give of their satisfaction or
dissatisfaction can be used to judge the quality of hospital care services. Achieving
patient satisfaction is not only important for the image of the hospital, but also helps
these medical centers to increase their revenues.
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According to Butler (1996), loss of patients due to dissatisfaction can lead to
a loss of between 6,000 to 400,000 dollars over the lifetime of the patient. From the
business perspective of patient satisfaction, Asadi et al. (2014) determined that those
hospitals and medical clinics with a high level of patient loyalty have the ability to
command higher prices without losing their profits or market share. Many patients
are willing to incur additional costs to get the quality care services that are being
provided in these healthcare facilities. López and Sicilia (2013) showed that medical
staff tend to have a low turnover rate when patients are satisfied with the services
from healthcare providers. Therefore, patient satisfaction is not only significant for
the patients but also the management of these hospitals, because the latter avoid
incurring additional costs from hiring new staff.
2.4 The Impact of Patient Satisfaction on Patient Loyalty
As described by Sumaedi et al. (2014), patient satisfaction and patient
loyalty are linked to each other in that patient loyalty cannot be achieved before the
needs of patients have been satisfied. As a result of stiff competition in the twentyfirst century within every industry, it is important for the companies involved to
consider providing products and services that are unique to the market, as well as
able to satisfy the needs of customers (Keng, Tran, Liao, Yao, & Hsu, 2014). Within
the healthcare industry, patients are constantly demanding care services that address
their medical needs, and if hospitals are able to achieve this goal, most patients will
shift their loyalty towards these healthcare facilities. Rundle-Thiele (2010) indicated
that patient loyalty can be built with great efforts that involve the use of customized
marketing strategies, which are able to position patients at the center of all activities
within hospitals and medical clinics.
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Oliver (1999) described loyalty as the process of continued use of products or
services by customers, and stated that it is mostly caused by the type of attitude
customers have to those particular products and services. Lonial and Raju (2015)
established that there is a strong relationship between customer satisfaction and
customer loyalty. Fornell (1992) determined that the satisfaction index of customers
is positively linked to their loyalty. Most hospitals and clinics are often willing to
develop a continuous treatment relationship with patients who have established
strong trust in them. In a situation where patients have a feeling of direct connection
with medical facilities and care providers, there is a high chance that they will
become loyal to the care services delivered to them by the medical practitioners from
these facilities.
2.5 Patient Expectation
Waljee, McGlinn, Sears and Chung (2014) defined patient expectations as the
pre-trial principles regarding the care services offered by healthcare facilities. In a
situation where there is an absence of information regarding use of the product,
Bostan (2007) stated that prior expectations of the service will be completely spread.
All the same, it is important to note that customers can access information about a
particular product in the market via diverse sources that can lead to expectations
about upcoming service encounters with different companies. According to Clarke et
al. (2015), some of the most important sources that healthcare service consumers can
use for obtaining information are earlier experience regarding care services, word of
mouth (Kelm, Womer, Walter, & Feudtner, 2014), professional opinion,
communication organized by healthcare service providers and publicity.
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Bowling, Rowe and McKee (2013) added to this that prior exposure to
competitive services by patients can provide them with insights regarding the general
quality of the healthcare services being offered by care providers. According to
Hwang and Seo (2016), patient or customer expectations have a great impact on
which type of brands or care products are considered in the pre-purchase stage.
Nevertheless, during patients’ consumption of the actual care services, their attitude
towards the products can be affected by the service personnel, the perceptions of
other patients who have previously used the same services, and the equipment
present in those healthcare centers. In the post-consumption stage of healthcare
services, the expectations of patients concerning the overall superiority of the
products is influenced by general reviews from evaluations of customer satisfaction.
According to Cruppé (2017), consumers of healthcare services can employ
diverse approaches to obtain information about the quality of services offered by
different hospitals; these include predictive and normative expectations. Meirovich
and Little (2013) stated that predictive expectations involve the general beliefs that
customers have about the quality of these services. Predictive expectations are used
as a standard of service against which satisfaction judgments are made. In relation to
normative expectations, Collier (2018) explained that they are generally
conceptualized as customers’ ideal level of service, which can be referred to as
desires. Patient expectations are among the crucial elements of their involvement in
consumption, satisfaction and loyalty. An influence of expectation is word of mouth,
as it has weight in the decision process when choosing a product or service (Hsu,
2018).
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2.6 Word of Mouth (WoM)
Hsu (2018), among other scholars, highlighted WoM as an important research
topic over the past 50 years. Arndt (1967) defined WoM as a mechanism that
disseminates information in the marketplace through customer opinions in regards to
the identification of enterprises, services or products, where customer experiences
are communicated informally via interpersonal interactions. Another definition of
WoM, put forth by Hsu (2018), is “the process of talking about brands, products, or
services [that] occurs between receivers and communicators without real business
intent”. Therefore, WoM is considered an effective marketing tool and approach
surpassing traditional marketing methods.
2.6.1 WoM and Satisfaction Relationship Theories
Various scholars around the globe have explored the differences between
patient satisfaction and expectations. Generally, patient expectations include the
perceptions that patients have about healthcare services, while patient satisfaction is
the ability of these products and services to satisfy the needs of patients so that they
do not seek additional services to help in managing their healthcare situations. López
and Sicilia (2013) stated that customer expectations and satisfaction can both be
influenced by WoM marketing strategies. According to Reichheld (2003), WoM is a
form of unpaid promotional strategy wherein satisfied customers tell other potential
customers how much they like the products and services being offered by a given
company. Therefore, such approaches are considered to be referral strategies.
Pascoe (1983) and Batbaatar et al. (2015) have explored various theories that
might define patient satisfaction from an expectations perspective. These theories are
as follows: (1) The value expectancy model, which explains and predicts an
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individual’s attitudes toward actions; however, it only explains 8% invariance of one
aspect of satisfaction. (2) Fulfillment theory, which is the difference between patient
expectations and experience. This theory was rejected because it did not consider
psychological factors (Pascoe, 1983). (3) Discrepancy theory, wherein satisfaction is
a perceived discrepancy between what patients expect and their experience. This
theory has been criticized, as the discrepancy can only be dissatisfaction regardless
of the outcome. (4) Disconfirmation theory, in which the customer compares the
perceived service expectation, whether it was satisfaction or dissatisfaction, as a
consequence of the extent of the difference between expectation and experience
(Crow et al., 2002). This theory was considered by Hills and Kitchen (2007) to be the
most appropriate explanation of the relationship between satisfaction and
expectation. (5) Equity theory, wherein acceptance of the ratio between the input and
output of a service is fair. This theory is similar to social comparison theory because
of the comparison with other individuals in terms of value (Crow et al., 2002; Curtice
& Heath, 2012; Heidegger, Saal, & Nuebling, 2006; Hills & Kitchen, 2007; Mahon,
1996). (6) Multiple models theory (Fitzpatrick, Hopkins, & Harvard-Watts, 1983),
which proposes that the perceived possible health outcomes and violation of the
patient’s sense of self influence the patient’s expectations. (7) Need theory, for which
a few scholars have attempted to use Maslow’s human motivation theory of needs
and make it equal to patient expectations (Sixma, Kerssens, Campen, & Peters,
1998). However, every patient is different and their needs may vary accordingly. (8)
Economic theory, by which customers seek equality between the service’s quality
and the price paid for it.
The theories mentioned above cannot be considered for healthcare as they
have a single concept of expectation (Batbaatar et al., 2015). More than four decades
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ago Ware et al. (1977) clarified that patient satisfaction is a multidimensional
concept that is influenced by various aspects of health services, both internally and
externally.

Healthcare quality theory is the last theory discussed in this section; in

this theory Donabedian (1980) argued that patient satisfaction is a positive judgment
about all aspects of quality of care, in particular interpersonal care.
Hsu (2018) and Argan (2016) provided different theoretical perspectives that
can be employed to support the positive relationship between consumer satisfaction
and WoM. These include altruism, instrumentalism, ego defense and reduction of
cognitive dissonance. Through altruism theory, Arenas-Gaitán, Rondan-Cataluña,
and Ramírez-Correa (2018) determined that satisfied customers will often give
positive reviews about products with the intent of helping others to have a taste of
this high quality. Many people like to appear helpful among their peers; thus, they
will share their previous experiences of different products in the market. Therefore,
the explanation of the relationship between WoM and satisfaction can be achieved
through the application of instrumentalism theory.
2.7 Service Quality
2.7.1 Quality Definition
The central goal of this study is to examine the effect of healthcare service
quality on overall patient satisfaction. Every healthcare provider should ensure that
the care services it offers to patients are of high quality in order to help in the
creation of patient sustainability and loyalty. Abd-El-Salam, Shawky, and El-Nahas
(2013) stated that the production of a high-quality product is a multifaceted move
that not only benefits customers, but also the company.
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On the side of customers, products that are of high quality will effectively
satisfy their needs, while in the case of the company, there will be an increased level
of income because satisfied customers will remain loyal to the products and it can
even lure more potential customers to consume these products through the
application of a WoM marketing strategy. Despite the efforts of many scholars to
give a more uniform definition of quality, Grönroos (2001) argued that quality can be
defined from two perspectives: the first is functional quality, which concerns the
overall ability of the products or services offered to customers to perform the
intended function; the second is technical quality, which considers the general
quality of the technical conditions and standards of the product or service.
2.7.2 SERVQUAL
Service quality and customer satisfaction have been described by Alsharqi
(2006, p. 285) as vital factors that companies must understand and fully address in
order to remain competitive in the market, and hence grow. The companies involved
should employ the most effective strategies for measuring the quality of the services
and products they offer to customers from the consumers’ perspective. The
incorporation of SERVQUAL provisions will help in the development of a better
understanding of consumers’ needs, and hence facilitate their satisfaction and
loyalty. SERVQUAL, presented by Parasuraman et al. (1985), is an important
strategy that can be used to measure the quality of products and services based on the
feedback provided by customers.
This instrument enables the measurement of different types of gaps that might
exist in the market, leading to the creation of great attention on the overall quality of
the products and services being offered to consumers. According to Parasuraman et
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al. (1985), the first gap that is measured by this instrument is that which exists
between consumers’ expectations and the general perceptions of management
regarding customers’ preferences. The dissimilarity between the general opinion of
management and the specification of the quality of services and products offered to
customers is another important gap that can be determined through the application of
SERVQUAL. Other gaps identified by Parasuraman et al. (1985) include that which
exists between service quality specifications and service delivery, delivery of the
service and external communications, and expected quality of the service and the
actual quality provided.
In order to improve the efficiency of the SERVQUAL model, Parasuraman et
al. (1985) redefined it to provide five main specification components. These include
tangible specifications such as equipment and physical facilities, as well as the
appearance of employees. The reliability specification of this model enables it to
determine whether the services or products dependably and precisely accomplish the
intended function. Responsiveness is the third dimension, and is defined as the
willingness to help customers – or, in this research, patients – and provide a timely
service. Forth is the assurance which is considered the knowledge and courtesy of
employees. According to Parasuraman et al. (1985), the responsiveness and
assurance components of the SERVQUAL model analyze the ability of products and
services to help customers realize their goals and convey trust and confidence, in
addition to the knowledge and courtesy of employees. The fifth constituent of the
SERVQUAL model is empathy, which explains the ability of services to provide
personalized attention, as well as caring for the needs of customers.
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2.7.3 Criticisms of SERVQUAL
Purcărea et al. (2014) and Yousapronpaiboon (2014) were in support of the
SERVQUAL model that was developed by Parasuraman et al. (1985) for measuring
the quality of services offered to customers based on feedback given by consumers.
However, Buttle (1996) stated that SERVQUAL is not an effective model for
measuring the quality of services because some items under the dimensions provided
can overlap and hence be regrouped under another form of dimensions from the
actual factor analysis being conducted. Furthermore, Buttle (1996) categorically
indicated that the SERVQUAL model is

purely based on expectation

disconfirmation, and not on the attitude model.
Based on the operational perspective, Buttle (1996) determined that this
model is not able to effectively capture the expectations of service quality in addition
to the variation in decisive moments between customers and durations. Based on the
nature of these criticisms, it is important to note that a lot of improvements still need
to be made to this model for it to become highly effective, and one whose results can
be relied upon by business management during the process of making substantial
decisions regarding the types of improvements that should be included in their
services. Nonetheless, various scholars (e.g., Cronin & Taylor, 1992; Kristensen &
Eskildsen, 2012; Mečev & Goleš, 2015; Padma, Rajendran, & Sai Lokachari, 2010)
have indicated that the SERVQUAL model has had a positive impact on various
business organizations, and hence it can still be used to measure the quality of
services.
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2.7.4 SERVQUAL as an Antecedent of Patient Satisfaction
As indicated by Bayol et al. (2000), use of the National Customer Satisfaction
Index has helped in determining the rate of customer satisfaction following the
consumption of different types of services and products. The SERVQUAL model is
among the instruments that are used to determine the quality of services offered to
customers. According to Kitapci et al. (2014), only products that are of high quality
will satisfy consumers’ needs. Therefore, the application of service quality
measurement models such as SERVQUAL will give the providers of these services
essential information regarding the services’ quality, as well as possible
improvements that can be made to ensure that the services satisfy consumers’ needs.
Amin and Zahora Nasharuddin (2013) stated that customers are often looking
for quality and not quantity when they purchase services. Based on findings by Joon
Choi and Sik Kim (2013), customers’ perceptions regarding the overall quality of
services can have a positive impact on their level of satisfaction. Thus, this research
study focuses on determining the impacts of service quality on overall patient
satisfaction. As per findings by Naidu (2009), it is imperative to note that patient
satisfaction takes place following the consumption of high-quality care services.
Subsequently, patient satisfaction will lead to the creation of patient loyalty.
2.8 Patient–Physician Relationship
The patient–physician relationship is an important part of healthcare, as well
as the practice of medicine. Nevertheless, this relationship might be very complex. In
order to promote the development of this type of association, it is important for
patients to have confidence in the level of professionalism that is being demonstrated
by their physicians (Lee & Lin, 2009). Brennan et al. (2013) and Islam and Jhora
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(2012) determined that most care providers around the world are trying to meet the
demands of their patients in order to create the best rapport with them.
Ong et al. (1995) considered the relationship between patients and physicians
to be too complex, arguing that it comprises an interaction between two different
individuals in terms of equality, choice, importance, emotionality and the intention to
cooperate. The physician neither feels nor can place him- or herself in the patient’s
shoes most of the time. Different aspects of the relationship have been discussed by
Alizadeh, Chavan and Hamin (2016), Boquiren et al. (2015), and Grayson-Sneed et
al. (2016), such as physician–patient communication (PPC), shared decision-making
(SDM), physician empathy, and patient trust of physician.
2.8.1 Physician-Patient Communication
Effective PPC plays a vital role in improving the level of quality care that is
being delivered to patients. Gabay (2015) stated that this form of relationship often
helps physicians to seek additional information from patients. In addition, Williams,
Weinman and Dale (1998) determined that PPC is essential for the outpatient setting
and makes an important contribution to patient satisfaction. Patients, together with
their family members, might need to obtain more information regarding the
importance of the medical procedure being performed on their loved ones (Street,
Makoul, Arora, & Epstein, 2009).
PPC is a vital component of high-quality care services because it provides a
platform for exchanging information, supporting the self-management of patients and
decision-making. According to Street et al. (2009), those physicians who have
effective interviewing skills are more likely to have productive communication with
the patient. The occurrence of an effective communication channel between
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physicians and patients can lead to the development of patient satisfaction because
there are higher chances that all of the concerns raised by the patient will be fully
addressed.
2.8.2 Shared Decision Making
Légaré et al. (2014) and Charles et al. (1997) indicated that SDM helps in
providing informed consent to treatment. An SDM strategy is a platform that
provides patients with the opportunity to access the best treatment options that are
provided by medical practitioners to effectively address their healthcare needs.
Through this type of relationship, medical practitioners have no right to recommend
to patients what they should do, because the autonomy of patients is effectively
respected.
Légaré et al. (2014) indicated that the level of patient satisfaction was
significantly improved following the incorporation of SDM during the provision of
care services to patients. The main aspect of this type of relationship between
patients and physicians is its ability to promote patient engagement. Despite its role
in the development of patient satisfaction, it is unfortunate that SDM has not been
explored in the National Consumer Satisfaction Index or any other consumer
satisfaction instrument within the UAE. Therefore, this gap in the literature
represents a great opportunity for further research to determine the major factors that
contribute to the occurrence of this phenomenon.
2.8.3 Physician Empathy
In recent years, the number of patients who are seeking empathy from
healthcare providers has significantly increased; however, they have reported a
shortage of physician empathy (Kelm et al., 2014). According to Halpern (2003),
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physician empathy can be defined as a form of detached cognition. The ability of
physicians to have a feeling of empathy during the provision of care services to
patients plays an important role in developing a cognitive understanding of patients’
emotions. The principle of emotional attunement can be applied to determine the
perceptions that a medical practitioner has about the experiences of the patient.
Kelm et al. (2014) and Ahrweiler et al. (2014) both found that the occurrence
of clinical empathy promotes associative reasoning. Accordingly, physician empathy
enables physicians to directly appreciate the feelings of patients. Due to the fact that
this process has been determined to promote the development of trust and complete
disclosure by patients about their medical complications, Steinhausen et al. (2014)
established that this can be directly used as a therapeutic mechanism.
2.8.4 Patients’ Trust in Physicians
Trust is a very important component of the patient–physician relationship.
According to Fugelli (2001), trust is essential to ensure the success of the
relationship between the physician and the patient. Hall et al. (2001) defined trust as
“an optimistic acceptance of vulnerability by the patient in the belief that the doctor
will act with moral character and competency”, which is considered to be the
foundation of a long human relationship. Trust in physicians also leads to a greater
rate of compliance from patients toward their treatment, thus leading to a better
health status (Trachtenberg, Dugan, & Hall, 2005).
In most cases, patients trust that physicians will act in their best interests to
help in improving their quality of life. Nevertheless, the changes that are currently
taking place in the healthcare system have significantly affected this trust. Various
mechanisms can be used to measure patients’ trust in physicians. The first tool for
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measuring this factor was developed in 1990 by Anderson and Dedrick (1990), and is
known as the Trust in Physician Scale. This is an interviewer-administered tool that
assesses patient trust based on various domains, such as dependability, confidence
and confidentiality of information.
2.8.5 Patient–Physician Relationship and Patient Satisfaction
A good relationship between physicians and patients can positively influence
the occurrence of patient satisfaction (Weng, 2009). The level of professionalism
demonstrated by physicians as they provide care services to patients will determine
whether the patients are satisfied with the services. Both patients and physicians
often value the establishment of continuity in healthcare. For that matter, both parties
are often willing to play their part effectively to ensure that the healthcare system
achieves continuity. Although patients can use different channels to obtain
information about the diseases and other healthcare issues that affect them, a study
conducted by Street et al. (2009) determined that most patients prefer to consult their
healthcare providers. The answers they obtain from such consultations will depend
on the quality of the relationship that they share. A strong relationship will improve
the quality of explanation from the caregiver and hence lead to patient satisfaction.
2.9 Waiting Time
2.9.1 Waiting Time Definition
According to Mackey and Cole (1997), waiting time in the healthcare setting
is the time interval patients or other healthcare service consumers have to wait after
they have placed their request for the service or prior to the actual occurrence of this
action. On the other hand, Mackey and Cole (1997) defined it as the total waiting
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period that patients experience before or during medical treatment. Some of the most
important concepts of waiting time in healthcare include the time taken by the patient
to get an appointment with the doctor, time spent in the waiting room before and
after booking an appointment to see the doctor. Generally, lengthy waiting times can
have an impact on the level of trust and loyalty that patients have towards their care
providers. In relation to this point, Hill and Joonas (2006) stated that long waiting
times can be perceived by patients as key barriers to obtaining quality services;
hence, making patients wait for a long time can lead to the development of stress
among both patients and healthcare providers.
2.9.2 Waiting Time and Patient Satisfaction
The occurrence of long patient waiting times has attracted the attention of
many researchers in order to determine the major factors that can lead to its
development and its eventual effects on the level of patient satisfaction (McMullen &
Netland, 2013). Research studies in different settings, such as military outpatient
clinics, casualty primary care units, emergency services and outpatient orthopedic
clinics, have determined that long waiting times can negatively affect the level of
patient satisfaction with care services (Hamilton et al., 2013). Bleustein et al. (2014)
showed that clinic waiting time is a key determinant of dissatisfaction among
patients who are seeking medical services. On the same note, Buller (1987) and Zhu
et al. (2012) stated that long waiting time has a negative impact on outpatient
perceptions of services. In addition, patient waiting time in outpatient clinics is
considered one of the major complaints patients have about their experience, which
makes waiting time a crucial variable affecting patient satisfaction (Huang, 1994)
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and a common source of patient dissatisfaction (Nairn, Whotton, Marshal, Roberts,
& Swann, 2004).
If patients are subjected to long waiting times, they are likely to develop a
negative perception of the level of professionalism that the care providers of such
medical facilities have, hence negatively affecting their trust, satisfaction and loyalty
towards the provider of care services.
2.9.3 Waiting Time as a Moderator
Waiting time has moderating and mediating effects on patient satisfaction and
patient loyalty (Bielen & Demoulin, 2007). Most importantly, the effect on these
relationships varies depending on the level of satisfaction as a result of the allocated
waiting time. In a situation where patients are exposed to long waiting times and the
services being provided to them cannot lead to satisfaction very easily, healthcare
providers will need to address all of the issues that led to the occurrence of such a
scenario in order to achieve patient loyalty. Heidegger et al. (2013) explained that
information about the expected waiting time and the length of the queue can lead to
increased negative effects of the perceived duration on the evaluation of waiting. The
importance of this moderating rationale is that it will help in providing patients with
the necessary information to enable them to understand the reasons why they had to
wait for a long time before being provided with care services.
2.10 Switching Cost
2.10.1 Switching Cost Definition
Switching cost in the healthcare setting refers to the total cost that patients are
willing or compelled to incur as they switch their loyalty from one healthcare
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provider to another (Burnham, Frels, & Mahajan, 2003). Switching costs come in
different forms. According to Gremler and Brown (1999), the cost could also include
different efforts, such as learning, searching, inertia, and continuing contract costs,
while the higher the cost, the less likely it is that the customer will switch to another
service provider. This is similar to the patient switching cost if he or she decides to
visit another hospital. Further, Dick and Basu (1994) indicated that non-financial
costs might also be included in switching costs. These can comprise, among others,
the psychological cost incurred by customers when they are worried about the quality
of the products and services they are consuming, and that which they are likely to
spend in the process of searching for new service providers. Healthcare cost around
the world have been increasing as a result of increased rates of inflation, and there
has also been increased government expenditure on healthcare.
2.10.2 Moderating Effects of Switching Costs
Macintosh and Lockshin (1997) and Kumar et al. (1995) both stated that the
higher the switching costs expected by the customer, the higher the maintenance of
the current relationship. Increasing the quality of healthcare services will definitely
lead to reduced cases of patients’ disloyalty and dissatisfaction. This will in turn
make patients develop trust in these services, hence reducing the occurrence of
switching costs. Pick and Eisend (2014) explained that customers will decide to
change their care service or product providers if they are not satisfied with the
quality of what they consume.
Based on findings by Macintosh and Lockshin (1997) to determine the
impacts that switching costs have on customer loyalty and satisfaction, it can be
noted that the ability of switching costs to affect customer loyalty is promoted by
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different factors, such as the type of business and the products being offered. Pick
and Eisend (2014) identified that even though there are impacts of switching costs on
the relationship between customer loyalty and satisfaction, the impacts on the
relationship between perceived value and loyalty is considered an assumption and
have yet to gain the required attention. Therefore, there is an existing research gap
that should be addressed. According to Pick and Eisend (2014), the effect of
switching cost is higher in the realm of business-to-customer than business-tobusiness.
Blut et al. (2015) revealed that switching costs have significant moderating
effects on consumer loyalty by facilitating the development of customer satisfaction.
Nevertheless, several scholars have raised significant concerns about the importance
of switching costs. According to Blut et al. (2015), the effects that switching costs
have on customer loyalty are often moderated and influenced by different factors.
Even though a company may choose to introduce switching costs on its offerings, its
competitors can come up with different strategies and incentives to enable potential
customers to overcome the barriers in the market.
2.11 Hospital Image
2.11.1 Image Definition
Keller (1993) defined image as “the perceptions reflected in the associations
held in a consumer’s memory”. Carrillo, Danowski, Castillo, and Jiminez (2011),
however, added that the effect of perception on stakeholders is short term. Image has
also been described as the overall impression left in the customer’s mind (Zimmer &
Golden, 1988). Development of an effective and influential image is one of the key
roles of corporate communication. It helps in the building and maintenance of
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identity to comply with laws governing the operations of the business, as well as
facilitating the realization of corporate business objectives. Some of the major
strategies that were identified by Kandampully and Suhartanto (2000) to help in the
visualization of an influential corporate image include branding and use of
trademarks.
In addition to these approaches, Chung, Yu, Choi and Shin (2015) indicated
that product design, advertising and public relations can be used to improve the
image of the corporation. In the healthcare sector, the corporate identity or image can
be strengthened if the care providers involved are able to provide quality care
services that will satisfy the needs of patients and hence make them develop loyalty.
Within the hospital dimension, Crompton (1979) suggested that the hospital brand
image comprises the total beliefs, ideas and impressions patients hold towards a
given hospital. With reference to the definition put forward by Aaker (1991), image
refers to the general perception that is developed based on the memory that
consumers have about the quality of the products or services they have consumed.
2.11.2 Hospital Image Impact
Most companies in the healthcare industry are currently facing a lot of
competition; hence, improving the hospital’s brand image for the purpose of
influencing the attitudes and behaviors of patients towards the hospital has become a
vital issue (Keller, 1993; Pai & Chary, 2016). The hospital brand image is therefore
an important factor that is used during the evaluation of the care services being
provided to patients. There is significant evidence that hospital image can affect the
types of evaluative judgments made by patients about the quality of healthcare
services. Additionally, Wallin & Lindestad (1998) stated that when the service is
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hard to evaluate, corporate image plays a vital role in the perception of quality. To
determine the impacts of brand image in the service industry, it was determined that
there is a direct association between a strong brand image and the perception that
customers have regarding the quality of their services. In that case, hospital image is
a critical contributing factor to improved service quality.
Within the marketing dimension, Kandampully and Suhartanto (2000)
determined that there is a positive relationship between a strong brand image and
customer satisfaction. Wu (2011) proposed that the brand image of a hospital
influences patient satisfaction through a filtering effect. In addition, Wang et al.
(2013) suggested that brand image is directly proportional to customer satisfaction.
Previously, brand image has been determined to be an important precursor of
customer satisfaction, and the development of a positive hospital brand image can
lead to the generation of high patient satisfaction in the hospital. While Kitapci et al.
(2014) determined that brand image can positively affect customer loyalty, Wang et
al. (2013) established that it has indirect impacts on customer loyalty via customer
satisfaction. Thus, brand image can have both direct and indirect effects on patient
loyalty.
2.12 Patient-Related Characteristics
Various demographic variables can impact patient satisfaction (Batbaatar,
Dorjdagva, Luvsannyam, Savino, & Amenta, 2017). These variables include the
patient’s gender, education level, age, race, marital status, socio-economic status,
geographic characteristics, religion, visit regularity, health status, length of stay,
expectations and personality. The main focus of this research study is Thiqa patients,
so several of the abovementioned variables will be excluded from the research. These
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include race, socio-economic status and religion, since the population is composed of
UAE nationals, the income of UAE national working in Abu Dhabi is moderately
high and they belong to the Islamic religion (CIA, 2016). Furthermore, the
geographic characteristics of patients were eliminated because the target population
is from the Emirate of Abu Dhabi.
Religious factors were excluded from the research for several reasons. First,
most literature has attached religion to life and death experiences in healthcare, such
as the endurance to recently diagnosed illness. Second, the services provided for
outpatients do not take a long time in comparison to those for inpatients. Halal food,
prayer time and direction, gender separation and so on are stronger focuses for
inpatients, whereas this research focuses on outpatient services.
Although Hekkert, Cihangir, Kleefstra, van den Berg, and Kool (2009)
determined that the health status of patients is a key determinant of their satisfaction,
this study eliminates this variable because the study focuses on measuring the quality
of SEHA outpatient services, where pain might not be applicable, as seen in the case
of inpatient care. The length of stay variable is also eliminated, because outpatients
often experience short stays in medical centers. Due to the fact that the empirical
focus of this research is not on the expectations and personalities of patients, these
variables are also eliminated from the list. Thus, this study analyzes five
demographic factors – age, marital status, gender, education and regularity of visits –
to determine their impacts on patient loyalty and satisfaction.
2.12.1 Age
The perception that patients have of the quality of healthcare services varies
with age. The findings from studies performed by Ancarani et al. (2009), Batbaatar et
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al. (2017), Van Den Assem and Dulewicz (2015) determined that older patients are
more easily satisfied with care services compared to their younger counterparts. The
impact of age on patient satisfaction and loyalty is linked to the assumption that older
patients have the ability to understand the causes of shortcomings in the healthcare
system and are more accepting of its insufficiencies (DeVoe, Wallace, & Fryer,
2009). Older patients might have a lengthier history of dealing with the healthcare
system, meaning that their expectations are closer to the standards set by those
healthcare systems. For that matter, older patients might report that care interactions
were able to meet their expectations.
2.12.2 Gender
Patient expectation and satisfaction can also be influenced by the gender of
patients (Ancarani et al., 2009; Batbaatar et al., 2017; Van Den Assem & Dulewicz,
2015). Carlin et al. (2012) proved that male patients often have greater expectations
of healthcare providers than do females. Nevertheless, Hekkert et al. (2009)
determined that there are some factors for which females have higher expectations
and lower satisfaction compared to their male counterparts. These factors include
nursing care, comfort, visiting facilities, and cleanliness of the healthcare facilities.
2.12.3 Education
Carlin et al. (2012), and Hekkert et al. (2009) determined that the education
level of patients is inversely proportional to their satisfaction score. Nonetheless,
Oermann, Masserand, Maxey, and Lange (2002) proved that those patients with a
higher level of education are more likely to have a high rate of satisfaction with
primary care services. Education level is a very significant factor in the healthcare
system. Patients who are educated have a higher probability to understand the
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justification or the reasons that made medical practitioners perform required medical
procedures compared to their counterparts who are not educated. For that matter,
patients with a high education level will easily determine that healthcare providers
are not giving them care that is up to the standard promised through their marketing
platforms or expected of them by medical regulations.
2.12.4 Marital Status
There are mixed findings regarding the impacts of marital status on the level
of patient satisfaction. Based on findings by Batbaatar et al. (2017), it was
determined that patients who are married often expect more from healthcare
providers because they do not want any medical procedure that will make their
condition deteriorate further. Xiao and Barber (2008) determined that marital status
plays an important role in the determination of patient satisfaction if married people
or their siblings are patients. Therefore, married patients will expect much from
medical providers because they are often not willing to expose their family members
to stressful conditions. With reference to Quintana et al. (2006), divorced or single
patients have been determined to score issues related to comfort, cleanliness or
visiting highly, while other studies have shown that married patients are more
satisfied with healthcare services (Hall & Dornan, 1990; Xiao & Barber, 2008).
2.12.5 Frequency of Visits
In most cases, customers who are satisfied will continue to consume the same
products. Sönmez and Graefe (1998) explained that the best way to predict future
customer behavior is past consumption frequency, which will lead to the formation
of inertia. A study by Calvo Porral and Levy-Mangin (2016) supports the assumption
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that the frequency of purchasing different products and services can directly
influence the level of customer satisfaction and loyalty.
2.13 Research Gaps
Although many research studies have explored the different factors that affect
patient satisfaction and patient loyalty, there are still some aspects that remain to be
fully covered. These areas are the focus of this research. Some of the most important
factors that have not been satisfactorily explained include the impacts of switching
costs, waiting time, and patient-related characteristics such as age, gender and
marital status. Even though the patient–physician relationship has been discussed in
many research studies, few have considered the effects of this factor on satisfaction
and loyalty among patients based in the UAE, such as in Abu Dhabi.
2.14 Chapter Summary
This chapter discussed the available literature about the different factors that
influence the satisfaction and loyalty of patients. Currently, there is not enough work
regarding the effects of these factors, and most of the information has been extracted
from the marketing sector to determine how these factors affect customers in general.
The chapter described the relationships that exist among patient satisfaction and
loyalty, patient expectations, the quality of care services, the strength of the patient–
physician relationship, waiting time, switching cost, hospital brand image and
demographic characteristics of patients. The inclusion of this chapter in the study is
very important because it provides information that will be used in the following
chapters to describe the possible factors that have led to the decrease in the number
of patients seeking outpatient services from SEHA hospitals.
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Chapter 3: Research Methodology, Methods and Sample Design
3.1 Theoretical Framework
This chapter proposes a theoretical Thiqa Patient Satisfaction Model in
relation to constructs leading to the satisfaction and loyalty of Thiqa patients visiting
SEHA hospitals in the Emirate of Abu Dhabi. The relationship between the
constructs effecting patient satisfaction and their impact on patient loyalty is
described through the development of the hypotheses.
3.2 Service Quality
The goal of every healthcare facility to provide its customers with highquality care services. According to Dagger (2007), if a company is involved in the
provision of high-quality products to the market, there are also high chances that the
same company will often satisfy the needs of its customers and improve their loyalty.
Customer satisfaction is the first process that takes place before the eventual
development of customer loyalty. Only customers who are satisfied with the quality
of different products and services will remain loyal. Cohen, Golub, Kruk and
McConnell (2016) explained that apart from the need to find easily accessible and
reliable care services, active patients are willing to pay for services in private
hospitals that can provide them with quality care services that can effectively enable
them to address their healthcare needs even if public hospitals are considered free of
cost.
Hurley and Estelami (1998) argued that satisfaction and service quality are
specific constructs, and that there is a relationship between the two. Justifying that
feeling of satisfaction generated by perceptions of service quality influences future
purchase behavior. Perceived quality is part of Fornell et al. (1996) American
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Customer Satisfaction Index (ACSI), and impacts customer satisfaction with three
items: (1) overall evaluation of the quality of the experience; (2) evaluation of the
experience in terms of customization to meet the customer’s requirements; and (3)
evaluation of the reliability of the experience. However, these three items cannot be
used to represent the desired evaluation of different aspects of the experience in a
healthcare facility. As established above, many factors can contribute to the level of
satisfaction of patients. SERVQUAL has been adopted by scholars such as AlNeyadi et al. (2016) to measure the quality of services in healthcare sectors. While
the purpose of the research is to explore the variables effecting the satisfaction and
loyalty, SERVQUAL will be adopted to represent the quality construct in the Thiqa
patient satisfaction model, as the five SERVQUAL dimensions comprise the
measurement of the variable of customers’ perceptions of service quality. Hu et al.
(2009) employed SERVQUAL to represent the service quality impacting patient
satisfaction and showed that there is a positive effect on the level of customer
satisfaction. Therefore, this research proposes:
Hypothesis 1a: Service quality positively impacts overall patient satisfaction.
According to Naidu (2009), patient satisfaction as a construct is considered
multidimensional, as healthcare is affected by many variables. While healthcare
quality affects patient satisfaction, which will positively influence patient behavior
toward the hospital, such behavior can equate to loyalty. Joon Choi and Sik Kim
(2013) also showed the impact of quality on customer satisfaction, which in turn
influences customer loyalty. Hu et al. (2009) demonstrated that service quality has no
significant impact on behavior intention, though it had an indirect relationship with
behavior intention via customer satisfaction, Therefore:
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Hypothesis 1b: Overall patient satisfaction positively mediates the relationship
between service quality and patient loyalty.
3.3 Hospital Image
The availability of literature that supports the relationship between customer
satisfaction and corporate brand image and its influence on the development of highquality products and customer loyalty led to the formulation of Hypothesis 2. Despite
the fact that hospital image is not part of the ACSI (Fornell, Johnson, Anderson, Cha,
& Bryant, 1996), it is part of the ECSI and other attempts made by scholars
(Askariazad & Babakhani, 2015; Bayol et al., 2000; Ciavolino & Dahlgaard, 2007)
to consider the impact of customer satisfaction and the customer loyalty. Even
though the important relationship among the different variables contained in this
hypothesis was discussed in chapter two, it is still important to evaluate the nature of
the relationship that occurs when the hospital has a strong image and a high level of
patient satisfaction, and the impacts of these on patient loyalty. Zameer, Tara, Kausar
and Mohsin (2015) showed that there is a positive relationship between customer
satisfaction, service quality and corporate image. When products are able to
adequately satisfy the needs of customers, customer loyalty will be facilitated. Most
importantly, it can be stated that all of these variables are interconnected.
A company cannot satisfy the needs of its customers if it does not provide
quality products to them, and the process of providing high-quality services and
products will lead to the promotion of a strong corporate image and customer loyalty
(Srivastava & Sharma, 2013). For that matter, the process of building the hospital
image and promoting the satisfaction of patients can only take place if the care
services are of the right quality to help in satisfying the needs of patients.
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The relationship between hospital image and the consequences for patient
behavior is still a matter of debate. Keller (1993), and Pai and Chary (2016) have
shown that there is a direct positive link between image and behavior intention.
Kandampully and Suhartanto (2000) studied the effect of image on hotel brand
loyalty and identified that image is an important factor, and that hotel image with
customer satisfaction positively correlate to customer loyalty.
Wang (2013) in his research confirmed the effect that hospital image has on
patient satisfaction. Hildebrandt (1988) showed the positive role of image in the
development of customer loyalty, which positively correlated with customer
satisfaction. Johnson et al. (2001) indicated that image as a factor is not included in
the American Customer Satisfaction Index, but he indicated that the plan is to
include it in the model; therefore, this research adopts the European Customer
Satisfaction Index model by developing the following hypotheses:
Hypothesis 2a: Hospital image has a positive impact on patient loyalty.
Hypothesis 2b: Hospital image has a positive impact on patient satisfaction.
The review of previous studies indicates that patient or customer loyalty often
takes place following patient/customer satisfaction. A meta-analysis conducted by
Newsome and Wright (1999) specified that there is a constructive relationship
between customer satisfaction and the intention to repurchase products as a result of
developed loyalty. The occurrence of patient loyalty and a positive hospital image in
the healthcare market largely depends on the ability of the care services provided to
satisfy the needs of patients. Senić and Marinković (2013) indicated that if patients
are not satisfied, they will not remain loyal to those hospitals, and instead will be
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compelled to look for other hospitals within their locality that can provide them with
the quality care they require.
In addition, Ansah et al. (2013) proposed that the development of a positive
hospital brand image is influenced by patients’ satisfaction level. If patients are not
satisfied, they will not provide positive reviews about their previous experiences in
the hospital. Instead, they will be more likely to provide negative reviews, which
might negatively impact the hospital’s brand image in the market, or might choose to
keep the bad experiences to themselves. The hospital’s image, patient satisfaction
and patient loyalty are not independent variables, because their existence depends on
the quality of care services being provided in the respective hospitals. In this regard,
Newsome and Wright (1999) proposed that there is a need to improve the quality of
care services in order to promote the development of patient satisfaction.
Satisfied patients will then become loyal to these care services, hence leading
to the occurrence of a strong hospital brand image in the healthcare market. Within
the branding literature, it has been indicated that favorable corporate brand images
will have an upper hand in the promotion of customer satisfaction and customer
loyalty. Within the same context, Newsome and Wright (1999) established that there
is an encouraging bond between hospital image and patient loyalty. Patient
satisfaction is a positive variable for the hospital brand image and customer loyalty.
Generally, patient satisfaction can be measured using different approaches, such as
positive WoM, loyalty and the patient–physician relationship. Based on a study
conducted by Senić and Marinković (2013), it can be noted that patient satisfaction
can be conceptualized using two-dimensional constructs, such as the attitude of
patients towards the care services provided, and their behavior.
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Furthermore, Newsome and Wright (1999) argued that the occurrence of
patient satisfaction is more important than the development of patient loyalty and a
positive hospital image. Hence, this is linked to the assumption that hospitals should
be focused on the provision of care services that can help in saving lives, rather than
putting much focus on the financial returns from the whole process. Nevertheless,
this does not mean that these hospitals should not be worried about the net incomes
from the medical procedures performed. For that matter, the ability of hospitals to
promote the development of patient satisfaction will have an absolute impact on the
correlation between hospital brand image and patient loyalty. Therefore, the existing
literature led to the development of the following hypothesis:
Hypothesis 2c: Overall patient satisfaction positively mediates the relationship
between hospital image and patient loyalty.
3.4 Word of Mouth
Various researchers have highlighted the importance of WoM in the field of
marketing, particularly its impacts on the development of customer satisfaction and
loyalty. The findings from a study conducted by Ranaweera and Jayawardhena
(2014), which indicated that there is a higher chance of those customers whose needs
are satisfied convincing other colleagues to consume the same products, facilitated
the formulation of this research hypothesis. Various researchers have investigated the
impact different variables have on WoM (Arenas-Gaitán, Rondan-Cataluña, &
Ramírez-Correa, 2018; Casidy & Wymer, 2015); however, the current research aims
to measure the impact of WoM on patient satisfaction, since it also impacts patient
expectations prior to the visit. Palacios-Marques, Guijarro and Carrilero (2016)
explained that the ability of healthcare facilities to attract and retain loyal patients
will depend on successful implementation of a healthcare customer-centric strategy.
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Despite the fact that Uysal and Gitelson (2015) stated that patient loyalty can
be developed through the application of repeat patronization, Casidy and Wymer
(2015) proved that the application of WoM to promote loyalty among customers can
be considered a strong marketing tool leading to satisfaction and loyalty. Therefore,
healthcare service companies should institute a strong marketing plan that can help
them to develop a stable base of patients through the creation of positive WoM
advocacy. While patients whose healthcare needs are satisfied are the ones who are
likely to take part in spreading positive reviews about those specific care services, it
is also important to note that there are other new care service customers who can be
convinced through the use of positive WoM that the services they are about to
consume will satisfy their healthcare needs.
Another finding from the literature that helped in the formulation of this
hypothesis is from a study performed by Gu, Tang and Whinston (2013), which
determined that heuristics theories believe that consumers are biased in making
adjustments to accommodate new knowledge. Positive WoM on a well-known
product would have positive perception of an impact otherwise consumers would
ignore information that are inconsistent with their previous beliefs.
WoM could also be a vital tool to enhance patient quality of life, through the
distribution of specific healthcare recommendations (Martin, 2017). To a large
extent, physicians play a more important role in the promotion of positive WoM than
do patients.
Since SERVQUAL will be included in the model, only one component of
patient expectations – WoM – will be utilized. Therefore, this research will focus on
WoM as an aspect of patient expectations and its effect on the patient satisfaction;
this is in line with Caruana’s (2005) call for further research on this topic.
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WoM as a variable is not considered the only aspect impacting patient
satisfaction, but it is seen as a potential variable that can influence it (Argan, 2016).
Therefore:
Hypothesis 3a: WoM has a positive impact on overall patient satisfaction.
The literature has emphasized the role WoM has on revisit intention and
loyalty (Kumar Roy, Lassar, & Butaney, 2014). Since the objective in this research is
to determine the causes of the reduction in patient volume for SEHA, WoM is
investigated as an antecedent of patient satisfaction and to explore the relationship
between WoM and its impact on patient loyalty. Therefore:
Hypothesis 3b: Patient satisfaction mediates the relationship between WoM and
patient loyalty.
3.5 Patient–Physician Relationship
The importance of the patient–physician relationship in the development of
patient satisfaction has been examined by various scholars. In the same way, the
impact of the patient–physician relationship on the development of patient loyalty
has also been evaluated by different research studies. The findings from a study by
Mohd and Chakravarty (2014) affirmed that when patients and physicians are able to
communicate effectively with each other, the chances of making patients feel
satisfied with care services are often very high. On the same note, Unal, Akbolat and
Amarat (2018) confirmed that a positive relationship between physicians and patients
can facilitate the occurrence of patient loyalty.
Furthermore, Rhodes et al. (2004) pointed out that there are some limited
circumstances in which the creation of the patient–physician relationship might be
achieved without the explicit agreement of patients. Such conditions include during
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the process of providing emergency care services to patients, when the patients being
examined are in the context of an independent medical examination that requires
strict observation of ethical guidance. Nevertheless, Huang, Lai, Hu and Weng
(2014) confirmed that the relationship between the patient and the physician will lead
to loyalty to the physician and to the hospital.
Regarding the proposal by Mohd and Chakravarty (2014), it can be noted that
a positive patient–physician relationship can lead to improvements in the quality of
care services being provided to patients. High-quality services will be able to satisfy
the needs of patients, hence enabling them to develop repurchase behaviors. In a
study that evaluated the impacts of patient–physician relationship length on the
development of patient satisfaction, Mohd and Chakravarty (2014) determined that
high scores on patient satisfaction were recorded in situations where physicians
offered to spend more time with patients during consultations.
Both patients and physicians often value continuity. According to Honavar
(2018), effective communication improves the patient–physician relationship, but
also improves the satisfaction for both parties, minimizes errors and complaint rates,
and increases compliance with treatment among patients, in addition to improving
overall clinical outcomes.
Additionally, Leech et al. (2013) confirmed that an effective patient–
physician relationship can maintain the health status for chronic diseases such as
diabetes. Such communication efficiencies are important in the promotion of highquality care services that will eventually lead to the retention of patients, because
they will become loyal to those healthcare facilities. The importance of the patient–
physician relationship in the development of patient satisfaction and loyalty, as
indicated in previous studies, led to the formulation of Hypothesis 4 for this study.
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Hypothesis 4 can be subdivided into three sub-hypotheses: the impacts of the
patient–physician relationship on the advancement of patient satisfaction and patient
loyalty, respectively, and the mediating role of patient satisfaction on the relationship
between patient–physician relationship and patient loyalty.
Hypothesis 4a: The patient–physician relationship has a positive impact on overall
patient satisfaction.
Hypothesis 4b: The patient–physician relationship has a positive impact on patient
loyalty.
Hypothesis 4c: Overall patient satisfaction positively mediates the relationship
between the patient–physician relationship and patient loyalty.
3.6 Waiting Time Satisfaction
According to Buller (1987) and Zhu et al. (2012), long waiting time has a
negative impact on outpatient perceptions of services. Also, patient waiting time in
outpatient clinics is one of the major complaints patients have about their experience,
which makes waiting time a crucial variable affecting patient satisfaction (Huang,
1994) and a common source of patient dissatisfaction (Eilers, 2004). Bielen and
Demoulin (2007) cited waiting time as one of the most important factors that have
substantial impacts on patient satisfaction. Eilers (2004) confirmed that minimization
of patient wait times within an outpatient unit may improve patient satisfaction.
Through the reduction of the average time spent by patients before they receive care
services, there is a higher chance of increasing patient satisfaction and promotion of
patient loyalty within the outpatient setting (Bielen & Demoulin, 2007). Mestdagh,
van Berlaer, Buyl and Hubloue (2014), on the other hand, showed that patients have
different expectations in regards to time depending on their health status, age, or
being a patient or a companion, and indicated that when patients are exposed to
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lengthy waiting times, they are more likely to develop a negative experience of
service delivery, making them form an unfavorable perception that prevents them
from being satisfied and becoming loyal.
On the other hand, Hulme, Gan, Beena, Ejikeme and Narayan (2013) argued
that unsatisfied patients will become satisfied overall if sufficient time is spent with
the physician after such waiting time. Magro and Aquilina (2016) concluded that
improving waiting time satisfaction will have a positive impact on patient
satisfaction; a potential approach in this regard is to reduce patients’ boredom and
increase their comfort in the waiting area. Therefore, the following hypothesis was
developed:
Hypothesis 5a: Waiting time satisfaction has a positive impact on overall patient
satisfaction
Bielen (2007) showed that waiting time satisfaction not only mediates the
relationship between patient satisfaction and patient loyalty, but also moderates it. He
further explained that the effect of the relationship varies according to the
satisfaction with the waiting time. To illustrate further, when a patient has to wait for
a long time and becomes unsatisfied with the waiting time, a higher service
satisfaction is needed to ensure loyalty. On the other hand, when they are satisfied
with the waiting time it will have a positive impact on the patient satisfaction. The
high level of satisfaction in the service quality is worth the sacrifice of time. Thus,
this research proposes that:
Hypothesis 5b: Waiting time satisfaction positively moderates the relationship
between overall patient satisfaction and patient loyalty.
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3.7 Switching Cost
Heide and Weiss (1995) and Burnham et al. (2003) both defined switching
cost as the cost the customer may pay when switching from one vendor to another, or
from the original service provider to a new one. Dick and Basu (1994) identified the
cost in this regard as money, time and effort cost, as well as conversion cost. Gremler
and Brown (1999) noted that the cost could also include different efforts, such as
learning, searching, inertia and continuing contract costs; and that the higher the cost,
the less likely it is that the customer will switch to another service provider. This is
similar to the patient switching cost if he or she decides to visit another hospital. Stan
(2015) proved that switching cost has a strong impact on customer loyalty and a
moderating effect leading to loyalty. Therefore, the following hypothesis was
developed:
Hypothesis 6a: Switching cost has a positive impact on patient loyalty.
Macintosh and Lockshin (1997), Kumar et al. (1995) agreed that the higher
the switching costs expected by the customer, the higher maintenance the current
relationship is. Given the high uncertainty avoidance for UAE nationals according to
Hofstede (2003), this research proposes that the higher the switching cost for Thiqa
patients, the lower the effort involved in building a new relationship with another
service provider.
Hypothesis 6b: Switching cost positively moderates the relationship between overall
patient satisfaction and patient loyalty.
3.8 Patient Satisfaction as an Antecedent of Patient Loyalty
As has been shown, customer satisfaction is a complex phenomenon that
involves a range of variables, among which is the customer’s expectation of the
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experience of the service/product. According to Terblanche (2006), customer
satisfaction drives customer loyalty in the ACSI model and is considered a good
predictor of customer loyalty. Fornell et al. (1996) also considered customer
satisfaction to be at the center of a chain relationships ending in customer loyalty. An
extensive list has been provided by scholars (Fornell, Mithas, Morgeson, &
Krishnan, 2006) to identify the positive relationship customer satisfaction has with
customer loyalty, which also leads to reduced cost on both warranties and
transactions, as well as a reduction in the number of complaints. Hu et al. (2010)
confirmed the same finding in his research by showing that customer satisfaction is
the biggest factor influencing customer loyalty. Therefore, this research hypothesizes
the following:
Hypothesis 7: Patient satisfaction positively impacts patient loyalty.
3.9 Thiqa Patient Satisfaction Model
In summary, the ECSI was adopted and modified to suit the current research
and the target population, which in this case is Thiqa patients. Figure 1 in page 10
shows the final model that will be used for the research, and identifies the correlation
between constructs and the impact they have on both patient satisfaction and patient
loyalty, as determined through the employment of a questionnaire representing each
variable.
This chapter will discuss the research instruments that were used in the
collection and analysis of the research data. Furthermore, it will describe the research
sample that was used for data collection, as well as explaining the various criteria
that were used in determining the research sample and population for this study.
Based on the fact that this research study will involve the analysis of quantitative
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data, this chapter will discuss how SmartPLS 3.0 is used for data analysis, and the
importance of the procedure.
3.10 Research Instrument
The study involved the application of a quantitative research method for data
collection. The perceptions of Thiqa patients regarding the factors that affect their
level of satisfaction and loyalty to the outpatient healthcare services provided by
SEHA hospitals formed the main unit of analysis. In order to obtain more detailed
and reliable results, the study involved the use of questionnaires that were developed
in a holistic manner through the incorporation of the available literature about patient
loyalty and satisfaction. Teddlie and Tashakkori (2009) stated that the use of a
questionnaire in the collection of quantitative data is important, because it is
composed of a series of questions that are related to each other, hence providing the
researcher with the opportunity to determine the level of reliability of the answers
provided by respondents. Each questionnaire had 58 questions, and the participants
were expected to answer all of the questions.
The questionnaire used in this case included a cover letter. The letter
provided the Thiqa patients with information about the main aim of the study, the
specific information that would be required from them, and how the study would be
beneficial to the healthcare system of Abu Dhabi. Ethical considerations of the study
were also taken into account. Subsequently, participants’ right to protection was
achieved through the provision of a letter of consent, which was signed by both the
participants and the researcher. The main aim of this letter was to reaffirm that the
information provided by every participant would be treated with the utmost
confidentiality. The names of the participants remained anonymous. Furthermore, the
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participants were explained to that the survey was volunteering and provided with
the option of withdrawing from the study if they wished to do so.
Given that the target population is considered Arabic speaking, the
questionnaire was translated from English to Arabic by a professional translator and
then translated back to English by a different professional translator. Changes were
made based on recommendations by the translators and the researcher. After
completing the translation of the questionnaire, two interviews with experts in the
field of patient satisfaction were conducted, followed by several interviews with
patients, academic personnel and hospital staff to gather feedback about the
questionnaire and their understanding of it. Changes were made accordingly to
ensure the mutual understanding and clarity of the items while maintaining the
purpose of the questionnaire and what the questions represent.
The data to be analyzed in this study was derived from the information
provided by the participants, and could be reviewed by the participants in case they
needed to make some changes to it. The questionnaire contained questions that were
composed based on various factors, such as the demographic information of the
patients, the patient–physician relationship and the response of the hospital
management to concerns raised by patients. Each question had five options, which
were constructed according to a Likert scale (1 = strongly agree, 2 = slightly agree, 3
= neutral, 4 = slightly disagree and 5 = strongly disagree). The participants were
expected to choose only one option for each question.
In order to answer research question 1, a five-point Likert scale was used in
the questionnaire (5 = strongly agree to 1 = strongly disagree). The weighted mean
was treated to measure the satisfaction and loyalty of Thiqa patients regarding
SEHA-accredited hospitals (Hansemark & Albinsson, 2004). To measure the
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satisfaction and loyalty level on a five-point Likert scale, the range is taken by
subtracting the minimum from the maximum point, which in this case is 5 minus 1;
the result of 4 is then divided by the largest value in the scale, which is 5, producing
a result of 0.80 (Al-Neyadi et al., 2016). This result is added to the lowest number in
the scale to determine the range, afterward an addition of 0.80 for each scale as
shown in Table 2 resulting in the interpretation of the weighted mean.
Table 2: Mean range for satisfaction and loyalty level
Mean Range

Level of Satisfaction

Level of Loyalty

4.20–5.00

Very satisfied

Very Loyal

3.40–4.19

Satisfied

Loyal

2.60–3.39

Moderately satisfied

Moderately loyal

1.80–2.59

Fairly satisfied

Fairly loyal

1.00–1.79

Dissatisfied

Not Loyal

3.11 Research Sample
Determining the sample size required for the structural equation modeling
(SEM) is considered challenging (Krejcie & Morgan, 1970). Regarding SEM sample
size requirements, several proposals have been presented; for example, Bearden,
Sharma and Teel (1982) suggested a minimum of 200 samples, while Jason et al.
(2014) showed that the minimum sample size can be between 30 to 460 cases
depending on the factors, while indicator numbers load at either .80 or .50. Israel
(1992) stated that a suitable sample size is 384 surveys.

According to the

Department of Health (DoH, 2016), the number of Thiqa patients in Abu Dhabi as of
2016 was 269,300. Although the main intention of this study is to determine the
possible elements that influence Thiqa patient satisfaction and loyalty, not all
patients or members of the Abu Dhabi community were included in the study, since
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including such a large sample would have required much more time for the project to
be completed, given the number of questions in the questionnaire. Thus, 418
participants were used as the final research sample.
The number of participants chosen for this study was representative to the
total number in the population under investigation, patients’ information and mobile
number were extracted from SEHA electronic medical records. Demographic factors,
such as age, marital status, gender, educational level and frequency of visits, were
taken into account during the recruitment of participants. The inclusion of these
factors was necessary in order to prevent certain demographic factors being
unrepresented in the study. The questionnaires were provided to participants through
several methods, such as short message service or email with a link to the survey,
and face to face.
If participants were unable to access the questionnaire through the email as a
result of constraints such as poor knowledge of the Internet or an inability to access a
computer, they were provided with the option of using a drop-and-collect approach.
The drop-and-collect technique involved providing participants with a hard copy of
the questionnaire, which they would manually fill out and then return after
completion. Before initiation of the actual research on Thiqa patients, approval from
the research committee of SEHA was obtained. The approval made it easy, legal and
ethical to access information on patients, including their demographic characteristics.
3.12 Data Analysis (SmartPLS 3.0)
Data collected from participants can only be made sense of if it can be
effectively analyzed in order to interpret the possible trends that develop therefrom
(Gale, Heath, Cameron, Rashid, & Redwood, 2013). Different methods can be used
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to analyze quantitative data; hence, it is important for researchers to choose a method
which will provide results that can be easily interpreted and allow them to draw
quick conclusions. In this study, Cronbach’s alpha coefficient and confirmatory
factor analysis testing were used to determine the reliability and validity of the
questions contained in the questionnaire. These two analytical techniques played an
important role in this study by making sure that the questions served the intended
purpose through collection of data that is relevant to the research aims, objectives
and hypotheses.
The actual data analysis was achieved through the application of SmartPLS
3.0. Ghozali, (2015) indicated that SmartPLS 3.0 is a milestone within latent variable
modeling because it has the ability to combine different states of the art, such as
PLS-POS, IPMA and complex bootstrapping routines, with an intuitive graphical
user interface that is easy to use and interpret. Furthermore, this method helps in
producing the required results in real time, and has hence become one of the most
effective and reliable approaches for quantitative data analysis. Bootstrapping is used
to estimate the accuracy of sample size estimates; the term bootstrapping was derived
from an old saying about pulling yourself up by your own bootstraps (Efron & Gong,
1983), which represents the idea of one sample raising the others. The bootstrapping
used in this research considered a resampling procedure to 1,000 resamples. Another
tool used from SmartPLS was the Partial Least Squares (PLS) Algorithm.
3.13 Importance–Performance Map Analysis
IPMA is a marketing tool developed to suggest the best strategic course for
management (Martilla & James, 1977). According to Sever (2015), while IPMA was
originally designed for marketing it has been adopted by various fields, such as
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education, banking, catering, information technologies and healthcare. Despite the
benefits mentioned by various scholars regarding IPMA, Azzopardi and Nash (2013)
raised concerns regarding thresholds. In order to obtain an appropriate interpretation
of results, thresholds should be placed appropriately as a separation, vertically and
horizontally, to separate the quadrants (Sever, 2015). A suggested location of cut-off
points can be derived from the data-centered approach, which uses the actual mean
value of the data (Azzopardi & Nash, 2013) – this approach is used in the present
research.
3.14 IPMA Framework
A two-dimensional plot is used in the IPMA framework that classifies the
attributes into four quadrants. These quadrants, as identified by Martilla and James
(1977) and shown in Figure 2 are “keep up the good work” (Quadrant 1 (Q1)),
“possible overkill” (Quadrant 2 (Q2)), “low priority” (Quadrant 3 (Q3)) and
“concentrate here” (Quadrant 4 (Q4)). Q1 represents strengths and potential
advantages over competitors; Q2 represents attributes with the highest attention yet
lowest impact; Q3 represents attributes of the lowest priority to customers; and Q4
represents attributes that require immediate attention and concentration.
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Figure 2: The standard IPMA plot
(Martilla & James, 1977)

3.15 Chapter Summary
This chapter provides insights into the participants used in the study, and the
target population. Most importantly, it explains the criteria used for recruiting the
participants, and details the data collection and data analysis procedures.
Consequently, it provides detailed information about the strategies that were
employed in the study to help protect the participants’ right to confidentiality and
freedom to withdraw from the study. SmartPLS 3.0, as a quantitative method for data
analysis, was also described in this chapter.
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Chapter 4: Findings
This chapter discusses the results of the study following analysis of the data
obtained from the participants. Additionally, it interprets the results in order to
determine their level of reliability and consistency. These results are then compared
to those obtained in other research studies on patient or customer satisfaction and
loyalty for the purpose of determining whether the results are in agreement with or
contrary to previous findings. The chapter relies on quantitative data to answer the
research questions and objectives. Furthermore, testing of the research hypotheses is
conducted in order to determine whether the study complies with the measures
previously established to identify the factors that have led to the decreased number of
patients seeking outpatient services from SEHA hospitals.
4.1 Level of Satisfaction and Loyalty
PLS-SEM was used to test the measurement and research models (Ringle,
Wende, & Becker, 2015). Table 3 shows the items’ mean results.
Table 3: Items’ mean results
Item

Mean

Median

Standard
Deviation

Excess
Kurtosis

Skewness

ASSUR1
ASSUR2
ASSUR3
ASSUR4
EMPTH1
EMPTH2
EMPTH3
EMPTH4
HIMG1
HIMG2
HIMG3
LOYL1
LOYL2

3.668
3.937
3.913
4.036
3.763
3.472
3.845
3.649
3.891
3.748
3.676
3.821
3.864

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

0.966
0.737
0.748
0.776
0.884
0.911
0.794
0.832
0.74
0.838
0.875
0.83
0.794

0.348
1.82
1.461
2.863
0.761
-0.248
1.733
0.894
2.2
0.951
0.996
2.071
2.085

-0.766
-0.81
-0.799
-1.219
-0.805
-0.341
-1.058
-0.758
-0.939
-0.763
-0.861
-1.132
-1.063
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Table 3: Items’ mean results (Continued)
Item

Mean

Median

Standard
Deviation

Excess
Kurtosis

Skewness

LOYL3
LOYL4
PPHR1
PPHR2
PPHR3
PPHR4
PPHR5
PPHR6
PPHR7
PPHR8
RELI1
RELI2
RELI3
RELI4
RELI5
RESP1
RESP2
RESP3
RESP4
SAT1
SAT2
SAT3
SWCST1
SWCST2
SWCST3
SWCST4
TANG1
TANG2
TANG3
TANG4
WOM1
WOM2
WOM3
WTSAT1
WTSAT2
WTSAT3
WTSAT4

3.063
3.659
4.015
4.024
3.845
3.901
4.116
3.961
3.385
3.954
4.012
3.843
3.828
3.765
3.47
4.005
3.719
3.872
3.947
3.845
3.685
3.852
3.554
3.453
3.298
3.429
3.373
4.094
4.254
4.16
3.523
3.538
3.581
2.896
3.644
3.065
3.107

3
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
4
3
3

1.15
0.958
0.79
0.799
0.915
0.851
0.627
0.771
1.034
0.797
0.786
0.804
0.779
0.835
1.009
0.784
0.92
0.858
0.767
0.818
0.851
0.803
0.979
0.992
1.074
0.963
1.101
0.719
0.653
0.705
0.873
0.921
0.972
1.114
0.96
1.113
1.136

-0.747
0.09
2.837
1.787
1.004
1.348
2.837
2.694
-0.13
2.596
2.081
1.336
2.281
1.681
-0.307
1.68
0.949
1.035
2.461
2.057
1.224
2.282
-0.041
-0.464
-0.429
-0.218
-0.629
2.397
2.019
1.69
0.481
0.065
0.444
-0.848
0.482
-0.783
-0.923

-0.286
-0.632
-1.237
-1.044
-0.943
-0.945
-0.742
-1.111
-0.481
-1.157
-1.104
-0.887
-1.138
-1.011
-0.548
-0.946
-1.007
-0.95
-1.073
-1.148
-0.957
-1.165
-0.627
-0.451
-0.533
-0.441
-0.461
-1.046
-0.839
-0.819
-0.508
-0.521
-0.793
0.027
-0.884
-0.161
-0.151
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To answer research question 1, the weighted mean of the loyalty items, as
well as the items representing patient satisfaction, was analyzed; the results are
shown in Table 4. The data indicates that patient loyalty had a mean of 3.6, which is
considered loyal, and the Thiqa patients were satisfied with the services, with a
weighted mean of 3.68.
Table 4: Weighted mean analysis and level of satisfaction
Construct

Mean

Level of Satisfaction

Tangibility

3.97

Satisfied

Patient–Physician Relationship

3.90

Satisfied

Assurance

3.89

Satisfied

Responsiveness

3.89

Satisfied

Patient Satisfaction

3.79

Satisfied

Reliability

3.78

Satisfied

Hospital Image

3.77

Satisfied

Empathy

3.66

Satisfied

Patient Loyalty

3.60

Loyal

Word Of Mouth

3.55

Satisfied

Switching Cost

3.43

Satisfied

Waiting Time Satisfaction

3.18

Moderately satisfied

It is worth noting that the highest satisfaction score was for tangibility
(parking lot, cleanness, furniture, etc.), followed by patient–physician relationship.
Waiting time satisfaction came last, with moderate satisfaction and a weighted mean
value of 3.18.
4.2 Patient Demographics
The demographic data of the Thiqa patients who participated in this study
was grouped into various categories, such as age, gender, education, marital status,
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occupation and frequency of visits to medical centers. The data on the demographic
characteristics of the Thiqa patients was obtained from the 2016 report of the
Statistics Centre – Abu Dhabi (SCAD).
4.2.1 Age
The age groups shown in Table 5 represent Abu Dhabi nationals for the year
2016 as per the report from SCAD, with the majority of the population being
between the ages of 18 and 45, representing 81% of the total Abu Dhabi national
population. The research attempted to target the same population presented in the
same category; however, several variables prevented this desired outcome. One of
the main reasons for this was that the method used in collecting the data – that is, the
use of electronic questionnaires – was more effective among younger nationals
compared to their older counterparts. The researcher conducted face-to-face
interviews to fill the gap that the other method created. In addition, there were
incomplete questionnaires across the different age groups, and these had to be
excluded from the results. The research reached 83% of the age group 18–45 years,
close to the actual results but lower in the age group of 46–55 years.
Table 5 shows the number of participants per group compared to the value
obtained from the SCAD reports.
Table 5: Age distribution of the participants
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4.2.2 Gender
Despite the fact that an equal number of male and female participants was not
included in this study, it is important to note that the variation in numbers between
the two genders was not great – the study included 207 males and 206 females,
representing 50.1% and 49.9% of the total population, respectively. The results are
shown in Table 6.
Table 6: Gender distribution of the participants

4.2.3 Education
As shown in Table 7, there was a great variation in the educational
qualifications of participants. That is, 3.6% of the participants had less than a high
school level of education, 24.2% had achieved a high school level of education,
52.8% had a bachelor’s degree while 19.4% had a higher level of education.
Table 7: Distribution of educational qualifications of the participants
Education level
Below high school
High school
Bachelor’s degree
Higher education

Response
15
100
218
80

Percent
3.6
24.2
52.8
19.4

4.2.4 Marital Status
The marital status of the participants was also considered to be an important
factor that influences patient satisfaction and loyalty. The data collected indicated
that 2.4% of the participants were divorced, 30.0% were single and 67.6% were
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married. These results are presented in Table 8. The great difference in the number of
married and single participants was a clear indication that most patients who seek
medical services from SEHA hospitals are married.
Table 8: Marital status of the participants

4.2.5 Occupation
According to the data collected, there were more employed participants than
unemployed, students or retired. As indicated in Table 9, out of the 413 participants,
73.6% were employed while 13.1% were unemployed. Furthermore, 9.0% were
students while 4.4% had retired from their employment.
Table 9: Distribution of the participants based on occupational state

4.2.6 Frequency of Visits
Determining the number of visits made by each participant was important,
because it could be used as a mechanism of excluding those patients who were not
able to seek outpatient services from these hospitals. Additionally, the demographic
results from the frequency of visits variable can be used to determine its relationship
to the level of patient loyalty and satisfaction with the care services offered by SEHA
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hospitals. The participants were divided into four groups based on the number of
visits, as shown in Table 10. That is, 10.7%

of participants had visited these

hospitals for outpatient services once, while 28.3% had visited these facilities
between two and three times. The percentage of those participants who had made
between four and five visits was 18.6%, while for those who made more than five
visits it was 42.4%.
Table 10: Distribution of participants based on frequency of visits to hospitals
Frequency

Number of Visits

Percent

Once

44

10.7

Two to three visits

117

28.3

Four to five visits

77

18.6

More than five visits

175

42.4

4.3 Overview
The existence of gaps regarding the information needed for effective
satisfaction of patient needs and increasing their loyalty has been reinforced in the
literature reviews, interviews and surveys in this study. Even though this study also
focuses on providing SEHA policy makers with more effective strategies that they
can use to improve the quality of healthcare services provided to those who are
seeking outpatient care services from their hospitals, it is important to note that
determination of the major factors that might have led to the decreased number of
patients seeking outpatient services is a very important aim of the study. The data
collected could not be directly used to realize the research objectives and aims;
therefore, it was necessary to employ a more effective and reliable data analysis
technique.
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In this research, SmartPLS 3.0 was used to analyze the information provided
by the 413 participants. With reference to a study performed by Shafaei and Razak
(2015) to determine the effectiveness of different techniques that can be used for
analyzing quantitative data, it is reasonable to note that the use of SmartPLS 3.0 can
lead to the production of results whose authenticity can be determined. Crossexamination of the different elements that have an impact on patient satisfaction and
loyalty was performed at this stage. The tested factors that impact patient loyalty and
satisfaction include patient expectations, service quality, the patient–physician
relationship and the effects of waiting time, hospital brand image and patient-related
characteristics.
The participants involved in this study were expected to provide reliable
information in order to prevent the production of results that could not be supported
by findings from previous research studies on the same subject. According to Keman
(2007), even though the results from one study can differ from those of another, there
should not be a big margin in the variation among studies if all of the parameters are
kept the same. The data in this project is presented through tables and graphs in order
to provide the most effective mechanism to convey the results clearly.
All of the tables were automatically generated through the use of SmartPLS
3.0, while graphs were extracted from SPSS. The subsections discussed in this
chapter include the actual findings of the research based on information generated
following analysis of the data collected from the participants. Analysis and
evaluation of these findings are also extensively performed. Analysis of the data
collected was achieved by comparing the findings from this research to those
obtained by other researchers who have conducted similar studies. In order to
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determine whether the study is able to meet the goals set before it commenced,
hypothesis testing was also performed.
4.4 Findings
4.4.1 Importance–Performance Map of Patient Loyalty
Although several important findings could be observed from the results
obtained, the direct correlation between patient satisfaction and patient loyalty was
prominent. The results indicate that an increase in the satisfaction of patients led to
an increased rate of patient loyalty to the medical services being offered by the
specific healthcare service providers considered. Figure 3 shows the relationship
between patient loyalty and other different factors, whose importance is displayed on
the X-axis. The graphical presentation helps to show the different variables that are
of importance in patient loyalty based on their level of priority. These variables are
quality, hospital image, patient satisfaction, patient–physician relationship, switching
cost, waiting time satisfaction and WoM. Despite having five variables to explain
service quality, it will only be considered as one construct for IPMA, as shown in
Figure 2. Figure 3 shows the items used.
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Figure 3: Importance–performance map of various variables of patient loyalty
(Ringle et al., 2015)
According to Martilla and James (1977), the closer the value of a variable to
100%, the higher its importance for the control variable under investigation. Based
on the data presented in Figure 3, the patient–physician relationship construct had a
score of 73.03 at a total interval effect of 0.15, indicating that the relationship
between current Thiqa patients and SEHA physicians has a great impact on patient
loyalty. Service quality is considered the second highest in terms of performance,
with a total of 71.13 at the highest importance of 0.71, followed by patient
satisfaction, with a total performance of 69.93 and scored below service quality in
terms of importance for loyalty with a result of 0.53. Hospital image recorded a high
performance of 69.42, with a relatively high importance of 0.53, followed by WoM,
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switching cost, and waiting time satisfaction with a performance of 63.62, 61.32 and
54.46, respectively, and an importance of 0.05, 0.10 and 0.07, respectively.
Through the addition of the performance dimension to the PLS results, the
outcomes of these variables on patient loyalty can be effectively interpreted. In this
case, service quality, hospital image and patient satisfaction can be determined to
have the greatest importance for patient loyalty, and the overall performance of these
is relatively high.
The mean indicated in Figure 3 is 66.13 as a vertical threshold and 0.29 as a
horizontal, separating the quadrant into four. From these results, it can be indicated
that service quality, patient satisfaction and hospital image fall in the first quadrant,
which is an area that SEHA should make a priority by maintaining its focus and the
level of service provided. The information in Figure 3 further indicates that some
variables are closer to the threshold; hence, their performance can be improved
unselectively in order to realize a high patient loyalty rate. Based on the results, it is
important to note that much priority should be placed on maintaining and increasing
the performance of the service quality, patient satisfaction and hospital image
constructs in order to realize a steady and potentially increased rate of patient loyalty
to the care services offered.
Another important point that can be noted from the results exhibited in Figure
3 is that the level of patient–physician relationship, which has a total performance of
73.03 and an importance of 0.15, puts it in quadrant two, which is considered
overkill for patient loyalty as a construct. Nevertheless, promoting the development
of an effective physician–patient relationship should be preferred to improving
patient frequency of care service consumption and their level of education.
Phadermrod et al. (2019) stated that the implementation of strategies focused on
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promoting those determinant variables with the poorest performance importance on
the main construct should be prioritized in order to achieve better results.
Quadrant three contained the rest of the constructs, including WoM,
switching cost and waiting time satisfaction, making them a low priority for patient
loyalty (Martilla & James, 1977). Quadrant four, however, did not contain any
constructs, which indicates that SEHA is performing well in terms of current patients
utilizing outpatient services in SEHA-accredited hospitals.

Figure 4: The importance of various sets of specific variables on patient loyalty –
unstandardized effects
(Ringle et al., 2015)
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Table 11: The importance of various sets of specific variables on patient loyalty –
unstandardized effects
(Ringle et al., 2015)
Item

Importance

Performance

ASSUR1
ASSUR2
ASSUR3
ASSUR4
EMPTH1
EMPTH2
EMPTH3
EMPTH4
HIMG1
HIMG2
HIMG3
PPHR1
PPHR2
PPHR3
PPHR4
PPHR5
PPHR6
PPHR7
PPHR8
RELI1
RELI2
RELI3
RELI4
RELI5
RELI5
RESP1
RESP2
RESP3
RESP4
SAT1
SAT2
SAT3
SWCST1
SWCST2
SWCST3
SWCST4
TANG1
TANG2
TANG3
TANG4
WOM1
WOM2
WOM3
WTSAT1
WTSAT2
WTSAT3
WTSAT4

0.03
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.03
0.03
0.04
0.19
0.17
0.17
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.01
0.02
0.03
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.04
0.15
0.13
0.14
0.03
0.02
0.02
0.03
0.02
0.02
0.03
0.03
0.02
0.02
0.01
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.03

66.71
73.43
72.82
75.91
69.07
61.80
71.13
66.22
72.28
68.70
66.89
75.36
75.61
71.13
72.52
77.91
74.03
59.62
73.85
75.30
71.07
70.70
69.13
61.74
75.12
67.98
71.79
73.67
71.13
67.13
71.31
63.86
61.32
57.45
60.71
59.32
77.36
81.36
79.00
63.08
63.44
64.53
47.40
66.10
51.63
52.66
66.71
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The introduction of more sets of specific factors led to the development of
more interesting results. Table 11 shows the inclusion of four sets for each factor
whose effects were determined in Figure 4. The only factors whose sets were not
included are those that were generated from the patient demographics, such as
education, occupation, gender, frequency of visits and marital status. The reason for
not including multiple sets of these demographic characteristics is that every
participant had only one of them, and there is no way one participant can have, for
example, two ages, genders. The results can be supported by a study by Batbaatar et
al. (2017), which established that even though a study can have many participants,
their demographic characteristics can always be categorized into different groups for
the purpose of accommodating all of them in a manageable manner.
In Table 11, variables such as service quality, patient–physician relationship,
patient satisfaction, switching cost, WoM, hospital image and waiting time
satisfaction were expanded into different sets of items. The main reason for including
these additional groups is to help in ensuring that the importance of these factors for
patient loyalty could be effectively determined. Another reason for including them is
to determine the root cause of certain variables, such as service quality, hospital
image and patient satisfaction, being closer to the threshold between quadrants one
and four. The results from Table 11 support the results shown in Figure 3, except for
service quality. Observing service quality in terms of items places it in quadrants two
and three, and closer to the threshold with quadrant four. However, there is a
consistency in hospital image and patient satisfaction items in Figures 3 and 4. For
that matter, the results presented in Figure 4 and Table 11 indicate that tangibility 3
and 4 scored the highest in performance (81.36 and 79, respectively); on the other
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hand, waiting time satisfaction 1, 3, and 4 scored lowest in performance (with a total
score of 47.40, 51.63, and 52.66, respectively).
Table 12: List of constructs

Tangibility
(Cronin &
Taylor, 1992)

Reliability
(Cronin &
Taylor, 1992)

TANG1

Finding parking in the healthcare facility is easy

TANG2

Accessing the health facility is easy

TANG3

The cleanliness of the waiting area of the health
facility is maintained

TANG4

This health facility has modern equipment

RELI1

The health facility staff provide the correct medical
service from the first visit

RELI2

The staff of this health facility provide reliable
services as promised by the health facility

RELI3

The staff of this facility are dedicated to solving my
problems

RELI4

The staff of this health facility provide services on
time

RELI5

This health facility maintains accurate medical records

RESP1

The staff of this health facility are never too busy to
respond to my requests

Responsiveness RESP2
(Cronin &
Taylor, 1992)
RESP3

Assurances
(Cronin &
Taylor, 1992)

Empathy
(Cronin &
Taylor, 1992)

The staff of this health facility frequently tell me the
time of service delivery
The staff of this health facility are always ready to
help me

RESP4

I receive quick service from the staff of this health
facility

ASSUR1

The staff of this health facility are trustworthy

ASSUR2

I feel secure while receiving services from this
facility’s staff

ASSUR3

The staff of this facility treat me in a courteous
manner

ASSUR4

Staff of this facility have the knowledge to answer my
questions

EMPTH1

I receive individual attention from the health facility
staff

EMPTH2 This health facility’s working hours suit my needs
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Table 12: List of constructs (Continued)
EMPTH3 This facility gives priority to my requests and needs
EMPTH4

The staff of this health facility are aware of my
personal needs

WOM1
Word of Mouth
WOM2
(Cham, Lim,
Aik, & Tay,
2016)
WOM3

My family/friends speak positively about this facility

Waiting Time
Satisfaction
(Alizadeh et
al., 2016;
Bielen &
Demoulin,
2007)

The actual waiting time was less than the expected
waiting time

Patient–
Physician
Relation
(Clever et al.,
2008; Tucker,
Moradi, Wall,
& Nghiem,
2014)

Patient
Satisfaction
(Askariazad &
Babakhani,
2015; Fornell,
1992)

WTSAT1

My family/friends positively influenced my
assessment of this facility
My family/friends helped me make the decision to
choose this facility

WTSAT2 The waiting area was comfortable
WTSAT3 I did not feel bored during the waiting time
WTSAT4

I am generally satisfied with the waiting time at the
health facility

PPHR 1

The doctor treats me as an equal (for example, he does
not treat me as a child)

PPHR 2

The doctor lets me explain what I want (for example,
listens carefully and asks good questions, and does not
interrupt while I am talking)

PPHR 3

The doctor involves me in all decisions (for example,
asks me what I think, gives options and gives me a
chance to decide what to do; asks what I think before
telling me what to do)

PPHR 4

The doctor encourages me to ask questions (for
example, answers them clearly, never avoids them)

PPHR 5

I always try to follow the doctor’s advice

PPHR 6

I trust this doctor for the medical care I need

PPHR 7

A personal relationship has grown between me and
my doctor (for example, I consider my doctor a friend)

PPHR 8

I am generally satisfied with my doctor

SAT1

I am generally satisfied with my experience with this
facility

SAT2

My expectations have been met

SAT3

I am satisfied with my decision to receive services
from this health facility
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Table 12: List of constructs (Continued)

Loyalty
(Askariazad &
Babakhani,
2015)

Hospital Image
(Ciavolino &
Dahlgaard,
2007)

Switching Cost
(Cronin &
Taylor, 1992)

LOYL1

I advise my friends/family to bring their loved ones to
this health facility

LOYL2

I have said something positive about the health facility
to other patients

LOYL3

I am willing to pay extra to be treated at this health
facility

LOYL4

I consider this health facility as the “first option”
whenever I need treatment

HIMG1

This health facility is known to provide good health
care

HIMG2

This health facility is known to provide highly
efficient services

HIMG3

This health facility is known to provide exceptional
customer service

SWCST1

In general, changing one’s health facility is difficult

SWCST2

Changing one’s health facility takes a lot of time and
effort

SWCST3

The need to pay extra money does not mean much to
me when I think about changing my health facility

SWCST4

For me, the costs of changing my health facility are
high in terms of time and effort

Table 12 shows the list of items that was discussed in the finding to work as a
guide in the finding as a reference to the questions used.
In terms of importance, hospital image 1, 2 and 3 recorded the highest
importance for patient loyalty, with 0.19, 0.17 and 0.17, and a total performance of
72.28, 68.70 and 66.89, respectively. Patient satisfaction 1, 2 and 3 were determined
to have the second highest impact on patient loyalty, recording a performance of
71.13, 67.13 and 71.31, respectively, with an importance of 0.15, 0.14 and 0.13,
respectively. These results are in line with those presented in Figure 3; however,
according to the results hospital image 3 and patient satisfaction 2 are placed in
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quadrant four, near the threshold, and are thus considered items that require
immediate attention from SEHA policy makers. This can be explained by the fact
that SEHA has 12 hospitals, such that there is a low hospital image and low patient
satisfaction, which do not promote patient loyalty, in certain hospitals. Even though
the data presented in Table 11 indicates that hospital image and patient satisfaction
recorded the highest performance in the development of patient loyalty, it is
important to note that these are factors that should be prioritized in a situation where
there is a need to realize a faster rate of patient loyalty development.
Increasing the performance of service quality, hospital image and patient
satisfaction can significantly increase the rate of patient loyalty to the outpatient care
services being provided at SEHA hospitals. Furthermore, the results presented in
Table 11 show that the constructs in quadrant three are waiting time satisfaction,
switching cost, WoM and assurance. Table 11 also shows that the constructs in
quadrant two are responsiveness, reliability, patient–physician relationship with the
exception of item 7 which is “A personal relationship has grown between me and my
doctor (for example, I consider my doctor a friend)”, assurance with the exception of
item 1 which is “The staff of this health facility are trustworthy”, and tangibility with
the exception of item 1 which is “Finding parking in the healthcare facility is easy”.
4.4.2 Importance–Performance Map of Patient Satisfaction
As shown in previous chapters, the development of patient satisfaction is
promoted via a range of factors, such the service quality given to services, the
patient–physician relationship, WoM, hospital image, waiting time satisfaction,
switching cost and demographic characteristics of the patients. The importance–
performance map section will help to determine the factors that have direct and
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indirect impacts on the promotion of patient satisfaction. The impacts of these factors
will be determined by examining their performance and importance rates during the
promotion of patient satisfaction. The importance and performance variables’ impact
on patient satisfaction will also be examined by analyzing the items of each variable,
similar to Figure 4 and Table 11.

Figure 5: IPMA for Thiqa patients with patient satisfaction as the target construct
under unstandardized total effects
(Ringle et al., 2015)
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Table 13: IPMA for Thiqa patients with patient satisfaction as the target construct
under unstandardized total effects
(Ringle et al., 2015)
Construct

Importance

Performance

Hospital Image

0.31

69.42

Patient–Physician Relationship

0.30

73.03

Service Quality

0.75

71.13

Switching Cost

0.04

61.32

Waiting Time Satisfaction

0.04

54.46

Word of Mouth

0.12

63.62

The data presented in Figure 5 and Table 13 shows the factors that had
relatively high or low performance rates in patient satisfaction. These included
hospital image, patient–physician relationship, service quality, switching cost,
waiting time satisfaction and WoM, with performance rates of 69.42, 73.03, 71.13,
61.32, 54.46 and 63.62, respectively. Similar to what was presented in Figure 4,
service quality represents SERVQUAL items that relate to empathy, reliability,
responsiveness, tangibility and assurance.
Based on the findings from this research study, it was established that the
quality of care services recorded the highest importance rate in the construct variable
of patient satisfaction, with a value of 0.75, followed by hospital image and patient–
physician relationship, with importance values of 0.31 and 0.30, respectively, which
places them in quadrant one. On the other hand, waiting time satisfaction, switching
cost and WoM had values of 0.04, 0.04 and 0.12, respectively, placing them in
quadrant three and leaving quadrants two and four with no constructs.
The use of standardized total effects to determine the performance and
importance of various factors in the promotion of patient satisfaction led to the
production of results that are related to those presented in Figure 5, with little
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variation. The service quality of the care services offered in the outpatient section of
the hospital had the highest performance value, as indicated in Figure 5, had a value
of 0.56 from the previous value of 0.75. With reference to the variations recorded in
the results presented, it can be noted that the use of standardized total effects led to a
reduction in the importance values of the factors involved, while the performance
values of these factors remained constant in most cases.

Figure 6: The importance of various sets of specific variables on the patient
satisfaction unstandardized effects
(Ringle et al., 2015)
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Table 14: IPMA for Thiqa patients with patient satisfaction as the target indicator
under unstandardized total effects
(Ringle et al., 2015)
Constructs items
ASSUR1
ASSUR2
ASSUR3
ASSUR4
EMPTH1
EMPTH2
EMPTH3
EMPTH4
HIMG1
HIMG2
HIMG3
PPHR1
PPHR2
PPHR3
PPHR4
PPHR5
PPHR6
PPHR7
PPHR8
RELI1
RELI2
RELI3
RELI4
RELI5
RESP1
RESP2
RESP3
RESP4
SWCST1
SWCST2
SWCST3
SWCST4
TANG1
TANG2
TANG3
TANG4
WOM1
WOM2
WOM3
WTSAT1
WTSAT2
WTSAT3
WTSAT4

Importance
0.04
0.05
0.05
0.04
0.04
0.03
0.04
0.04
0.11
0.10
0.10
0.03
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.03
0.04
0.03
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.03
0.04
0.03
0.03
0.04
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.02
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.04
0.04
0.03
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01

Performance
66.71
73.43
72.82
75.91
69.07
61.80
71.13
66.22
72.28
68.70
66.89
75.36
75.61
71.13
72.52
77.91
74.03
59.62
73.85
75.30
71.07
70.70
69.13
61.74
75.12
67.98
71.79
73.67
63.86
61.32
57.45
60.71
59.32
77.36
81.36
79.00
63.08
63.44
64.53
47.40
66.10
51.63
52.66
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Table 14 and Figure 6 shows the data obtained following the introduction of
several multiples of different factors. (The demographic characteristics of patients
were not included, but they will be discussed in the discussion chapter.) With
reference to the data presented in Table 14, it can be noted that hospital image 1 had
the highest importance in the development of patient satisfaction, with a value of
0.11, placing it in quadrant one, which is considered by Martilla and James (1977) to
be an area that should be maintained in the strategy. This is joined with hospital
image 2, assurance 2, 3 and 4, empathy 1 and 3, patient–physician relationship with
the exception of items 1 and 7, reliability 2, 3 and 4 and responsiveness 4. Quadrant
four, however, which is considered by Martilla and James (1977) as an area that
requires priority in terms of attention, contained hospital image 3, empathy 4 and
WoM 1 and 2. The results also show that quadrant three, which is considered to have
a low-priority effect on patient satisfaction, contained the items empathy 2, patient–
physician relationship 7, reliability 5, responsiveness 2, WoM 4, tangibility 1,
switching cost 1 to 4, and waiting time satisfaction 1 to 4. The other construct items
were in quadrant two, which is considered “overkill”, and was given more attention
than the other items, which are patient–physician relationship 1, reliability 1,
responsiveness 1 and 3, and tangibility 2 to 4. Martilla and James (1977) considered
this area as low priority.
The data presented in the figures and tables in this chapter determine the
impacts that different variables have on patient satisfaction and patient loyalty. The
ability of these factors was measured based on their performance index and
importance index. Based on the results, in all cases service quality had the highest
importance, hence making it one of the most importance components in the
development of patient satisfaction and loyalty. It is worth mentioning that the results
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indicated that hospital image was another component that recorded high importance,
with service quality, for both patient loyalty and patient satisfaction. In regards to
patient loyalty, patient satisfaction scored third in terms of importance to Thiqa
patients.
4.5 Hypothesis Testing
The research objective mentioned in the previous chapter was to determine
that factors that promote the satisfaction and loyalty of Thiqa patients from Abu
Dhabi through the usage of SEM. Research questions 3–10 mentioned in chapter one
were identified to reach the objective. The hypotheses listed below aim to answer the
research questions at hand:
Hypothesis 1a: Service quality positively impacts overall patient satisfaction.
Hypothesis 1b: Overall patient satisfaction positively mediates the relationship
between service quality and patient loyalty.
Hypothesis 2a: Hospital image has a positive impact on patient loyalty.
Hypothesis 2b: Hospital image has a positive impact on patient satisfaction.
Hypothesis 2c: Overall patient satisfaction positively mediates the relationship
between hospital image and patient loyalty.
Hypothesis 3a: WoM has a positive impact on overall patient satisfaction.
Hypothesis 3b: patient satisfaction positively mediates the relationship between
WoM and patient loyalty.
Hypothesis 4a: The patient–physician relationship has a positive impact on overall
patient satisfaction.
Hypothesis 4b: The patient–physician relationship has a positive impact on patient
loyalty.
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Hypothesis 4c: Overall patient satisfaction positively mediates the relationship
between the patient–physician relationship and patient loyalty.
Hypothesis 5a: Waiting time satisfaction has a positive impact on overall patient
satisfaction.
Hypothesis 5b: Waiting time satisfaction positively moderates the relationship
between overall patient satisfaction and patient loyalty.
Hypothesis 6a: Switching cost has a positive impact on patient loyalty.
Hypothesis 6b: Switching cost positively moderates the relationship between overall
patient satisfaction and patient loyalty.
Hypothesis 7: Patient satisfaction positively impacts patient loyalty.
Hypothesis testing in this study is important because it provides an
opportunity to determine the impacts of different variables on patient satisfaction and
patient loyalty. In order to determine whether a hypothesis is supported or not, pvalues are used. Based on the structuring of this research paper, 15 hypotheses were
developed to show whether the indicator variables positively or negatively influence
the occurrence of efficient patient satisfaction and loyalty, with the aim of retaining
current Thiqa patients.
4.6 R-Square Value
Cohen, West and Aiken (2014) indicated that the value of R-square can only
increase when newly introduced variables have the ability to improve the efficiency
of the current model to a higher level than the one expected by chance. The R-square
and R-square-adjusted values for the dependent variables, such as patient
satisfaction, patient loyalty and quality of care services, were analyzed, and are
illustrated in Figures 7 and 8, respectively. The values obtained for patient loyalty,
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patient satisfaction and service quality were 0.79, 0.75 and 1.00, respectively, for
both R-square and R-square-adjusted values.

Figure 7: R-square for patient loyalty, patient satisfaction and service quality
(Ringle et al., 2015)

Figure 8: R-square adjusted for patient loyalty, patient satisfaction and service
quality
(Ringle et al., 2015)
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4.7 Cronbach’s Alpha
Cronbach (1951) stated that the use of Cronbach’s alpha in statistical analysis
is important since it is considered a measure of internal consistency, and hence is a
significant indication of how different independent variables impact dependent
variables as a group. Cronbach’s alpha is therefore considered to be a measure of the
scale of reliability. Acceptable reliability of the variable is registered if the recorded
coefficient value is 0.70 or higher.
Table 15: Cronbach’s alpha reliability coefficient value
(Ringle et al., 2015)
Cronbach's
Alpha

rho_A

Composite
Reliability

Average Variance
Extracted (AVE)

Assurance

0.87

0.87

0.91

0.73

Empathy

0.81

0.82

0.88

0.64

Hospital Image

0.90

0.90

0.94

0.83

Patient Loyalty

0.85

0.87

0.90

0.69

Patient Satisfaction
Patient–Physician
Relationship
Service Quality

0.91

0.91

0.94

0.85

0.91

0.92

0.93

0.63

0.94

0.95

0.95

0.47

Reliability

0.84

0.86

0.89

0.62

Responsiveness

0.80

0.81

0.87

0.63

Switching Cost

0.73

0.77

0.83

0.57

Tangibility
Waiting Time
Satisfaction
Word of Mouth

0.72

0.73

0.83

0.54

0.86

0.87

0.91

0.71

0.87

0.87

0.92

0.79

Construct

The results obtained from the Cronbach’s alpha analysis determined that the
reliability coefficient values of all variables included in the study were acceptable as
their values were higher than the threshold of 0.70. Based on the results, the factors
that showed the highest reliability had a value above 90; these included hospital
image, patient satisfaction, patient–physician relationship and service quality. As
shown in Table 15, even though all variables’ reliability was accepted, switching cost
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and tangibility showed the lowest reliability coefficients, with values of 0.73 and
0.72, respectively.
Table 16: Discriminant validity
(Ringle et al., 2015)
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1 Assurance

0.85

2 Empathy

0.80 0.80

3 Hospital Image

0.71 0.71 0.91

4 Patient Loyalty
Patient
5
Satisfaction
Patient–
6 Physician
Relationship
7 Quality

0.67 0.68 0.83 0.83

8 Reliability

0.76 0.75 0.72 0.70 0.73 0.60 0.90 0.78

9

10

11

12

13

0.72 0.68 0.80 0.84 0.92
0.60 0.56 0.70 0.68 0.73 0.79
0.92 0.89 0.77 0.74 0.77 0.64 0.69

9 Responsiveness 0.80 0.72 0.65 0.64 0.68 0.55 0.88 0.73 0.79
10 Switching Cost

0.36 0.34 0.48 0.51 0.45 0.43 0.39 0.36 0.33 0.75

11 Tangibility

0.53 0.52 0.47 0.43 0.46 0.39 0.67 0.54 0.50 0.28 0.74

12

Waiting Time
Satisfaction

0.57 0.61 0.57 0.59 0.59 0.45 0.66 0.60 0.59 0.39 0.42 0.84

13 Word of Mouth 0.58 0.62 0.62 0.66 0.64 0.48 0.64 0.57 0.56 0.38 0.37 0.54 0.89

Note: Numbers in bold represent the AVE; other results represent the squared
correlations.
The discriminant validity shown in Table 16 presents the absolute value of
each correlation and indicates that there is discriminant validity between all the
constructs.
4.8 P-Values
The p-values produced in this study were used to determine whether to accept
or reject the set hypothesis. When a p-value between two variables mentioned in a
hypothesis is less than 0.05, the hypothesis can be accepted. On the other hand, the
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hypothesis is rejected when the p-value is more than 0.05 (Leech, Barrett, & Morgan,
2013). The values are presented in Tables 17, 18, 19, 20 and 21 shows the p-values
of the direct effects, indirect effects and moderating effects of the various
independent variables on the dependent variables such as patient satisfaction and
patient loyalty. The effects are positive if the p-value is 0.10 or less. On the other
hand, the effects are considered to be negative is the p-value is above the 0.10
threshold (Cowles & Davis, 1982).
Hypothesis 1a: Service Quality Positively Impacts Overall Patient Satisfaction
In order to test for the effect of service quality, this aspect was divided into
two subsections: the relationship between service quality and patient satisfaction, and
the mediation effect of patient satisfaction on the relationship between service quality
and patient loyalty. Through the path coefficient analysis of the collected data, the pvalue for the relationship between service quality and patient satisfaction was
determined to be 0.00, which is lower than the threshold of 0.05. For that matter, a
strong relationship between these two variables was confirmed and, at a confidence
level of 97.5%, a t-value of 4.66 was obtained; this is higher than the set threshold of
1.96. These results confirm that there is a positive relationship between the impacts
of service quality and patient satisfaction.
H1b: Overall Patient Satisfaction Positively Mediates the Relationship between
Service Quality and Patient Loyalty
The next subsection of the hypothesis includes the likelihood that there is a
positive mediating effect on the relationship between service quality and patient
loyalty. In this case, the p-value and t-value are at a 97.5% confidence level of the
relationship between patient satisfaction and patient loyalty. Nonetheless, this relates
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to information from the previous literature, which indicated a link between service
quality of care services, patient satisfaction and patient loyalty. The p-value in this
situation was determined to be 0.00, which is lower than the set threshold of 0.05. In
the case of the t-value of the relationship between these two variables at a 97.5%
confidence level, a value of 11.17 – higher than the set threshold of 1.96 – was
obtained. This result is aligned with Askariazad and Babakhani's (2015) finding that
satisfaction mediates the impact of service quality on loyalty. The analysis of these
values indicates that there is a direct positive correlation between service quality and
patient satisfaction, and an indirect positive correlation between service quality and
patient loyalty; as a result, the overall value of patient satisfaction partially mediates
the effect of service quality on patient loyalty.

Table 17: Direct path analysis
Hypothesis

Path

Original
Sample (O)
0.25
0.40
0.30
0.13

Sample
Mean (M)
0.25
0.40
0.30
0.13

Standard Deviation
(STDEV)
0.05
0.06
0.06
0.05

T-Statistics
(|O/STDEV|)
4.54
6.34
5.44
2.87

PValues
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Hypothesis 1a
Hypothesis 2a
Hypothesis 2b
Hypothesis 3a

Service Quality -> Patient Satisfaction

Hypothesis 4a

Patient–Physician Relationship -> Patient Loyalty

0.02

0.03

0.05

0.46

0.64

Hypothesis 4b

Patient–Physician Relationship -> Patient
Satisfaction

0.26

0.26

0.06

4.51

0.00

Hypothesis 5a

Waiting Time Satisfaction -> Patient Satisfaction

0.05

0.05

0.03

1.35

0.18

Hypothesis 6a
Hypothesis 7

Switching Cost -> Patient Loyalty
Patient Satisfaction -> Patient Loyalty

0.09
0.42

0.09
0.40

0.03
0.08

2.83
5.56

0.00
0.00

Hospital Image -> Patient Loyalty
Hospital Image -> Patient Satisfaction
Word of Mouth -> Patient Satisfaction

Significance
Significant
Significant
Significant
Significant
Not
Significant
Significant
Not
Significant
Significant
Significant

Table 18: Indirect path analysis
Hypothesis
Hypothesis 1b
Hypothesis 2a
Hypothesis 3b
Hypothesis 4c

Path

Service Quality -> Patient Satisfaction -> Patient
Loyalty
Hospital Image -> Patient Satisfaction -> Patient Loyalty
Word of Mouth -> Patient Satisfaction -> Patient Loyalty
Patient–physician Relationship -> Patient Satisfaction ->
Patient Loyalty

Original Sample
(O)

Sample Mean
(M)

Standard
Deviation
(STDEV)

T Statistics
(|O/STDEV|)

P
Values

Significance

0.54

0.53

0.05

11.17

0.00

Significant

0.13

0.12

0.03

4.39

0.00

Significant

0.05

0.05

0.02

2.23

0.03

Significant

0.11

0.10

0.02

4.59

0.00

Significant
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Table 19: Moderation path analysis
Hypothesis

Path

Original Sample (O)

Sample Mean (M)

Standard
Deviation
(STDEV)

T Statistics
(|O/STDEV|)

P Values

Significance

Hypothesis 6b

Moderating Effect Switching Cost -> Patient Loyalty

0.01

0.00

0.03

0.25

0.80

Hypothesis 5b

Moderating Effect Waiting Time -> Patient Loyalty

-0.01

-0.01

0.03

0.36

0.72

Not
Significant
Not
Significant

Table 20: Control variables direct path analysis

Path
Age -> Patient Loyalty
Age -> Patient Satisfaction
Education -> Patient Loyalty
Education -> Patient Satisfaction
Frequency of Visits -> Patient Loyalty
Frequency of Visits -> Patient Satisfaction
Gender -> Patient Loyalty
Gender -> Patient Satisfaction
Marital Status -> Patient Loyalty
Marital Status -> Patient Satisfaction
Occupation -> Patient Loyalty
Occupation -> Patient Satisfaction

Original Sample (O)

Sample Mean (M)

0.03
0.05
0.00
0.01
0.04
-0.04
0.04
-0.02
-0.01
-0.06
0.03
0.00

0.03
0.05
0.01
0.01
0.04
-0.04
0.04
-0.02
-0.01
-0.06
0.03
0.00

Standard
Deviation
(STDEV)
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.02
0.03
0.02
0.03
0.03
0.02

T Statistics
(|O/STDEV|)

P
Values

Significance

1.30
2.12
0.16
0.40
1.75
1.39
1.60
0.95
0.46
2.33
1.18
0.09

0.19
0.03
0.87
0.69
0.08
0.16
0.11
0.34
0.65
0.02
0.24
0.93

Not Significant
Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
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Table 21: Control variables indirect path analysis
Original Sample (O)

Sample Mean (M)

Standard
Deviation
(STDEV)

T Statistics
(|O/STDEV|)

Age -> Patient Satisfaction -> Patient Loyalty

0.02

0.02

0.01

1.97

0.05

Education -> Patient Satisfaction -> Patient Loyalty

0.00

0.00

0.01

0.42

0.68

Frequency of Visits -> Patient Satisfaction -> Patient Loyalty

-0.01

-0.01

0.01

1.40

0.16

Gender -> Patient Satisfaction -> Patient Loyalty

-0.01

-0.01

0.01

0.96

0.34

Marital Status -> Patient Satisfaction -> Patient Loyalty

-0.03

-0.03

0.01

2.36

0.02

Significant

0.00

0.00

0.01

0.09

0.93

Not
Significant

Path

Occupation -> Patient Satisfaction -> Patient Loyalty

P
Values

Significance
Significant
Not
Significant
Not
Significant
Not
Significant
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H2a: Hospital Image has a Positive Impact on Patient Loyalty
Analysis of the data collected from the participants led to results that can be
used to determine the validity of Hypothesis 2a. Analysis of the relationship between
hospital image and patient loyalty led to the production of a p-value of 0.00. Since
this p-value is lower than the set threshold of 0.05, it can be determined that there is a
positive relationship between these two variables. Between the same factors, a tvalue of 6.43 was obtained. The finding here is aligned with the adopted model,
which is the ECSI, in regards to the positive impact of hospital image on patient
loyalty (Fornell, 1992). The findings verify that hospital image positively impacts
patients and patient loyalty.
H2b: Hospital Image has a Positive Impact on Patient Satisfaction
The validity of Hypothesis 2b can be determined through an examination of
the existing relationship between hospital image and patient satisfaction. Based on
the p-value of 0.00 and t-value of 5.45 obtained, hospital image impacts the
development of patient loyalty. The strength of this relationship was supported by the
fact that the p-value obtained was lower than the set threshold of 0.05. This results
indicates that hospital image has a positive impact on both patient satisfaction and
loyalty. This result is similar to findings by Cham et al. (2016) and Askariazad and
Babakhani (2015).
H2c: Overall Patient Satisfaction Positively Mediates the Relationship between
Hospital Image and Patient Loyalty
Regarding Hypothesis 2c, it was determined that there is a positive mediation
effect between hospital image and patient loyalty through the establishment of a pvalue of 0.00, which is lower than the set threshold of 0.05, and a t-value of 4.39.
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These results also indicate that Hypothesis 2a, b and c of this research study are
adequately supported and overall patient satisfaction partially mediates the effect of
hospital image on patient loyalty over the long term.
Just like the corporate image of any other company, a strong hospital image is
important for the development of strong patient trust in care services prior to the
visit. For that matter, the combination of patient satisfaction and hospital image is
important for the development of patient loyalty. The positive results obtained from
the testing of Hypothesis 2 can be linked to those obtained by Askariazad and
Babakhani (2015), who determined that corporate image is the main route to loyalty.
The inclusion of Hypothesis 2 in this research study aimed to provide insights
that can be used by service providers to effectively understand how the various
dimensions, as well as items, can impact the overall service quality and patient
loyalty (Cham et al., 2016). Based on this hypothesis, the most important factors that
should be optimized include patient satisfaction and hospital image. The ability of
hospital management to address all issues that affect the development of patient
satisfaction and hospital image will enable them to promote the development of high
rates of patient loyalty, as well as increasing the quality of care services provided to
patients.
H3a: WoM has a Positive Impact on Overall Patient Satisfaction
The p-value for the relationship proposed in Hypothesis 3a was 0.00, which is
lower than the set threshold of 0.05. Furthermore, a t-value of 2.81 was registered
under a percentage efficiency of 97.5%. Based on these results, there is a positive
correlation between WoM and patient satisfaction. Thus, satisfying the healthcare
needs of patients will enable patients to spread positive WoM regarding the overall
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quality of care services. Nevertheless, in situations where the needs of patients are
not effectively satisfied, there is a higher chance that patients will develop a negative
perception about the service quality, leading to negative reviews of hospital products
through the use of WoM. Thus, Hypothesis 3a is accepted and supported.
H3b: Patient Satisfaction Positively Mediates the Relationship between WoM and
Patient Loyalty
Hypothesis 3b is made up of two types of relationships: one between patient
satisfaction and WoM, and an indirect relationship between WoM and patient
loyalty. The correlation between the use of progressive WoM and patient loyalty can
be promoted through the provision of patient satisfaction. Some of the marketing
literature has considered WoM as a dependent variable to customer satisfaction and
loyalty (Tripathi, 2017; Walsh & Mitchell, 2010). However this research hypothesis
explores the indirect effect of WoM on patient loyalty, similar to Argan (2016) and
Shi, Tang, Zhang, Gao and Zhu (2016).
As indicated in Hypothesis 3a, there was a positive relationship between
patient satisfaction and WoM due to the occurrence of a p-value of 0.00. In the case
of the relationship between WoM and patient loyalty, there is a positive relationship
based on a p-value of 0.03, which is lower than the set threshold of 0.05.
Additionally, a t-value of 2.23 was obtained under the percentage coefficient of
97.5%. Based on these results, Hypothesis 3b is supported. The analysis of these
values indicates that there is a direct positive correlation between WoM and patient
satisfaction, and an indirect positive correlation between WoM and patient loyalty.
As a result, the overall value of patient satisfaction partially mediates the effect of
service quality on patient loyalty.
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H4a: The Patient–Physician Relationship has a Positive Impact on Overall Patient
Satisfaction
In order to determine the validity of Hypothesis 4a, the impact of the patient–
physician relationship on patient satisfaction had to be determined. Based on the
results obtained, the p-value was 0.00, which is lower than the set threshold of 0.05.
In the same context, a t-value of 4.66 under a confidence interval of 97.5% was
registered. Thus, Hypothesis 4a is supported.
H4b: The Patient–Physician Relationship has a Positive Impact on Patient Loyalty
Evaluation of the results of the p-value obtained on the association between
the patient–physician relationship and patient loyalty indicates that Hypothesis 4b is
not supported, due to the fact that the p-value was 0.64. These findings confirm that
the patient–physician relationship has positive impacts on the formation of patient
satisfaction, but not patient loyalty. Furthermore, the findings are in agreement with
those obtained by Huang et al. (2014), who showed that there is no direct
relationship between patient–physician relationship and patient loyalty to the
hospital.
H4c: Overall Patient Satisfaction Positively Mediates the Relationship between the
Patient–Physician Relationship and Patient Loyalty
It was also determined that there is a positive mediation effect between
patient–physician relationship and patient loyalty through the establishment of a pvalue of 0.00, which is lower than 0.05, and a t-value of 4.59. These results indicate
that Hypotheses 4a and c of this research study are supported, but Hypothesis 4b is
not; therefore, overall patient satisfaction fully mediates the effect of patient–
physician relationship on patient loyalty.
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H5a: Waiting Time Satisfaction has a Positive Impact on Overall Patient Satisfaction
Abuosi and Atinga (2013) established that actual waiting times have negative
impacts on the overall patient perceptions of service quality, as well as on the
development of patient satisfaction and loyalty. Most outpatient units are
characterized by long patient waiting times, a factor that has led to the occurrence of
different public health issues, such as difficulty in accessing care, interruption in
hospital work patterns and patient dissatisfaction.
The p-value for the relationship between waiting time satisfaction and patient
satisfaction was 0.16, which is higher than the set threshold of 0.05. Thus, these
findings clearly indicate that there is no direct relationship between waiting time
satisfaction and patient satisfaction. Therefore the hypothesis is not supported.
H5b: Waiting Time Satisfaction Positively Moderates the Relationship between
Overall Patient Satisfaction and Patient Loyalty
In addition to the relationship between waiting time satisfaction and patient
satisfaction, this research explored the moderation effect of waiting time satisfaction
on patient satisfaction and patient loyalty. No mediation effect was found between
patient–physician relationship and patient loyalty through the establishment of a pvalue of 0.72, which is higher than 0.05, and a t-value of 0.36. These results indicate
that Hypotheses 5a and b of this study are not supported. This is in disagreement of
the result presented by Bielen and Demoulin (2007) that waiting time satisfaction has
a direct impact on patient satisfaction and moderates the relationship between patient
satisfaction and patient loyalty.
H6a: Switching Cost has a Positive Impact on Patient Loyalty
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The impact of switching cost is separated into two parts, the first pertains to
the relationship between switching cost and patient loyalty, which gave a p-value of
0.01, a value lower than 0.05, and a t-value of 2.74. Based on this result, switching
cost has a positive impact on the development of patient loyalty. This result
contradicts that of Platonova, Kennedy and Shewchuk (2008), who argued that
switching cost did not have an impact on patient loyalty. On the other hand, Pişgin
and Ateşoğlu (2015) identified that there is a relationship between switching cost and
patient loyalty in healthcare settings.
H6b: Switching Cost Positively Moderates the Relationship between Overall Patient
Satisfaction and Patient Loyalty
In addition to the relationship between switching cost and patient loyalty, this
research explored the moderation effect of switching cost on patient satisfaction and
patient loyalty. No moderation effect was found on the relationship between patient
satisfaction and patient loyalty, as the p-value was 0.80, which is higher than 0.05,
and a t-value of 0.25. This results is in agreement with that of Pişgin and Ateşoğlu
(2015), which indicates that the moderating effect of switching cost on patient
loyalty is not very strong. Thus, Hypothesis 6 is partially supported, as there is a
direct impact on patient loyalty but no moderation effect.
H7: Patient Satisfaction Positively Impacts Patient Loyalty
The impact of patient satisfaction on patient loyalty has been intensively
discussed in the literature from the customer prospective, as shown in chapter two. In
this research the relationship between patient satisfaction and patient loyalty led to
the generation of a p-value of 0.00, which is lower than 0.05, and a t-value of 5.66.
Based on this result, patient satisfaction positively impacts the development of
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patient loyalty. This result is aligned with those shown by Abd-El-Salam et al.
(2013), Asadi, Khazaei Pool, and Reza Jalilvand (2014), Astuti and Nagase (2014)
and Dick and Basu (1994).
4.9 Summary
This chapter detailed the data collected from the 413 participants included in
the study. The data was then analyzed through the use of SmartPLS 3.0. The
variables that were analyzed in this chapter include indicators of patient satisfaction
and loyalty, such as the patient–physician relationship, waiting time, switching cost
and empathy. One of the most important strategies that was used for interpreting the
data was importance–performance map of both patient satisfaction and loyalty. The
outcomes from this map indicated that the patient–physician relationship recorded
the highest performance score for both the development of patient loyalty and the
promotion of patient satisfaction. Waiting time satisfaction recorded the lowest score
on performance.
The findings further indicated that service quality and hospital image in
outpatient units had the highest importance scores. The healthcare facilities involved
should implement strategies that will help in promoting a strong hospital image and
increasing the service quality in order to enhance patient satisfaction and loyalty.
With the intention of determining the connection between these factors and the
development of patient satisfaction and loyalty, hypothesis testing was conducted. Pvalues was used to determine whether the hypotheses were supported. Those
hypothesis statements whose variables had a p-value of less than 0.05 were accepted,
while those with a p-value higher than 0.05 were rejected. Chapter four played an
important role in this research study, and hence helped in generating key findings
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that will be later used to answer the research questions and provide explanations
regarding the issues raised as part of the research objectives.
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Chapter 5: Discussion, Conclusions, Limitations and Recommendations
The reduction in the number of patients seeking outpatient services from
SEHA hospitals located in Abu Dhabi led to a need to investigate the factors that
have facilitated the occurrence of such a scenario. Following analysis of a theoretical
review of the central elements that may have facilitated a reduction in the rate of
patient satisfaction and loyalty, as well as interpretation of data collected from
participants, as described in previous chapters, this chapter will discuss the results,
provide conclusive remarks about the data obtained, and develop recommendations
that can be used by both SEHA and the respective hospitals that have recorded a
reduction in the number of patient visits. Furthermore, the recommendations will
provide additional information and extensions to this research that can enable future
studies to examine healthcare service quality trends in other hospital units apart from
outpatient units.
5.1 Discussion
5.1.1 Research Objective 1
This research was conducted with a view to meeting the objectives mentioned
in chapter one. The first objective was to measure Thiqa patients’ satisfaction with
and loyalty to the care services being provided by the outpatient units of SEHA
hospitals.
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Table 22: Questionnaire mean results
Question
The staff of this health facility are trustworthy
I feel secure while receiving services from this facility’s staff
The staff of this facility treat me in a courteous manner
Staff of this facility have the knowledge to answer my questions
I receive individual attention from the health facility staff
This health facility’s working hours suit my needs
This facility gives priority to my requests and needs
The staff of this health facility are aware of my personal needs
This health facility is known to provide good health care
This health facility is known to provide highly efficient services
This health facility is known to provide exceptional customer
service
I advise my friends/family to bring their loved ones to this
health facility
I have said something positive about the health facility to other
patients
I am willing to pay extra to be treated at this health facility
I consider this health facility as the “first option” whenever I
need treatment
The doctor treats me as an equal (for example, does not treat me
as a child)
The doctor lets me explain what I want (for example, listens
carefully and asks good questions, and does not interrupt while
I am talking)
The doctor involves me in all decisions (for example, asks me
what I think, gives options and gives me a chance to decide
what to do; asks what I think before telling me what to do)
The doctor encourages me to ask questions (for example,
answers them clearly, never avoids them)
I always try to follow the doctor’s advice
I trust this doctor for the medical care I need
A personal relationship has grown between me and my doctor
(for example, I consider my doctor a friend)
I am generally satisfied with my doctor
The health facility staff provide the correct medical service
from the first visit
The staff of this health facility provide reliable services as
promised by the health facility

Item
ASSUR1
ASSUR2
ASSUR3
ASSUR4
EMPTH1
EMPTH2
EMPTH3
EMPTH4
HIMG1
HIMG2
HIMG3

Mean
3.668
3.937
3.913
4.036
3.763
3.472
3.845
3.649
3.891
3.748
3.676

LOYL1

3.821

LOYL2

3.864

LOYL3
LOYL4

3.063
3.659

PPHR1

4.015

PPHR2

4.024

PPHR3

3.845

PPHR4

3.901

PPHR5
PPHR6
PPHR7

4.116
3.961
3.385

PPHR8
RELI1

3.954
4.012

RELI2

3.843
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Table 22: Questionnaire mean results (Continued)
Question
The staff of this facility are dedicated to solving my problems
The staff of this health facility provide services on time
This health facility maintains accurate medical records
The staff of this health facility are never too busy to respond to
my requests

Item
RELI3
RELI4
RELI5
RESP1

Mean
3.828
3.765
3.47
4.005

The staff of this health facility frequently tell me the time of
service delivery
The staff of this health facility are always ready to help me
I receive quick service from the staff of this health facility
I am generally satisfied with my experience with this facility
My expectations have been met
I am satisfied with my decision to receive services from this
health facility
In general, changing one’s health facility is difficult
Changing one’s health facility takes a lot of time and effort
The need to pay extra money does not mean much to me when I
think about changing my health facility
For me, the costs of changing my health facility are high in
terms of time and effort
Finding parking in the healthcare facility is easy
Accessing the health facility is easy
The cleanliness of the waiting area of the health facility is
maintained

RESP2

3.719

RESP3
RESP4
SAT1
SAT2
SAT3

3.872
3.947
3.845
3.685
3.852

SWCST1
SWCST2
SWCST3

3.554
3.453
3.298

SWCST4

3.429

TANG1
TANG2
TANG3

3.373
4.094
4.254

TANG4
WOM1
WOM2

4.16
3.523
3.538

WOM3

3.581

WTSAT1
WTSAT2
WTSAT3
WTSAT4

2.896
3.644
3.065
3.107

This health facility has modern equipment
My family/friends speak positively about this facility
My family/friends positively influenced my assessment of this
facility
My family/friends helped me make the decision to choose this
facility
The actual waiting time was less than the expected waiting time
The waiting area was comfortable
I did not feel bored during the waiting time
I am generally satisfied with the waiting time at the health
facility
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All of the contracts in Table 22 show a result indicating that the patients are
satisfied with the exception of the waiting time satisfaction being moderately
satisfied. Tangibility scored the highest in satisfaction as part of service quality,
while cleanliness of the waiting areas in the facility were considered most highly by
Thiqa patients; indeed, this was the only question to which they answered “very
satisfied”. Patients perceive that SEHA hospitals contain equipment that is of a high
standard and modern. This is a reflection of the government investment in the
healthcare of Abu Dhabi (Koornneef, Robben, & Blair, 2017) and the fact that the
health infrastructure in SEHA hospitals has reached an advanced level. This is also
an aligned with the findings of Neyadi and Salem (2016) in regards to the level of
satisfaction with SEHA hospitals regarding inpatient services; they indicated that
patients were generally satisfied with the latest devices, medical equipment and
technologies in the hospitals.
The results also suggest that SEHA maintains the equipment and utilizes it to
the benefit of patients, which reflects positively on patient perceptions. However,
patients were not “very satisfied” with the level of technology; the reason behind this
could relate to the different services SEHA provides in different outpatient settings.
As shown in chapter one, SEHA has different hospitals and clinics with the highest
level of medical equipment, however there might be areas or specialties that are not
aligned with the other services or locations. Another possible reason could pertain to
the level of expectations that Thiqa patients have towards SEHA hospitals, which are
not exceeded via the current technologies. Another area under tangibility that scored
high is access to the facility; SEHA has made it easy for patients to gain access to the
hospital services in terms of appointments or walk-ins, which reflects positively in
patient perceptions. Despite the fact that the tangibility construct scored the highest,
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the patients were less satisfied with the parking at the healthcare facilities. Thiqa
patients have difficulty finding parking to access the facility, given that none of
SEHA hospitals have an underground parking and all the parking areas are exposed
to the sun and the weather. Since the weather in the UAE during summer is very hot,
patients prefer to park closer to the hospital entrance to prevent walking in the heat.
SEHA would need to implement a range of initiatives to improve the physical access
of patients. In summary, tangibility scored the highest, indicating that patients were
satisfied with the ease of access, cleanliness, and level of technology in the hospital,
but were less satisfied with the parking experience.
The construct that scored second highest after tangibility, and with which
patients were satisfied, is patient–physician relationship, indicating that Thiqa
patients are happy with the relationship they have with their attending physician.
This relationship results in patient compliance with the advice of their physician, and
this also indicates that there is trust between the two parties (Clarke et al., 2015). The
relationship between patients and physicians in SEHA hospitals is considered
satisfying in different aspects; the physician gives patients the opportunity to ask
questions and listens to them attentively, as well as involving them in the decisionmaking process in order to gain the level of engagement required for treatment. The
physicians also treat Thiqa patients well and do not undermine them, hence leading
to the development of trust, compliance and satisfaction.
Despite the good relationship SEHA physicians have with Thiqa patients, the
relationship cannot be considered one of friendship. When patients were asked about
their personal relationship with their physician the resulting score was moderate.
This can be explained with reference to the culture of UAE nationals; in particular,
the relationship is only professional with opposite sex. According to Rizk, El‐Zubeir,
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Al‐Dhaheri, Al‐Mansouri, and Al‐Jenaibi (2005), most female patients in Al Ain,
which is a city in the Emirate of Abu Dhabi, prefer female physicians, especially in
obstetrics and gynecology, primarily for reasons of privacy, counseling, religious
beliefs and cultural traditions. Another reason could pertain to the diversity of
physicians’ nationality, which might prevent the relationship from being more than
that of physician and patient, in addition to language barriers, which in some cases
give rise to the need for an interpreter. Another explanation to the results on the
personal relationship might be to the authorities the physician gained over the patient
given the expertise and knowledge the physician have during the encounter.
The third construct that scored well in the satisfaction indicator was
assurance, represented by service quality; this result may also have been influenced
by the patient–physician relationship. When patients were asked about the ability of
employees to answer their questions, patients results was in the satisfying area,
which indicates that SEHA hospital employees are well trained and knowledgeable
when responding to patients’ concerns or inquiries. Thiqa patient trust in the hospital
leads to a sense of security, and while being handled by the hospital staff they feel
safe. Thiqa patients also feel that they are treated with dignity and respect.
The forth construct, which had a mean of 3.89, is responsiveness, which is
another indicator of service quality and is consistent with the previous finding. The
highest aspect of responsiveness is the availability of employees to respond to
patients’ requests and notify them of delays, which is aligned to both the patient–
physician relationship and the assurance constructs. SEHA has thus succeeded in
providing patients with a perception that employees are ready to respond to any
requests they have.
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Another component of service quality, with a mean of 3.78 which equates to
“satisfied” is reliability. Patients perceive that SEHA employees have minimal errors
in their medical procedures and deliver the services on time and as promised, and
when there is a problem employees solve it effectively and quickly. Thiqa patients
are also satisfied with the medical record accuracy and maintenance by SEHA
hospitals.
The final component of service quality is the empathy construct, which is also
considered by Thiqa patients to be a satisfying component; this makes service quality
the highest satisfaction construct in the model. Empathy is enforcing what was
mentioned previously in regards to the service provided to the patient; Thiqa patients
have high expectations, their requests are considered a priority by hospital
employees, and staff are aware of the needs of patients.
The lowest construct that scored “moderately satisfied” is waiting time
satisfaction. The indicator that scored lowest is actual waiting time versus expected
waiting time. The patient expectations are very high in terms of speed of services.
According to the scores for tangibility, SEHA has succeeded in providing easy
access to hospital services, but waiting time expectations need to be adjusted or met.
The development of this level of expectation by Thiqa patients could be related to
their previous visits to certain hospitals, but when changing to a hospital under
SEHA they have encountered different timing. Another explanation could be the lack
of sustainability in certain clinics, as patients expect to see the physician according to
their appointment time. Another indicator in waiting time satisfaction was the lack of
entertainment in the waiting room; although the waiting area scored highest in terms
of cleanliness, it scored low on other factors such as boredom in the waiting area.
Having a comfortable waiting area is a concern for patients as well, as it also scored
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less than the desired outcome. SEHA hospitals should consider adding more
comfortable chairs to waiting areas.
In regards to loyalty, the patients considered SEHA hospitals as their first
choice for their and their loved ones’ healthcare treatment. However, when asked if
they were willing to pay extra for their treatment the result was 3.06, which is the
second lowest scored in the questionnaire after waiting time. The reason for this
pertains to the level of satisfaction, as patients are satisfied and loyal but not to the
point of paying additional costs. Another contribution factor is the choices Thiqa
patients have; their insurance covers their treatment in the private sector as well as
the public sector. This could also be explained by the results for switching cost; when
patients were asked about the costs of changing health facility they scored a mean of
3.3, which is considered moderate. This means that there is a risk that Thiqa patients
will shift their loyalty if they are presented with better services from the private
sector.
In summary, with regard to research question 1 (To what degree are Thiqa
patients satisfied with and loyal to the outpatient services delivered by SEHAaccredited hospitals?), Thiqa patients are considered satisfied and loyal, but the level
of satisfaction did not reach “very satisfied”, which would be a score of five for all
constructs, except for cleanliness of the waiting area. This highlights a potential risk
of losing more patients to competitors. Recommendations for SEHA to improve
these results will be discussed in depth in the recommendations section.
5.1.2 Research Objective 2
According to research conducted by Ganesh, Arnold and Reynolds (2000),
the promotion of customer loyalty can be very beneficial, and loyal customers cost
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less. Therefore, SEHA should concentrate on providing services and products to
those who are more likely to remain loyal, while at the same time coming up with
different strategies to make sure that those patients who might be difficult to retain
are provided plans to factors that might affect their loyalty.
Factors that might lead to effective customer satisfaction and loyalty have
been studied from the marketing point of view over the last few decades (Flint,
Blocker, & Boutin, 2011). Nevertheless, there is still limited literature on the specific
factors that can lead to the development of patient contentment and retention from
the medical and marketing points of view. In this regard, the results of this study will
be compared to those from the marketing dimension or from the limited literature on
the importance of these factors in the healthcare sector. This section aims to
determine the strategic priority objectives for SEHA through the usage of IPAM. The
importance and performance factors mentioned, such as patient satisfaction, patient–
physician relationship, service quality, waiting time satisfaction, switching cost,
hospital image and WoM, will also be interpreted. Table 23 shows comparison
between the IPMA for patient loyalty and for patient satisfaction.
Table 23: Comparison between the IPMA for patient loyalty and for patient
satisfaction
Patient Satisfaction

Patient Loyalty

Q1

Q3

Q1

Q2
Patient–
Physician
Relationship

Q3

Service Quality

Word of Mouth

Service
Quality

Hospital Image

Switching Cost

Hospital
Image

Switching Cost

Patient–Physician
Relationship

Waiting Time
Satisfaction

Patient
Satisfaction

Waiting Time
Satisfaction

Word of Mouth
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Even though the IPMA was originally designed to be used in marketing, it is
important to note that this model has also been used in other fields to determine the
possible relationships between two different variables (Sever, 2015). The model
under investigation measures importance and performance, as plotted in the action
grid, to examine the possible strengths and weaknesses that different services or
companies might have in promoting the development of customer satisfaction and
loyalty (Martilla & James, 1977), since hospitals are service-oriented companies.
Therefore, it is necessary to use the importance–performance map to determine the
impacts that different factors have on the promotion of patient satisfaction, as well as
patient loyalty. In order to determine the strength of a given factor, the technique
used focused on the area in which satisfaction was significantly high, and therefore
declared it a region of high importance. On the other hand, the weakness of a given
variable was determined through evaluation of the region where it falls within the
grid, with a significantly low satisfaction rate. The map contains four quadrants, and
results reflected in the map divided by threshold are considered to be the mean of the
results (Sever, 2015). According to Martilla and James (1977), the values of factors
obtained using this model can be used in the development of a list that contains
factors that should be addressed in terms of their priorities.
5.1.2.1 Performance Scores of Satisfaction Indicator Variables
The findings from this research study revealed that waiting time satisfaction
recorded the lowest performance rate of 54.46, which is aligned to the previously
discussed score in Table 13, showing that waiting time satisfaction is considered a
point of moderate satisfaction by Thiqa patients. This is followed by switching cost
and WoM, recording a performance value of 61.32 and 63.62, respectively; however,
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these three variables fall in quadrant three, which is considered low priority in
comparison to the variables in quadrant one. Despite the results, concentrating on
these three constructs is important as they have an impact on both patient satisfaction
and patient loyalty, as presented in chapter two. This will be intensively discussed in
chapter five.
Service quality scored the highest in importance and relatively high in
performance among all the constructs. There were five variables that represent
service quality, and these will be discussed alongside the impact each has on the
dependent variables. Compared to the lowest performance value, which was
observed for the service quality component, empathy was considered the lowest
variable representing service quality, with a score of 67.18. On the other hand,
tangibility recorded the highest score at 76.52, which is consistent with the level of
satisfaction obtained in the previous section, followed by assurance, responsiveness
and reliability, with values of 72.48, 72.30 and 69.66, respectively. The value of
service quality can be considered the highest in terms of importance–performance in
this study. A high value of performance, as observed in the case of service quality, is
a clear indication that SEHA hospitals in Abu Dhabi are performing better in this
regard compared to the other variables in regards to the service quality.
Comparing the results on both patient loyalty and patient experience, as
shown in Table 23, provides a better understanding of the similarities between them.
The main focus for future strategic approaches should be to concentrate on quadrant
four and maintain quadrant one; hospital image and service quality fell into quadrant
one for both patient loyalty and patient satisfaction analyses, which makes these two
variables priorities for SEHA to maintain, with the exception of a few items that fell
into quadrant four, making them items that require immediate attention. Despite the
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results presented regarding the impact of hospital image on patient loyalty, one item
fell into quadrant four, which was hospital image 3 which is “This health facility is
known to provide exceptional customer service”. The focus on this item is the image
of the hospital regarding its level of customer service; although it was close to the
threshold, it requires immediate action from SEHA hospitals. Customer satisfaction
is one of the keys to satisfied and retained patients in hospitals (Howard, 1999).
Another item from patient satisfaction fell into quadrant four, which is meeting
patient expectations regarding the service; this indicates that patient expectations are
not being fully met. It can be concluded for patient loyalty that patients have high
expectations regarding the level of customer service, which indicates that SEHA
started well and raised the level of expectations of Thiqa patients, but then declined,
which could be one reason why patients chose to get treated elsewhere. These results
are similar for patient satisfaction as well, as hospital image 3 results placed it in
quadrant four. This can also be explained by Kano’s (2001) theory that over a period
of time attractive attributes will become a basic requirement or a must-be attribute
for customers.
The highest item for hospital image is the reputation regarding the level of
healthcare provided, which is one of the main competitor advantages SEHA hospitals
have over competitors. Hospital image 1 is a reflection of the service quality
construct; the results for service quality indicated that it is of the highest importance
in terms of performance, followed by patient–physician relationship, which was in
quadrant four. Thus, the level of care should be sustained and improved accordingly,
as it is at the core of services provided in the hospital. This led to the satisfaction
level presented in items 1 and 3, indicating that the overall satisfaction is primarily
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linked to the level of service quality when it comes to the care and the reputation of
the healthcare provided.
Patient satisfaction registered additional results for quadrant four. For
example, empathy 4, which focused on the awareness of caregivers of patients’
special needs, was placed below the threshold. Coelho and Henseler (2012) found
that customizing the service increases service quality, customer trust, customer
satisfaction and customer loyalty. This is aligned to the previous finding regarding
the hospital image in regards to customer service, and to that regarding assurance,
which is the level of trust patients have towards the healthcare providers. Treating
patients on a personal level will improve trust, patient satisfaction and patient
loyalty. Similarly, WoM 1 and 2 fell into quadrant four. WoM from friends and
family has significant weight that can shape the image of the hospital in regards to
the customer services provided, as well as the service quality and level of treatment.
Patient–physician relationship fell into quadrant one for patient satisfaction;
thus, the level should be sustained. Further elaboration on this relationship will be
discussed in the chapter five.
On the other hand, switching cost, waiting time satisfaction and WoM fell
into quadrant three for both patient loyalty and patient satisfaction, and are thus
considered low priority by current Thiqa patients acquiring SEHA outpatient services
as indicated by Martilla and James (1977).
Regarding research question 2 (What are the most important variables that
have been recognized by Thiqa patients regarding outpatient services in relationship
to patient loyalty and patient satisfaction?), the most important constructs identified
by Thiqa patients in relation to loyalty were service quality, hospital image and
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patient satisfaction. For satisfaction, the constructs registered were the same with the
addition of patient–physician relationship.
5.1.3 Research Objective 3
In order to achieve the third objective of this research, the ECSI was
employed to determine the factors that promote the satisfaction and loyalty of Thiqa
patients from Abu Dhabi through the usage of SEM. The model was modified as
discussed, in the previous chapter, to meet the study objectives and to ensure it could
capture the constructs mentioned in the literature. One of the research aims is to
identify the variables’ impact on the independent variables through hypothesizing the
impact of the independent variables on the dependent variables and finding out
whether the impact is direct or in direct.
Hypothesis 1 focused on service quality and the impact it has on patient
satisfaction and loyalty. The results extend the previous finding regarding the
importance of service quality for patient satisfaction, and are consistent with
literature that has proven the important of service quality on patient satisfaction and
the indirect relation it has with patient loyalty (Andrade, Lima, Pereira, Fornara, &
Bonaiuto, 2013; Bakan, Buyukbese, & Ersahan, 2014; Chang & Chang, 2013).
SEHA has achieved a satisfying level of service quality, and this is reflected
in the level of loyalty. However, the level has not reached a competitive stage as
most patients, when asked whether they are willing to pay more for the service, said
no.
Regarding research question 3 (Is there a relationship between perceived
quality and Thiqa patients’ loyalty and satisfaction?), a direct positive impact was
noted on patient satisfaction, and an indirect positive impact was found on patient
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loyalty, making the relationship with patient loyalty one of partial mediation. the
higher the service quality the higher the patient satisfaction and loyalty.
Development of Hypothesis 2 was based on results from previous studies,
which have indicated either positive or negative impacts of corporate image on the
development of customer satisfaction and loyalty. Hypothesis 2 can be divided into
three main categories: impacts of hospital image on patient satisfaction, impacts of
hospital image on patient loyalty, and the mediation effect of patient satisfaction on
the relationship between hospital image and patient loyalty. In the context of
hospitals, a positive image can stimulate the development of patient satisfaction and
loyalty. Therefore, there was a need to formulate a hypothesis focused on
determining the impacts of hospitals in Abu Dhabi on the development of
satisfaction and loyalty among healthcare customers seeking outpatient services
therefrom. The results showed that hospital image has an impact on both patient
satisfaction and loyalty, which is consistent with the literature and the adopted model
(Fornell, 1992).
It is apparent from a study conducted by Hu et al. (2010) that the brand image
of a company can have direct or indirect positive impacts on the loyalty of
customers, as well as their behavioral intentions. Ogba and Tan (2009) discovered
that brand image has a direct impact on the development of customer loyalty.
The results from this study are in agreement with those obtained by Fornell et
al. (1996), which indicated that if an organization has a strong brand image in the
market, its ability to retain and attract more customers is very high compared to the
case of an organization with a weak brand image. The strength of the brand image in
the market can be used by the organizations involved as a marketing tool in a
competitive market.
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Nevertheless, it is important to note that a hospital’s brand image is not
absolute, because, as Deledda et al. (2013) determined, it is comparative to the brand
images of hospitals competing in the same market. If patients have a superb
experience during their medical examination and treatment, there is a higher chance
that they will form a positive brand image that enables them to become loyal to the
care services being offered in these hospitals. For that matter, the hospital’s image
can have a strategic function by acting as a link between the development of patient
satisfaction and patient loyalty. Hence, a favorable hospital brand image can help in
strengthening the intentions that patients have during the process of selecting
hospitals.
Regarding research question 4 (Is there a relationship between hospital image
and Thiqa patients’ loyalty and satisfaction?), hospital image has a direct positive
impact on patient satisfaction and an indirect positive impact on patient loyalty,
making the relationship with patient loyalty one of partial mediation. Thus, the better
the image of the hospital, the higher the patient satisfaction and loyalty.
Hypothesis 3 focuses on the impact of WoM on patient satisfaction, and the
indirect impact on patient loyalty. The result show that there is a positive
relationship, which supports this hypothesis.
Wetzer, Zeelenberg and Pieters (2007) described WoM communication in the
context of the fact that “consumers frequently talk to other consumers about their
experience”. WoM is also a tool used by patients in selecting their healthcare
provider (Sloane, Tidwell, & Horsfield, 1999). This sort of communication may be
the only method available to some patients when seeking healthcare, and it could
provide positive or negative feedback about the organization. There are different
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methods of WoM communication, such as electronic word of mouth (eWoM), to
influence consumers’ judgment on a product or service (Lee & Youn, 2009).
The need to have quality services among care service companies has been
considered to play an important role in the prosperity of any business organization,
even within a competitive environment. Sadeh and Sadeh (2017) indicated that
service quality is antecedent to the formation of positive WoM among patients, as
well as the development of patient loyalty. When patients are satisfied with the care
services provided to them by hospitals, they are more likely to become loyal to those
products. In order for patients to become loyal to healthcare services, they must first
be satisfied with the quality of the care services they consume. Even though
Hypothesis 3 in this study was supported, the findings disagree with those obtained
by Wangenheim and Bayón (2007). According to that study, WoM and customer
satisfaction do not have a linear relationship, and the relationship is moderated by
several other dimensions pertaining to customer. However, Shi et al. (2016)
highlighted the development of positive impacts on the relationship between WoM
and customer satisfaction by promoting or lowering customer expectations, and
added a moderating effect of this relationship in the form of product type, and
whether it has been used before. Nevertheless, WoM is not the only aspect that can
promote the development of positive impacts on the connection between patient
satisfaction and patient loyalty.
Even though these outcomes are to some extent supported by the fact that the
research was conducted among consumers, where customers were not aware of the
exact quality of the products or service but relied on explanations provided by the
sellers, the same idea cannot be used in the case of care services. For that matter, the
observation is due to the fact that most customers in the healthcare market will only
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be satisfied with the quality of care services if the products they buy are able to fully
satisfy their needs.
Furthermore, customers in this market have limited freedom to choose the
type of products they consume, because in most cases medical practitioners are
provided with the mandate of deciding on the most effective medical procedure to
help the patient recover quickly. However, patients are able to select which hospital
to visit, and the referring physician has an influence on this choice (Sloane et al.,
1999). WoM and patient loyalty can only come into play, in a positive manner, if the
services provided have satisfied patient needs. Importantly, the needs of healthcare
customers can only be satisfied if the products they consume are of high quality or
contain specific characteristic features that patients require.
Hypothesis 4 focused on patient–physician relationship, and is divided into
three parts: the impact on patient satisfaction, the impact on loyalty, and the
mediation role of satisfaction on the relationship between patient–physician
relationship and patient loyalty. The results show that there is a relationship between
the patient–physician relationship and patient satisfaction, but no relationship with
patient loyalty; however, there is an indirect relationship between the patient–
physician relationship and patient loyalty. This indicates that physicians play a role
in retaining patients, though this depends on the level of satisfaction; therefore,
satisfying patients is a priority for physicians to retain patients. Ong et al. (1995)
showed that the benefit of a good patient–physician relationship not only improves
patient satisfaction, but also results in better health status for the patient in the long
term.
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Regarding research question 5 (Is there a relationship between WoM and
Thiqa patients’ loyalty and satisfaction?), WoM has a direct positive impact on
patient satisfaction. The better the WoM, the higher the patient satisfaction.
For research question 6 (Is there a relationship between the physician–patient
relationship and Thiqa patients’ loyalty and satisfaction?), a direct positive impact
was found from physician–patient relationship on patient satisfaction, but no indirect
impact was found on patient loyalty, making the relationship with patient loyalty
fully mediated. The better the relationship between the patient and the physician, the
higher the satisfaction and loyalty.
Patients are considered vulnerable when they entrust physicians with their
lives. Ridd, Shaw, Lewis and Salisbury (2009) identified trust as the key to this
complex relationship, and it is considered an important element. Communication
stimulates the relationship between the patient and the physician; it also reduce
medical errors and patient complaints, and improves the patient’s health status
(Tongue, Epps, & Forese, 2005). This research identified that Thiqa patients have a
certain level of trust that influences their level of satisfaction and loyalty. However,
the relationship did not reach the level required for patients to continue being loyal,
as the results show that there is no direct impact between the relationship and loyalty.
The results also show that the lowest score was obtained when patients were asked
whether they perceive their physician as a friend; this result could have been
influenced by the religion and culture, as stated previously. However, Levinson,
Gorawara-Bhat and Lamb (2000) argued that physicians only focus on organs and
tissues, as they are technically oriented, and distance themselves from emotional cues
from patient presents in consultations, leaving the opportunity of enhancing the trust
relationship even further. Thiqa patients might trust physicians for their care, which
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will make it an element of the switching costs that prevent the patient from switching
to another hospital for care.
Hypothesis 5 pertains to the impact of waiting time satisfaction on patient
satisfaction, and the moderation effect this has on the relationship between patient
satisfaction and patient loyalty. The results show that there is no direct or indirect
relationship to patient satisfaction or patient loyalty, and no moderation effect. This
contradicts the finding by Bielen and Demoulin (2007), who indicated that waiting
time satisfaction positively impacts patient service satisfaction and moderates the
relationship between satisfaction and loyalty. According to Magro and Aquilina
(2016), the expected waiting time could be different from the actual time spent, and
satisfaction with wait time could be influenced by factors such as the comfort of
seats and the entertainment in the waiting area (e.g., magazines, tea, coffee and free
Wi-Fi).
Regarding research questions 7 and 8 (Is there a relationship between
waiting time satisfaction and Thiqa patient satisfaction? and Does waiting time
satisfaction influence the relationship between patient loyalty and patient
satisfaction?), there is no direct positive impact of waiting time on patient
satisfaction, and no moderation effect of waiting time satisfaction on patient loyalty.
Hypothesis 6 considered the impact of switching cost on patient loyalty, and
the moderating effect on the relationship between patient satisfaction and patient
loyalty. The results show that there is a positive relationship between switching cost
and patient loyalty, which means that the higher the cost, the harder it is for patients
to switch to another hospital. These results disagree with findings by Platonova et al.
(2008), who concluded that switching cost may not be a barrier in healthcare. The
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other part of the hypothesis pertains to the moderation effect, and the results show
that this hypothesis is not supported.
From the Thiqa patients’ prospective, there is no financial aspect preventing
them from switching to another hospital, given their insurance plan (DoH, 2016).
Dick and Basu (1994) argued that switching cost could equate to time and effort, in
addition to money, and Platonova et al. (2008) added that due to the highly
personalized nature of the patient–physician relationship this can be considered a
barrier to change. This is also an indication that some patients are loyal to SEHA
hospitals simply due to inertia, as they consider researching and learning about other
healthcare options to be a high switching cost. Thus, there is a possibility that this
could be a false loyalty. According to Jones and Sasser (1995), there are four type of
customers depending on their level of satisfaction and loyalty: (1) loyalists, who have
high satisfaction and high loyalty, and tend to stay and support the organization; (2)
defectors, who have low to medium satisfaction and loyalty and tend to leave the
organization; (3) mercenaries, who have high satisfaction and low to medium loyalty,
and tend to have low commitment; and (4) hostages, who are considered very loyal
but have low to medium satisfaction, and tend to feel trapped and unable to switch.
Jones and Sasser (1995) added that a score of 3 or 4 for satisfaction is not a stronge
indication that the patients will not switch to a competitor. This should be a point of
alarm for SEHA, as most current patients are not highly satisfied and not extremely
loyal.
Regarding research questions 9 and 10 (Does switching cost influence the
relationship between patient loyalty and patient satisfaction? and Is there a
relationship between switching cost and Thiqa patients’ loyalty?), there is no
evidence to support a moderation effect of switching cost on patient loyalty, but there
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is a direct positive impact of switching cost on patient loyalty, where the higher the
switching cost the higher the loyalty.
Hypothesis 7 pertains to the direct relationship between patient satisfaction
and loyalty. This relationship has been supported by most of the literature, as well as
the adopted model (Fornell, 1992). Patients will not be loyal unless they are satisfied,
and if the level of satisfaction drops, they will be considered hostages according to
Jones and Sasser (1995). The results in this research support the ECSI in regards to
the constructs used from the original model.
5.1.4 Impact of Patient Demographics
Patient demographics have been demonstrated to impact patient satisfaction
and loyalty in various ways. It has been considered by researchers such as Al-Neyadi
et al. (2016) and Batbaatar et al. (2017), who sought to better explain patient
satisfaction and loyalty. The demographic characteristics chosen for this research
were age, gender, education, occupation, marital status and frequency of visits. The
p-values for patient demographics’ direct and indirect relationships are presented in
Tables 20 and 21, respectively.
5.1.4.1 Age
According to Batbaatar et al. (2017), age is one of the most important and
consistent determining variables of patient satisfaction. They added that older
patients are more satisfied with their healthcare services compared to younger
patients. This research also confirms that age has an impact on patient satisfaction, as
it has a p-value of 0.03. Age also indirectly impacts patient loyalty through the
mediation of patient satisfaction. Nevertheless, there is a chance that these numbers
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might decrease as the patient’s age increases due to a range of factors, such as the
utilization of homecare services or nursing homes.
5.1.4.2 Frequency of Visits
The p-value for the relationship between frequency of visits and loyalty was
0.08; though this is above the threshold of 0.05, it is considered significant in this
research as the relationship is aligned with that of previous studies, such as that by
Gremler and Brown (1999), and, according to Fisher (2006), if the value is less than
0.1 it can be considered significant. Therefore, this is a clear indication that the
frequency of visits positively impacts the occurrence of patient loyalty.
5.1.4.3 Marital Status
Hall and Dornan (1990) and Xiao and Barber (2008) supported the claim that
married patients are more satisfied with the healthcare services provided to them.
This research determined that there is a relationship between the marital status of
patients and their satisfaction with care services. Based on the results of this study,
67.6% of the patients were married, while 30.0% and 2.4% were of single and
divorced, respectively. Hence, this is a clear indication that the target group in this
case includes married individuals.
The low number of patients who are single can be linked to the assumption
that individuals who belong to this group are often willing to look for medical
services from different medical facilities. On the other hand, married individuals in
most cases reside in one place for a long time, and hence will look for a medical
center that is easily accessible in case of emergency. In most cases, individuals who
are single are involved in searching for better lives and therefore do not subscribe to
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a single healthcare center for care services. The marital status of patients plays a
significant role in the determination of patient satisfaction and loyalty, based on the
results obtained from this study.
5.1.5 Research Objective 4
The National Customer Satisfaction Index has been adopted in several
countries and by several scholars, as presented in chapter 1. Nevertheless, there is no
comparable attempt for the Emirate of Abu Dhabi or the UAE. One of the objectives
of this research is to construct strategies and intellectual resources that can be utilized
in the establishment of a National Customer Satisfaction Index for the UAE region.
5.1.6 Thiqa Patient Satisfaction Model
The Thiqa patient satisfaction model contains a conceptual representation of
factors that should be considered during the process of developing strong patient
satisfaction, as well as loyalty. With reference to the results obtained, patient
demographic characteristics play an important role in the development of patient
satisfaction and loyalty. This is the main reason why the model presented in Figure 9
contains an arrow that directly links patient demographic factors to patient
satisfaction and loyalty. Furthermore, other factors, such as hospital image, quality of
care services (representing reliability, tangibility, responsiveness, empathy and
assurance), waiting time satisfaction, WoM and switching cost, were determined to
play a direct positive role in the development of patient satisfaction, and an indirect
role in the development of patient loyalty, in addition to the factors that directly
impacted patient loyalty, such as hospital image and switching cost. In conclusion,
the model presented in Figure 9 indicates that satisfying the needs of patients can
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lead to the occurrence of patient loyalty, in addition to the results indicating that
other factors could directly and indirectly influence the loyalty of patients.

Figure 9: Analysis of the research model
Notes: Path significance: *** p < 0.001; ** p < 0.01; * p < 0.05 (dotted lines
represent insignificant relationships, solid lines represent significant relationships)
5.2 Conclusions
Retaining and increasing the number of patients who are willing to consume
outpatient services from SEHA hospitals was the main intention of this research.
Importantly, addressing the issues that affect the patient satisfaction and loyalty will
not only help patients to achieve their goal of remaining healthy, but will also help
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these hospitals to increase their financial returns. Nevertheless, it is important to
prioritize the objectives and the progression of their execution so as to limit financial
constraints among these hospitals. With reference to data from the Department of
Health – Abu Dhabi, 51% of patients in SEHA hospitals were Emirati nationals as at
the end of 2016 (DoH, 2016). Surprisingly, this number decreased by 2% in the
following year (DoH, 2016). The decrease in the total number of patients in the
outpatient units of SEHA health facilities has been linked to the inability of these
hospitals to promote patient satisfaction to the patient expectation level which
affected their loyalty to SEHA hospitals. In this regard, the main intention of this
research was to examine the elements that are linked to patient satisfaction and
loyalty among Thiqa patients, with the aim of retaining current patients and
eventually increase the market share.
Grounded in the information that there is limited literature regarding the
factors that influence the development of patient satisfaction and loyalty within
healthcare settings, this study partially depended on information from the marketing
industry that involves the promotion of brand image and customer satisfaction
together with customer loyalty. in the literature, the relationships that have been
found to impact patient satisfaction and loyalty are WoM, service quality, the
strength of the patient–physician relationship, waiting time satisfaction, switching
cost, hospital image and demographic characteristics of patients; these were also
considered as control variables.
The data collected from the 413 participants included in the study was
analyzed through the use of SmartPLS 3.0 (Ringle et al., 2015). The findings
provided the necessary information to meet the study objectives and answer the
research questions. The first objective of this research was to determine the rate of
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patient satisfaction and loyalty to the care services being provided in SEHA health
facilities. Centered on the findings, it can be determined that most patients of these
healthcare facilities are satisfied, and all of them are willing to continue consuming
these services. Patient satisfaction and loyalty are directly proportional to each other;
hence, only those patients who are satisfied with the care services will remain loyal.
The Health Authority of Abu Dhabi initiated Thiqa care insurance for UAE
nationals and those with similar status such as the spouse of the nationals if they
were from different nationality, which has enabled them to utilize SEHA services
without any financial impacts for the patient. Despite this initiative, however, the
number of patients who are willing to consume these products has been decreasing,
which is a clear indication that cost of care is not the main issue with healthcare
services among these hospitals. Based on the study’s findings, and as discussed in the
previous chapter, it is justifiable to conclude that customer service might be the main
reason why customers have been seeking alternatives. The factors pertain to patient
expectations regarding the customer service, and moderate patient–physician
relationships in regards to empathy and awareness of patients’ personal needs. Most
healthcare customers look for services that will help in protecting their health, and
one of the main sources of information when scouting for physicians or hospitals is
the hospital image in the market, and WoM. Relating the results from this study to
those obtained from preceding studies, it can be noted that despite the fact that there
are no costs to utilize care services from SEHA hospitals, most of these hospitals
have failed to promote the development of patient satisfaction through the delivery of
patient services on a personal level. In a situation where patients are satisfied, cost
will not be relevant when they revisit hospitals for the same services. The process of
attracting more patients to these hospitals might be very difficult if the patients
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already treated are not willing to repurchase the same services. For that matter, the
management of these care facilities must make sure that they win the trust of Thiqa
patients during their first visits. The male versus female patients considered in this
study who signed up for outpatient services in SEHA facilities were relatively equal
in number. For that reason, the strategies implemented by these hospitals should not
focus on a specific gender, but instead ensure all patients are content with the
excellence of the care services they consume.
As a result of the rate of satisfaction among Thiqa patients, as revealed by the
results, most have taken part in the promotion of these hospitals within the market
through the application of WoM. Satisfying the healthcare needs of patients
encourages them to share their positive experiences with other potential care
customers in the market. Therefore, the reduced number of patients seeking
outpatient care services among SEHA-governed hospitals has been contributed to by
the inability of previous patients to act as positive ambassadors of these facilities.
Instead, those who were not satisfied have chosen to seek care services from other
healthcare facilities that have the right attitude, highly responsive and empathic
physicians who are able to understand the requirements of patients and deliver the
most effective care procedures, and management that will not expose them to further
harm.
One of the most important strategies used for interpreting the data was the
application of IPMA of both patient satisfaction and loyalty, which aimed to meet the
second objective of this research. The outcomes from the IPMA indicated that the
patient–physician relationship recorded the highest performance score in both the
development of patient loyalty and the promotion of patient satisfaction, while
waiting time satisfaction recorded the lowest score on performance.
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The findings further indicated that service quality and hospital image of
outpatient units had the highest importance scores. The healthcare facilities involved
should implement strategies that will help in the promotion of a strong hospital
image and increase the quality of care services in order to enhance the occurrence of
patient satisfaction and loyalty.
The performance index of more than 80 for tangibles is a clear indication that
the physical facilities, such as diagnostic equipment and treatment equipment, are of
the right quality, or at least that a significant percentage of this equipment meets
patient expectations. This is one advantage that SEHA healthcare facilities have.
When these facilities are adequate or of outstanding quality, medical practitioners
will be supported and able to deliver excellent services to patients. Based on these
results, SEHA management should make sure that all hospitals under their
management are maintained to enable care providers to improve on their service
provision efficiency. Furthermore, the introduction of high-quality equipment will
enable Thiqa patients to develop positive expectations towards the care services
being provided in these facilities, hence increasing the chances that these hospitals
can attract more patients to different units, apart from outpatient units.
With the intention of meeting the third objective of this research and
determining the comprehensive connection between these factors and the
development of patient satisfaction and loyalty, hypothesis testing was conducted. Pvalues were used to determine whether each hypothesis was to be accepted or
rejected. Those hypothesis statements whose variables had a p-value of less than 0.05
were accepted, while those with a p-value higher than 0.05 were rejected. Chapter 4
played an important role in this research study as it helped in generating key findings
to answer the research questions and provide explanations on the research objectives.
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The hypothesis testing proved that there were some factors that had positive
impacts on the development of patient satisfaction and loyalty, while others did not
influence such relationships. The factors that directly influenced patient satisfaction
include service quality, hospital image, patient–physician relationship and WoM. In
contrast, factors such as waiting time satisfaction had no influence on the promotion
of satisfaction among Thiqa patients. On the other hand, some factors positively
impacted patient loyalty, including patient satisfaction, hospital image and switching
cost. Mediation affects were observed from service quality, hospital image, WoM
and patient–physician relationship on patient loyalty. In contrast, other factors, such
as patient–physician relationship, showed no impact on the promotion of patient
loyalty.
The study contributes to the literature regarding development of the ECSI in
the healthcare industry by identifying the potential constructs that can influence the
satisfaction and loyalty of patients.
The study successfully determined the factors that have led to the reduction
of patients seeking care services from SEHA healthcare facilities due to the level of
patient satisfaction and loyalty. Henceforth, the data obtained can be fully utilized
during the construction of a national customer satisfaction index that can be used by
service companies from the UAE. The variables that should be included in this
service quality determination model are customer–producer relationship, quality of
services (which include reliability, responsiveness, tangibility, empathy and
assurance), switching cost, WoM and corporate image. Furthermore, the model
should take into consideration the impacts of customer or patient demographic
characteristics on the development of their satisfaction and loyalty. The model shown
in this research could be a baseline for further attempts to establish the UAE or Abu
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Dhabi Customer satisfaction index which is the fourth objective of this research
study.
5.3 Limitations
Although the objectives of this research study were achieved, it is important
to note that there are several limitations that might have prevented the development
of more extensive findings. The first limitation of the study is linked to the fact that
only patients who had been served by the outpatient units of these hospitals were
included. Further, the research was not able to obtain extensive findings relating to
the various factors that negatively impact patient satisfaction and loyalty among all
departments of SEHA hospitals, such as inpatient care and emergency care.
Another limitation is linked to the fact that it involved a questionnaire for the
data collection process. The use of this type of approach often results in an
emotionless response. It was very difficult for the participants in this study to convey
their level of feelings and emotions towards the quality of the care services being
delivered in these hospitals through the use of questionnaires. Qualitative research on
this topic could enhance the findings and shed more light on the concerns that
patients have in regard to the services.
Another limitation of this research is the targeted population; for the purpose
of identifying the causes of the reduction and ways to retain current patients the
research only targeted Thiqa patients that had visited SEHA-accredited hospitals.
Therefore, only a segment of the UAE population was targeted, and this does not
reflect the entire patient population.
Although the aim of this research was to obtain findings that are applicable to
all SEHA hospitals, another limitation of this research arises from the fact that SEHA
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has several hospitals and primary clinics located in different locations in the Emirate
of Abu Dhabi. The findings cannot be linked to a specific hospitals, as they apply to
SEHA as a company. This could be resolved if a similar study was conducted for
each hospitals as a case study, and areas for improvement identified for each.
Another limitation was the data provided from Department of health in Abu
Dhabi, the report was issued in 2015 until 2017 (DoH, 2016) which prevented the
presentation of a longer trend in SEHA volumes throughout the years.
Finally, although the research model was established through a literature
review and hypotheses testing, which was verified by SEM, the research adopted a
cross-sectional study design. Using a longitudinal sectional approach would have
provided a better clarification of cause and effect relationships between variables.
5.4 Recommendations
Increasing and maintaining patient satisfaction and loyalty is the main goal
for most care providers; thus, healthcare providers should consider implementing
different strategies that will enable them to realize this goal. Centered on the findings
from this research, increasing switching costs would prevent Thiqa patients from
switching to other healthcare providers. Hence, it has the potential to create a false
loyalty or a hostage customer (Jones & Sasser, 1995). In addition, making patients
feel connected to their treatment plan and engaged in their care through the
development of a tool to keep them enthusiastic about their health is important.
According to Menon (2010), UAE telecom provided almost two mobile lines per
person, exceeding the previous record of Singapore. It is therefore recommended that
SEHA hospital care providers and management consider providing online tools that
patients can use to self-manage their care. Most patients are looking for a reliable
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source of medical care; therefore, if there is a way for them to access these services
through online platforms, it could enhance their satisfaction and loyalty. According
to the findings, waiting time was one of the factors that performed lowest in the
IPMA. Developing an online platform that can be used by those seeking outpatient
care services to book their appointment and acquire information regarding queuing
time could help in eliminating issues related to waiting time dissatisfaction. Such
online healthcare platforms would enable hospitals to determine patient preferences,
collect vital care information from patients, and provide patients with the estimated
cost of medical care, where applicable. During the treatment process, these platforms
can be used to offer educational support to patients about how they should use the
prescribed medications and the type of diet they should be following while under
medication. Online healthcare platforms could also offer interactive and dynamic
communication channels that can be used by physicians to educate patients about the
clinical reason behind their healthcare issues. Most importantly, these online
healthcare applications should be convenient and provide patients with a
personalized feeling in order to enable them to easily locate their stored information,
as well as give them the opportunity to express their medical situation without fear
that they will fail to get a response from physicians.
SEHA should consider employing eWoM in such an online platform, as the
research results show that patient are satisfied with the service quality provided to
them, as well as the patient–physician relationship. Patients may be willing to share
feedback regarding the hospital or the physician, since according to Ranaweera and
Jayawardhena (2014), satisfied customers are willing to advise others on consuming
the same product or service. This could have a great influence on existing patients
and would be considered an advertisement to new patients (Lee & Youn, 2009).
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Providing patients with a faster and smoother registration process is another
recommended strategy for SEHA hospitals to implement. As explained previously,
the occurrence of delays that are higher than their expectations decreases the
satisfaction level of Thiqa patients. Such a situation can make patients frustrated and
hence prevent them from being satisfied with care services.
The results regarding the satisfaction level of Thiqa patients suggest several
areas for improvement. The first pertains to waiting area entertainment and comfort,
since patients indicated that there is not enough entertainment or ways to pass the
time when waiting for services. SEHA hospitals focus on waiting time objectively in
terms of performance management, however another focus should also be on
patients’ perception of time. Patients’ perception of time differs from the actual time
spent waiting (Magro & Aquilina, 2016). However, patients are more tolerant of
waiting when they are kept informed about delays, and this impacts their level of
satisfaction, especially for male patients (Nottingham, Johnson, & Russell, 2018). In
addition to enhancing the entertainment and comfort of waiting areas, SEHA hospital
staff should maintain contact with patients who are waiting to ensure that they are
aware of the time they will spend. Another area for improvement is the parking lot.
During summer, patients prefer to walk less in the sun, which drives them to seek
parking closer to the door. SEHA should consider different methods for transporting
patients closer to the door, such as golf carts or valet services.
In future, to shed more light on the level of satisfaction Kano theory (Kano,
2001) could be applied shown in figure 10. The current practices in SEHA could
equate to attractive attributes that exceed patient expectations; however, the theory
indicates that over a period of time attractive attributes will become a basic
requirement or a must-be attribute for customers. Patient expectations increase every
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time a new service occurs, and over time the services that created the wow factor
would become an expectation. SEHA should invest in research to analyze the current
service with different means of patient segmentation to ensure a proper improvement
plan is in place, and should utilize the Kano model to this end.

Figure 10: Kano model
(Kano, 2001)
The results from the importance–performance map of patient satisfaction and
loyalty indicated that hospital image had the highest importance score after service
quality. The findings indicate that hospital image is the variable that should be
addressed so as to promote satisfaction and loyalty. It is recommended that SEHA
hospitals be ready to implement strategies that will enhance the development of a
strong hospital image in the healthcare market. The first strategy that these hospitals
should use is to reexamine and know their TASNEEF score which is a measurement
used by DoH to determine the level of quality for each healthcare facility (DoH,
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2016) and through the JAWDA Data Certification Key Performance Indicators
(KPIs), which are related to patient safety, clinical effectiveness and outcome, access
and timeliness, and patient focus care such as patient experience (DoH, 2016). Based
on the fact that delivery of high-quality healthcare services is an essential factor
within the healthcare system, these hospitals can increase the number of the patients
they attract and retain by identifying and promoting their TASNEEF KPI. These
KPIs are often based on various factors, such as consumer rankings, in addition to
patient satisfaction scores. Identification of KPIs will also enable these hospitals to
reveal important values that they can use during the process of market promotion. An
improved TASNEEF score for a hospital can be used as a powerful branding tool.
Another approach regarding hospital image is Corporate Social Responsibility
(CSR). SEHA hospitals should invest more in public work and community
awareness of certain diseases and preventive measures. This will improve SEHA’s
image in society and ensure that its aim is public health, and not purely profit.
Another strategy for SEHA pertains to the marketing prospective of each hospital.
The current marketing strategy aims to promote SEHA as a corporation, and not as a
hospital brand. Each hospital is unique, with its own culture and patients, whether it
is a community hospital or a tertiary hospital. A recommendation would be to
maintain the SEHA brand but also promote the hospital brand aligned with it.
Even though this study did not specifically determine that the welfare of the
physicians employed at SEHA hospitals was not promoted, the relationship between
patients and physicians can be used as an indicator of such a scenario. In this regard,
another important strategy that can be recommended for strengthening the brand
image of these hospitals is to put more focus on hospital employees, both medical
and non-medical. Even if the managers of these hospitals are focused on promoting
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the visions and missions of their respective hospitals, the staff members of these
organizations should be able to embody these values, because they are considered to
be the primary ambassadors of the healthcare company. In order to make this
recommendation effective, the management of these hospitals should make sure that
they implement creative and inexpensive ways to relieve the stress of medical
practitioners in order to achieve staff balance and productivity.
According to the results, WoM influences Thiqa patients’ satisfaction and
loyalty. Thus, another recommendation for this construct is to enhance the
relationship the hospitals have with community representatives. Hospital managers
should involve patients in the decision-making process and committees, as
representatives of the community. SEHA could also support community
representatives in establishing community meetings or gatherings to discuss an
agenda established by the hospitals to gain insights into the trends, concerns, desires,
as well as priorities of the patients and their families.
In order for SEHA to constantly monitor and improve the service, a
recommendation would be to test the model proposed in this research and continue
modifying it until a Thiqa patient satisfaction model has been established. It should
then be monitored on a regular basis. However, given that SEHA has different
hospitals and clinics under it, it is recommended that this model be created for each
healthcare facility. Each hospital might have a variety of services and a different
mixture of employees, which would also influence the level of satisfaction and
loyalty.
Patient choice of a hospital can be influenced by the referring physician and
WoM (Sloane et al., 1999). Given that SEHA has primary healthcare clinics that
refer to hospitals for specialty services, the referring physician have an influence on
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patient choice. Thus, SEHA hospital management should ensure that the referring
physician is educated in different specialties and the physicians in the hospitals, as
well as understanding their role in enhancing the referral process.
It is recommended that all medical practitioners practice a high level of
professionalism and take emotional considerations and patient wellbeing into account
while dealing with patients. Every patient has a right to receive high-quality care
services, regardless of his or her demographic factors. With reference to the findings
of this study, it was established that the responsiveness of physicians to the
emotional needs of patients was lower than the desired level, hence resulting in the
possibility that patients who are in need of outpatient care services seek treatment
elsewhere. The research indicated that patients did not perceive the physicians as
friends, but as professionals; according to Levinson et al. (2000), one of the reasons
for this is that physicians distance themselves from patients’ emotional cues. By
improving the efficiency of outpatient care delivery departments in these hospitals,
there is a higher chance that the level of patient satisfaction and loyalty will be
significantly boosted. Another possible reason for these results is cultural or
language barriers, as most of the physicians are from different country and might
speak other languages than Arabic. This sometimes requires someone to serve as
interpreter between the physician and the patient. As being one of the largest
healthcare provider in the region SEHA have the influence on Education sector to
divert the UAE national physician’s choice of specialties, this would improve the
nationalization of different specialty, which would form the required platform for the
relationship to reach the desired level of satisfaction and loyalty.
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5.5 Future Research
Although the objectives of this research study were achieved, performing
future research on the satisfaction and loyalty level among Thiqa patients would still
be worthwhile. In that respect, there is still a need to offer proposals for future
investigation. Based on the fact that the study was performed to determine the
satisfaction level among outpatient care customers, there are other healthcare units
that were not included in the research. It is therefore recommended that future
research focus on the level of satisfaction and loyalty among all patients who
consume the care services offered by SEHA hospitals. The results from such research
would help in providing comprehensive findings that can be used by SEHA policy
makers to make productive decisions that will help in boosting satisfaction among all
patients. Furthermore, such studies will help in determining the care units of the
hospitals that are most affected by the issues connected to patient dissatisfaction and
disloyalty.
This study was formulated to include only the consumers of outpatient
services as participants. Nevertheless, some factors, such as patient–physician
relationship, were determined to play an imperative role in the promotion of patient
satisfaction and loyalty. Future research that includes physicians, management
officials and patients should therefore be conducted. Increasing the diversity of the
participants will help in the collection of information that can be used to determine
the impacts of these factors from the patients’, physicians’ and managers’ points of
view. The findings from such a study could also be used to develop a patient
satisfaction and loyalty promotion model that is able to take care of every
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stakeholder within the healthcare system. Such models can be more efficient than
those that focus only on the welfare of patients.
This study applied SmartPLS 3.0 for the examination of data collected from
patients. Despite the fact that the results of the study could be effectively understood
and interpreted, more comprehensive results could be produced if SmartPLS 3.0
were combined with other quantitative data investigation methods, such as analysis
of moment structures. For that matter, scholars who are planning to conduct research
to test the model, and analyze the factors influencing patient satisfaction and loyalty,
should consider incorporating different statistical strategies to analyze their data. The
data obtained would help to ensure that the results are more precise and free of
speculations and erroneous conclusions.
Future research studies should also concentrate on the determination of how
specific factors can influence the development of patient satisfaction and loyalty.
This recommendation is important, because the current study only focused on how
various factors influence satisfaction; it did not specify the exact areas that were most
affected. For example, with regard to waiting time satisfaction, while the results
determined that waiting time satisfaction has no significant impact on patient
satisfaction and loyalty, they failed to specify which waiting time variables might
impact either aspect. Based on the literature review, there are different varieties of
waiting time – time taken by patients to be attended to by the physician, time spent
during the process of receiving treatment, and time taken by the physician to perform
follow-ups on patients. Another example is how patient–physician relationship
impacts patient satisfaction and loyalty. Patients encounter various physicians during
their treatment journey, including general practitioners, family medicine physicians,
specialists and consultants, each with different specialties. It would be worthwhile to
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investigate the different levels of communication the patient has with, and the level
of shared decision making provided by, each, and who the patient trusts most.
Based on such variations, studies that focus on each aspect of the indicator
variables for patient satisfaction and loyalty would provide results that can be used to
develop a more specific strategy. Within such studies, considering the impacts of
patients’ behaviors on the development of their satisfaction and loyalty is also
recommended. Nonetheless, future studies should also be conducted on situations in
which hospitals are providing high-quality care services but still recording
decreasing number of patients choosing their services. The behavioral perspectives of
these patients include the readiness of patients to consume healthcare services
regardless of the cost, among other factors.
Based on the results, a multiple mediator was identified to have a p-value of
0.04; this was Quality -> WoM -> Patient Satisfaction -> Patient Loyalty. This
indicates that the service quality influences WoM, which in turn influences patient
satisfaction, leading to patient loyalty. Future research should consider a mediation
analysis with multiple mediators specialty to further explore this effect (Rose,
Chassin, Presson, & Sherman, 2000).
A final recommendation for future research is to investigate the impact other
variables have on the patients from other areas of the hospital such as the inpatient
and emergency. Such experiences could cause particular behavior that could affect
satisfaction with outpatient services as well. Future research should measure the
relationships between these factors in emergency departments and inpatient units,
taking into consideration constructs that were not considered in the outpatient setting,
such as pain management, and services provided to inpatients, such as catering.
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Appendices
)Appendix A: Consent Form and Questionnaire Used in the Research (Arabic

المقدمة واستمارة الموافقة
عنوان الدراسة :قياس العوامل المؤثرة على والء مرضى ثقة بخصوص الخدمات الطبية المقدمة

لمرضى العيادات الخارجية:

دراسة تجريبية في إمارة أبوظبي

الباحث :إبراهيم أحمد سلطان الكويتي
قبل المشاركة في هذا البحث أوصي بشدة بقراءة العبارات التالية بعناية ولك مطلق الحرية في القبول أو الرفض ولديك
الحق في االنسحاب من البحث في أي وقت.
موضوع البحث
يهدف هذا اإلستبيان إلى دراسة العوامل المؤثرة على مرضى ثقة بشأن تكرار الزيارة لتلقي خدمات "صحة" للمرضى
الخارجيين .ونحن نجري هذه الدراسة لمعرفة المزيد عن هذا السؤال حيث أنه من األهمية بمكان تحسين رضا المرضى
ووالئهم للمستشفى ،علماً بأنه لم تقدم قبل ذلك أي دراسات تفصيلية شاملة تغطي مستشفيات "صحة" .وتنطوي المشاركة

في الدراسة على االنتهاء من االستطالع الذي يطرح أسئلة أساسية حول موضوع البحث وهو ما قد يستغرق حوالي 20
دقيقة تقريباً.
الغرض

تهدف هذه الورقة إلى تصور ودراسة العوامل التي تحدد والء المرضى من خالل الوساطة بخصوص رضا المرضى في
إمارة أبوظبي ،وذلك باستخدام مؤشر معدل رضا العمالء األوروبي .إضافة إلى المتغيرات األخرى التي كانت محور
اهتمام الباحثين ،وهي العالقة بين الطبيب والمريض ،وتكلفة تغيير المنشأة الصحية ،ووقت االنتظار كمتغيرات مستقلة،
واعتدال العالقة بين الرضا العام للمريض ووالء المريض .وستشمل مشاركتك في البحث إكمال استبيان يسألك عن
تصورك حول تلقي خدمات صحة في العيادات الخارجية.
الباحث
سيتم إجراء الدراسة على يدي أنا إبراهيم أحمد سلطان الكويتي
المخاطر والمضايقات
لن يكون لمساهمتك في هذا البحث أي تهديد أو تأثير سلبي عليك أو على خطة عالجك الحالية وفقا لتوقعاتنا.
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فوائد البحث
يؤدي إسهامك في البحث إلى تحسين فهمنا الحتياجاتك /أولوياتك ومستوى الرضا لتحسين تجربة المريض وأداء المنشأة
الصحية.
السرية
ستظل المعلومات التي تم جمعها خالل هذه الدراسة سرية تماما خالل تنفيذ هذا المشروع ،ولن يمكن إال للباحثين فقط
الوصول إلى بيانات الدراسة ومعلوماتها .ولن تكون هناك أية أسماء لتحديد الهوية في االستبيانات ،وسيتم ترميزها
واالحتفاظ بمفتاح الرمز سرياً .ولن يتم الكشف عن األسماء أو أية تفاصيل أخرى تستخدم لتحديد الهوية في أي نشر
لنتائج هذه الدراسة .وسوف تنشر نتائج البحث في شكل ورقة بحثية ويمكن نشرها في مجلة مهنية أو تقديمها في

اجتماعات مهنية ،ويمكن أيضا أن تنشر في شكل كتاب ،وستكون المعرفة التي تم الحصول عليها من هذه الدراسة ذات
قيمة كبيرة في توجيه المهنيين ليصبحوا أكثر فعالية في تقديم خدمات الرعاية الصحية بشكل أفضل في المنشأة الصحية
وكذلك لصانعي السياسات من أجل اتخاذ القرار الصحيح فيما يتعلق برعاية المرضى.
إنهاء المشاركة واالنسحاب
يشارك المشاركون طوعا في هذا البحث ،ولذلك لن يترتب على أي رفض أو انسحاب في أي وقت أية عقوبة ،ولك الحق
كذلك في رفض اإلجابة على أي سؤال إذا كنت محرجاً من اإلجابة عليه.

المزيد من االستفسارات وتفاصيل االتصال
نرحب باستفسارات المشاركين بشأن الدراسة االستقصائية أو التحدث وجها لوجه خالل المقابلة أو بعدها على تفاصيل
االتصال التالية:
االسم:
رقم المكتب:
البريد اإللكتروني:
إذا كانت لديك أسئلة أو استفسارات أخرى حول البحث ،يرجى االتصال برئيس لجنة البحوث في جامعة اإلما ارت العربية
المتحدة
البريد اإللكترونيDBA@UAEU.AC.AE :
أقر أنا( _______________________________________ ،يرجى طباعة االسم بوضوح) ،أني قد قرأت

وفهمت المعلومات الواردة أعاله بشأن البحث الذي تم إجراؤه ،وأقر بأنني على علم بجميع حقوقي في هذا البحث ،وبموجبه
أقبل بمحض إرادتي المساهمة في هذا البحث ،وأفهم أن إجاباتي ستبقى مجهولة الهوية.

المتابعة
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يرجى تقديم معلومات االتصال أدناه:
تحقق من االختيار الذي ينطبق:
____ أود الحصول على نسخة من محضر المقابلة
____ أرغب في الحصول على معلومات حول نتائج الدراسة
____ أود أن يتم االتصال بي في المستقبل إلجراء مقابلة متابعة محتملة
اكتب عنوانك بوضوح أدناه ،ويرجى أيضا تذويدنا بعنوان بريد إلكتروني إن وجد.
البريد اإللكتروني:

___________________________________________

المعلومات الشخصية
كم عدد الزيارات التي قمت بها إلى المنشأة
الصحية خالل الـ  12شه اًر الماضية؟

الجنس

ال يوجد

مرة واحدة

ذكر

 3–2مرة

 5–4مرة

أكثر من  5مرات

أنثى

السن
25-18
مستوى التعليم

دون الثانوية

35–26

45- 36

55–46

تعليم ثانوي

حاصل على

دراسات عليا

65–56

 66فما فوق

البكالريوس
الحالة اإلجتماعية
أعزب
الوظيفة

ال أعمل

متزوج
موظف

أخرى ،يرجى التحديد _________
طالب

متقاعد

الجوانب الملموسة
يرجى تقييم مدى موافقتك أو عدم موافقتك على كل عبارة من خالل وضع عالمة في المربع

أوافق بشدة

أوافق

محايد

ال أوافق

ال أوافق بشدة

الحصول بسهولة على مواقف سيارات متوفرة في المنشاة الصحية

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

الوصول إلى خدمات العيادات الخارجية أمر سهل

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

يتم الحفاظ على نظافة منطقة انتظار خدمات العيادات الخارجية

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

تتوفر بهذه المنشأة الصحية معدات حديثة

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐
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ساعات العمل في خدمات العيادات الخارجية مالئمة

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

االعتمادية
يقدم موظفو هذه المنشأة الصحية الخدمة الطبية الصحيحة من أول مرة

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

يقدم موظفو هذه المنشأة الصحية خدمات يمكن االعتماد عليها كما وعدت المنشأة الصحية

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

يتفانى موظفو هذه المنشأة الصحية في حل مشاكلي

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

يقدم موظفو هذه المنشأة الصحية الخدمات في الوقت المحدد

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

تحتفظ هذه المنشأة الصحية بسجالت طبية دقيقة

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

االستجابة
ال ينشغل موظفو هذه المنشأة الصحية أبدا عن الرد على طلباتي

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

يخبرني موظفو هذه المنشأة الصحية بمواعيد تقديم الخدمات

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

موظفو هذه المنشأة الصحية على استعداد دائم لمساعدتي

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

تلقيت خدمة سريعة من موظفي هذه المنشأة الصحية

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

الثقة

موظفو هذا المنشأة الصحية جديرون بالثقة

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

أشعر باألمان أثناء تلقي الخدمات من موظفي هذا المنشأة الصحية

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

يعاملني موظفو هذا المنشأة الصحية بأسلوب مهذب دائماً

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

يتمتع موظفو هذا المنشأة الصحية بالمعرفة الالزمة لإلجابة على أسئلتي
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التعاطف
أحظى باهتمام فردي من قبل موظفي المنشأة الصحية

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

يوفر هذا المنشأة الصحية ساعات عمل مالئمة الحتياجاتي

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

يعطي هذا المنشأة الصحية األولوية لمصلحتي

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

يدرك موظفو هذا المنشأة الصحية احتياجاتي الخاصة

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

سمعة المنشأة الصحية
قدمت عائلتي /أصدقائي أفكا ار إيجابية حول هذه المنشأة الصحية

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

أثرت عائلتي /أصدقائي بشكل إيجابي على تقييمي لهذه المنشأة الصحية

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

ساعدتني عائلتي /أصدقائي في اتخاذ قرار اختيار هذه المنشأة الصحية

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

الرضا عن وقت االنتظار
كان وقت االنتظار المتوقع أقل من وقت االنتظار الفعلي

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

كان مكان االنتظار مريحاً

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

لم أشعر بالملل خالل وقت االنتظار

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

أنا راض عموما عن وقت االنتظار في المنشأة الصحية.

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

يرجى تقييم العالقة بينك وبين الطبيب
كان الطبيب يعاملني كما لو كنا في نفس المستوى (على سبيل المثال :ال يتحدث أبدا إليك بدونية

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

وال يعاملك كطفل).
كان الطبيب يسمح لي بإخباره بما أريد (على سبيل المثال :يستمع بإهتمام ويطرح أسئلة وجيهة وال

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

يقاطعك أثناء الحديث).

يشركني الطبيب في كل الق اررات (على سبيل المثال :يسألك عن رأيك؛ يقدم الخيارات ويتيح لك
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☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

فرصة اتخاذ قرار بشأن ما عليك فعله؛ يسألك عما تفكر به قبل إخبارك بما عليك فعله).
يشجعني الطبيب على طرح األسئلة (على سبيل المثال :يقوم باإلجابة عليها بوضوح ،ال يتحاشى

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

األسئلة أبداً).

أحاول دائما اتباع نصيحة الطبيب.

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

أثق في تقدير هذا الطبيب بشأن الرعاية الطبية التي أحتاجها.
نمت عالقة شخصية بيني وبين طبيبي (على سبيل المثال :أنا أعتبر الطبيب صديقي)

أنا ر ٍ
اض بشكل عام عن الطبيب

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

رضا المرضى

أنا ر ٍ
اض بشكل عام عن تجربتي في هذا المنشأة الصحية

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

لقد تحققت توقعاتي

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

أنا ر ٍ
اض عن قراري بتلقي الخدمة في هذا المنشأة الصحية
الوالء
أنصح األصدقاء  /عائلتي بجلب أحبائهم إلى هذا المنشأة الصحية

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

أقول شيء إيجابي عن المنشأة الصحية للمرضى اآلخرين

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

أنا مسعد لدفع مبلغ إضافي لتلقي العالج في نفس المنشأة الصحية

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

أعتبر المنشأة الصحية هي "الخيار األول" كلما احتجت إلى عالج

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

نظرة المجتمع للمنشأة الصحية
يعرف عن هذه المنشأة الصحية أنها تقدم رعاية صحية جيدة

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

يعرف عن هذه المنشأة الصحية توفير خدمات على قدر عال من الكفاءة

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

يعرف عن هذه المنشأة الصحية تقديم خدمة عمالء مميزة

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐
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مدى تكلفة تغيير المنشأة الصحية التي أرتاد إليها

بشكل عام سيكون تغيير المستشفيات المألوف لديك أم اًر شاقاً.
يستغرق تغيير المستشفيات الكثير من الوقت والجهد.

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

الحاجة لدفع مبلغ مالي إضافي اليعني لي الكثير عند التفكير بتغيير المنشأة الصحية

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

بالنسبة لي ،تكاليف تغيير المستشفيات مرتفعة من حيث الوقت والجهد.

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐
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Appendix B: Analysis of Research Model (Path Significance)
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